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PREFACE.

My Laboratory is in many respects like a village

blacksmith's shed. It is a sort of lounge, where

many young people come to while away a leisure

hour,—to chat and see the " sparks fly." Though

these visitors are sometimes a little in my way,

1 and not unfrequently tire me by asking all sorts of

questions, yet I confess I like them to be with me

occasionally, because I have been informed severa

of them have in consequence become wiser and

better.

Their free intercourse with others who come to

the open shed of the blacksmith, has taught many

a luckless wight to appreciate the weight of a

dedge hammer ; for he has there seen iron forged,
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the ploughshare mended, and the-most intractable

metal skilfully fashioned into a shoe.

Although when first he visited the shed he may

have been only a scarecrow or rattle-clap to the

birds in his master's corn field, yet now he has

learned some of the mysteries of the forge, such

as making a nail, or shoeing a pony. When

the intellect begins to dawn, who can say how

bright it may become? What lustre and genial

influence it may, when fully developed, cast

around ?

I have found the minds of young persons

receive philosophical ideas not only without effort,

but even with pleasure. It is quite gratifying to

see what adepts some of them are in the chemical

art. For the potassium and phosphorus they

consume I every now and then am obliged to

levy a tax ; however, I must say there is, in the

long run, no pecuniary loss : for instance, one of

them (a zinc-smith) supplies plenty of chips of

zincum ; he can solder a galvanic plate or tap a '.

screw. To a cabinet-maker we owe our electric

machinery; I gave the plan, he supplied the
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material. A Lambeth glass-blower rarely wants

to be reminded of the deficiency of a gas holder,

a retort, or a few feet of tubing ; so, what with

one and another, our accounts balance pretty

<e\ enly at the end of the year.

Thus my Laboratory has become to my young

friends and their acquaintances one of the Free

Institutions, and in its way does as much good, I

hope, as any of them.

The various subjects that have from time to

time been discussed, are here introduced and

explained just as I am in the habit of replying to

questions that are put to me. I publish them in

the shape of a book, believing that they will

instruct and entertain many who have not been

to my Laboratory owing to distant residence or to

not having heard of it.

This Book must of course be only received as

; an inductive work. To those who begin here and

i end by obtaining a diploma from any of the

i universities, I shall be inclined to say, "Ke-

imember the road-side Blacksmith, and the Labora-

tory of Chemical Wonders !

"
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We have occasionally formed a party to go into

the country : the results of these trips are here

given, and I need not apologise for their inser-

tion, my object being to render popular scientific

matters not to be met with every day, and to

bring us face to face with Nature and her handy-

work.

G. W. SEPTIMUS PIESSE.

1 Merton Place, Chiswick : W.
November 1860.
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THE LABOBATOBY.

PHOSPHOKESCEXCE.

It is related of Christiana, the daughter of Linnaeus,

that while she was walking in her father's garden in the

evening of a hot and brilliant summer's day, now and

then watering some favourite plants with her arrosoir,

her attention was arrested by flashes of light which were

emitted by some flowers of nasturtium. Coleridge the

poet thus alludes to it :
—

" "lis said, on summer's evening hour

Flashes the golden-coloured flower

A fair electric flame."

Strolling at twilight or in the evening by the hedge-

row or along the field-path in the autumn of the year,

especially over the sandy soil of the Surrey hills, you

will see little sparkling gems illuminating the banks

which divide the fields. Should you be fortunate enough

to entrap one of these living jewels, it will be found, on

examination by daylight, to have legs and wings if it be

a male, but no wings if it be a female ; it is, in fact, an
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insect, which naturalists have named «£he Cicindela, or

Sparkler; you doubtless have heard of it by the familiar

name of the glow-worm, more correctly glow-beetle.

Should you be sailing down the river Mersey, or

merely crossing that stream in the ferry-boat from

Liverpool to Birkenhead in the autumn (particularly if

the evening be such as to overshadow the harvest-moon),

you will be delighted and surprised to notice that as the

vessel cleaves the water it will appear to be floating "on

the realms of light." A closer examination of the water

shows it to be charged with minute infusorial animalculse

(Pyrosoma Atlantica), only to be discovered by a micro-

scope ; every one of them however glows with light.

Down some of the lead mines in Derbyshire the

miners throw out with the ore a pretty greenish-blue

crystal stone, like bits of broken glass ; this is called

Fluor Spar. There is such an abundance of it that some

of the operative chemists sell it at a few pence per

pound. If you make this spar warm over a flame (hold-

ing it with a piece of wire), and then take it into a dark

room, it will shine with a beautiful blue light. While

in the dark room, be provided with a few lumps of sugar,

of such shape as you can break between your finger and

thumb. Now break them, and a flash of light will be

visible ; rub the lumps of sugar together, and there will

be more light. 'While in the dark room, if you are pro-

vided with two rounded whitish flint pebbles, such as

boys call milk-stones, you will by grating them strongly

together see a brilliant reddish light.

Native sulphuret of antimony, or stibine, glows with a

phosphoric light when it is heated in a crucible to a

dark red heat. When copper, silver, or gold are melted
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before the blowpipe on a piece of charcoal, they also

become phosphorescent at this high temperature; copper,

in this case, is seen to shine like the glow-worm, with a

greenish yellow light ; the effect is striking when the

phosphorescence is viewed through a piece of blue glass.

The mineral lepidolite is very phosphorescent before the

blow-pipe, especially when viewed through the blue

glass. Dr. Phipson has discovered, also, that sugar of

milk or lactine becomes phosphorescent on being broken

or ground down in a mortar—a fact not devoid of

interest, as it brings sugar of milk still nearer to other

sugars, such as cane sugar and mannite, which are also

phosphorescent in the same circumstances. When a

certain quantity of large dry crystals of protochloride

of mercury or of nitrate of uranium are shaken up

violently in a glass bottle, magnificent flashes of light

are seen to shoot.

On many of the commons in England, and by the sides

of numerous streams, willow-trees are allowed to grow

here and there. One more venerable than the rest has

begun to decay, and you may help yourself to pieces of

its trunk without the aid of saw or axe. Country boys

call it "touch-wood," for if a spark falls on it it will

burn like tinder. When the day has been unusually

bright and warm, this touch-wood, if taken into a dark

place, will shine with a star-like light.

In that warm region* of the earth where Cayenne pep-

per grows, where the coffee-plant flourishes, and the

sugar-cane is an immense grassy weed, innumerable

insects may be seen at sunset skitting and dancing in

the air, as we see gnats do in this country. Every one

of these little creatures, called in that country fire-flies,

B 2
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teems with light ; and so brilliant are^they, that three

of them placed under a glass in a dark night, would

give light enough to enable you to read Chemical Magic.

The Ignis-fatuus, or Will-o'-the-wisp, has afforded

the poets and romance writers many a mythical theme,

such as the following :—
" On distant swampy heath I see

A will-o'-wisp !—ah! luckless he

Who to next village bends his way

!

That glimpse will lead him far astray."

This luminous vapour is frequently seen during the

summer months hovering over marshes, low meadows,

and in the vicinity of stagnant ponds ; the slightest

breath of air causes it to flit and move as if it had life.

The luminous willow-trees, together with Will-o'-the-

wisp, have been the foundation of many a ghost-story,

as told by the luckless wight, who, after seeing his

sweetheart home, has had to return through the meadows

to his native hamlet.

Now all these curious lights are attributable to one

uniform cause, namely, phosphorescence. The light

thus visible differs from the sun's light, and from the

light emanating from combustion, in this one particular,

that there is no heat with it. Hence phosphoric or

phosphorescence is pure light, such as the light of the

moon and the stars, while ordinary light may be con-

sidered to be adulterated with heat, and chemical rays

which produce effects independent of the pure principle

of phosphorescence or light.
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COLD.

At one time it was thought that cold was some

particular substance, a sort of nitrous particle float-

ing about in space; but modern science has clearly

proved that cold is a negative result from the absence

of heat ; much in the same way that darkness is the

absence of light. Our ideas of hot and cold are formed

by comparing the temperature of things with that of

our body ; when above the heat of the body we say they

are warm or hot, and when below it we say they are cold.

The changes of temperature are measured with an instru-

ment called a thermometer (heat-measure), invented in

the year 1600, by Santorio, of Padua; it consisted of a

glass tube filled with coloured spirits ofwine. This liquid

contracts with the subtraction of heat, and expands with

its addition, sinking in the tube when it is cold, and rising

when it is hot ; but as spirit boils at a less heat than water,

this instrument was of little use to indicate high tempera-

tures, though valuable for low degrees, pure spirit never

having been frozen. Fahrenheit, a philosopher of Am-
sterdam, substituted mercury in the tube for spirit, and

as that metal does not congeal till it is seventy degrees

colder than ice, and does not boil till it is nearly 400

degrees hotter than boiling water, it gives a consider-

able range of indices. In England this instrument is

marked like a rule into 212 divisions, called degrees. If

we make a mixture of snow and salt, and place the ther-

mometer in it, the quicksilver stands at 0° (or zero) on the

scale. Ice begins to melt when the mercury points

+ 32° ; the heat of a fine summer's day is about + 70°.

The warmth of the human body is marked by -f 96 ; this

B 3
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is called "Blood Heat." If the rule beplaced in boiling

water the mercury • stands at +212°. We daily witness

the effects of heat between these extremes, and are

pretty familiar with it up to the temperature of a blast

furnace. But we have further to speak of cold, and of

those effects which take place when there is, as it were,

an entire absence of any heat whatever. For every mile

that we leave the surface of our earth the temperature

falls 5°. At forty-five miles' distance from the globe we

get beyond the atmosphere, and enter, strictly speaking,

into the regions of space, whose temperature by this

calculation is —225° * below zero ; and here cold reigns

in all its power. Some idea of this intense cold may be

formed by stating that the greatest cold observed in the

Arctic Circle is from —40° to—60° below zero ; and here

many surprising effects are observed. In the chemical

laboratory the greatest cold that we can produce is about

166° below zero. At this temperature carbonic gas be-

comes a solid substance, like snow. If touched, it

produces just the same effect on the skin as a red hot

cinder ; it blisters the finger like a burn. Quicksilver

or mercury freezes.at —40° below zero ; that is —72° be-

low the temperature at which water freezes. The solid

mercury may then be treated as other metals, hammered

into, sheets, or made into spoons ; such spoons would

however melt in water as warm as ice. It is pretty

certain that every liquid and gas that we are acquainted

with would become solid if exposed to the cold of the

regions of space. The gas we light our streets with

would appear like wax; oil would be in reality "as hard

* Arago says the temperature of space is —58°.
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as a rock ; " pure spirit, which we have never yet soli-

dified, would appear like a block of transparent crystal

;

hydrogen gas would become quite solid, and resemble a

metal ; we should be able to turn butter in a lathe like a

piece of ivory ; and the fragrant odours of flowers would

have to be made hot before they would yield perfume.

These are a few of the astonishing effects of cold : for

others see the Thermometric Scale.

GUNPOWDER.

A little saltpetre, a little charcoal, and a little sul-

phur, stirred up together, constitute that magic black

powder, the power of which makes a nation tremble.

It is the guard-chain and strong bolt which keep

\!~a£ /u&rbfcsian thief from entering the precincts of the

peaceful and industrious. Grunpowder is indirectly the

great peace constable of the world. Prior to this

clever chemical invention, the wars of sects, classes, and

nations, were vexatiously prolonged. Charlemagne spent

a long reign in perpetual war. During the Eoman Em-
pire war scarcely ceased ; and so it had been with all

the preceding nations. The history of the world is a

history of shifting wars. Prior to the invention of gun-

powder, or, more correctly speaking, prior to its applica-

tion as a means of warfare, a prolonged peace, such a

peace as the last forty years in Europe, has scarcely been

recorded. The fact is, that when men discovered the

terrible effects of this new engine for their destruction*

they began to think more seriously of war. The old

battles fought without gunpowder, were not half so much
B 4
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to be dreaded as a modern war. The battles of Ptolemy

and Kameses, kings of Egypt, of Nebuchadnezzar of

Babylon, and Xerxes of Susa, were of a class that may be

compared to a mighty host of robbers sacking a country,

with little or no danger to themselves. What a contrast

do such battles present to the terrific encounter at

Waterloo, in which 30,000 men were killed after a few

hours' contest ! All men fear and respect gunpowder.

Nations spend millions of money in building fortifica-

tions, and in endeavouring to make strongholds impreg-

nable to the effects of this simple mixture ; but all their

efforts are unavailable. No fortress that has ever been

erected can hold together against bomb-shells, rockets,

and balls, flying through space with lightning speed,

urged on by gunpowder. The source of power in gun-

,
powder lies with the saltpetre. This substance, termed

nitrate of potash, consists of nitric acid r,ud p? fassrfc

Now, the nitric acid is, as it were, an immense volume of

atmospheric air condensed into a solid, ready on demand

to assume the air form by the touch of a spark of fire.

WThen sulphur and charcoal are mixed with nitre (salt-

petre), and a spark is applied-, the sulphur (brimstone)

ignites, setting fire to the charcoal. Air is supplied to

these substances by the decomposition of the nitre ; the

atmosphere condensed therein instantly unites with the

combustibles, and the result is an intensely hot gaseous

compound, two thousand times the bulk of the original

solid. The English government gunpowder is composed

of 75 parts of nitre, 15 of charcoal, and 10 of sulphur.

The Eussian government powder consists of 73f parts of

t nitre, 13J of charcoal, and 12f of sulphur.
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BRIMSTONE.

It is probable that sulphur or brimstone would

never have been known in a natural state, had it

not been for the eruptions of Mount Etna and Mount

Vesuvius. In 1683 there was a violent eruption from

Mount Etna, in Sicily, which was attended by an earth-

quake, whereby 60,000 persons were destroyed. The

brimstone which is now sold in the markets of the world

is principally derived from veins produced on that

memorable occasion. The sulphur is exhaled from the

volcanoes at the time of their activity, and fills up vacant

spaces in the lava, or frothy pumice stone. When this

is quarried or mined, and dug out, it forms the brim-

stone of commerce. When this brimstone is melted and

cast into sticks, it produces the roll sulphur of the shops;

andwhen the brimstone is boiled, and its vapour is allowed

to escape into an air-tight chamber, the variety called

flowers of sulphur is the result. This is the natural

sulphur, and is considered by most chemists as an ele-

ment in its primitive condition ; some, however, with

good reason, believe it to be a compound body. Brim-

stone in its natural state is only found at the foot of vol-

canoes ; but in combination there is scarcely any sub-

stance so universally diffused over the world. It is not

only found in combination with all kinds of metals on

the face of the earth, but it also exists in plants and

animals, and is of so much importance to them that they

cannot exist without it. The exquisite perfume of wall-

flowers is a peculiar compound of sulphur. If a silver-

spoon be left in an egg, it soon becomes black; that
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effect is caused by the sulphur of the egg uniting with

the metal. A compound of sulphur is always present in

the air we breathe ; and, although small in proportion to

its other constituents, yet the air is never free from it.

It is for this reason that Betty's coppers won't keep

bright. Commercially speaking, sulphur (or brimstone)

rules the destiny of man both in the arts of peace and

in the appliances of war. Who, at first sight, could

conceive so much good resulted from the eruption of a

volcano

!

Sulphur is the key which opens the door to chemical

manufactures. From it we make sulphuric acid (oil of

vitriol), and without sulphuric acid many of the largest

factories would cease to exist. By its aid we are enabled

to produce so many substances that the bare mention of

them would fill the whole of this book. Bleaching, dye-

ing, soda-making, metal refining, electro-plating, electric-

telegraphing, &c, are primarily indebted to this acid.

Many of the most valued medicines could not be made
without it, such as ether, calomel, &c. Sulphur being

the chief ingredient of gunpowder, modern warfare

could not go on comfortably without it. A people that

does not possess lucifer matches stands beyond the pale

of civilisation, yet matches cannot be made without

sulphur; not because matches are dipped into melted

brimstone before they are "tipped" with the phosphoric

composition which ignites them, but because this very

material could not be made without the indirect use of

sulphur. In England we consume 60,000 tons of

sulphur annually, which is imported into this country

from the volcanic regions of Sicily. For political reasons

the late King of Naples recently prohibited the export of
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sulphur to any of the kingdoms at war. Keckoning the

value of sulphur at 51. per ton, implies a loss of 300,000£.;

a pretty liberal " peace offering " from the King of the

Two Sicilies ! This loss of sulphur was very severely

felt for a short time in England ; but eventually it will

be of great service, as we have as much brimstone in this

country as commerce requires,— a fact that will soon be

made manifest by the demand for it ; and when once it

is seen that our own resources are sufficient, the King of

Naples must never expect us to go to his shop any more.

It was thus during the wars of Napoleon I. that we pre-

vented the French people from eating Jamaica sugar

;

so they set to and made sugar from beet-root, and we

have lost so much trade ever since.

ZINC.

By the analysis of some of the most ancient coins,

and of metallic vessels taken from the excavations at

Herculaneum, it is found that they contain a portion of

zinc; yet, to the moderns, zinc is a new metal. Less

than a century ago zinc was not considered as a metal

at all. Homburg, a philosopher who wrote about that

period, says— " Zinc is a compound of iron and tin ;
"

thus implying that it had no individual existence, but

that it was a compound. Such, however, is not found

to be the case by modern chemists. Indifferent as we
are to " a bit of zinc," there are few substances that

have rendered more service, or been more instrumental

to the cause of science and the progress of knowledge

than this metal. Considered in relation to its own
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qualities, it possesses rare interest. Certain combina-

tions of this metal with copper, under the euphonious

names of tombac, brass, pinchbeck, have been used in

the arts, especially in China, from time immemorial.

In the Celestial Empire, zinc in great purity is used for

current coin. This money has frequently Tartar cha-

racters on one side, and Chinese characters on the reverse.

Certain combinations of zinc, one called white vitriol

(i.e. sulphate of zinc), and another flowers of zinc (oxide

of zinc), are of great importance in medicine. The
mechanical uses of metallic zinc are very numerous,

giving rise to regular trades for the fabrication of zinc

ware. The white oxide of zinc is coming daily into use

as a harmless substitute for the poisonous white lead in

painting. Iron chains and wire exposed to the air or

water, are all now dipped into melted zinc before they

are put to use. This operation, which is called gal-

vanising,' entirely prevents the iron from rusting. There

are many other uses of zinc, but which we cannot detail

here. The great service, however, which zinc has

rendered to man is in the galvanic battery. Without

electricity many arts would cease to exist, yet, for

practical and commercial purposes, we could not generate

electricity without zinc. What steam owes to coal,

electricity owes to zinc. Whenever steam is used, coal

is consumed ; whenever electricity is used, zinc is con-

sumed. Thus we find that electro-plating and the

wonders of telegraphic communication are indirectly

indebted to zinc ; and by the use of the telegraph we

are enabled to answer Job (xxxviii. 35) in the affirma-

tive, who 2000 years ago asked, " Canst thou send light-

nings, that they may go and say unto thee, Here we are
!"
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THE AIR WE BREATHE.

To the genius of Scheele we are indebted for the

discovery of the composition of the air. To " sift the

wind " and sort out its various ingredients would appear

to be an impossible task ; but to the chemical philo-

sopher it is one of the easiest problems. The air contains

more or less portions of every matter that is capable of

assuming a gaseous condition ; nevertheless, all sub-

stances that may be termed impurities are quickly

destroyed, by means of a peculiar property of one of its

chief ingredients ; hence the atmosphere is a self-purifier.

Five or six substances are blended to form the atmo-

sphere, and they appear to be so indifferent to each

other's presence as to remain together like the " Happy
Family." The general phenomena that are goino- on
upon the earth's surface, such as the life of animals, the

life of plants, fire, electricity, volcanic action, &c, do
however in a measure modify its local composition

;

but the motion of the air,—the wind,— soon rectifies

this, and brings about one uniform composition. If

we analyse five quarts of air that have been severally

taken from five distant parts of the world, we find that

it is composed of four parts in bulk of nitrogen gas, and
one part of oxygen gas ; this may therefore be stated as

being the standard composition of the air. It, however,

contains other matters, which vary with the climate,

season, and locality; these are carbonic acid gas, am-
monia, sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and watery vapour

;

all of which are universally found in the atmosphere

;

and although their proportions are infinitesimal, yet each
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plays a very important part in the existence of things

as at present constituted. For instance, the vapour of

water condensed by the cold of the upper regions

becomes clouds, and finally rain. Although the carbonic

acid gas forms only one-tenth per cent, of the whole

quantity of the air, yet it forms the food of plants. The

existence of fire and the life of animals is, however,

solely indebted to the oxygen of the air ; hence, without

this material, both life and fire cease to exist. The

properties of oxygen are of the most extraordinary

character ; it is the real " all devouring-element," com-

bining and uniting with every other substance with

which it comes in contact, with the exception of one or

two of the noble metals; hence the mutability of all

things. The rustirfg of iron, the decay of wood, the

decomposition of the body after death, are all types of

the action of oxygen upon the substances of the mineral,

the vegetable, and animal kingdoms. Fortunately the

energetic properties of oxygen in the atmosphere are

modified by the inertness of the nitrogen. Did we exist

in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, life would indeed be

but " a span
;
" the heart would beat, the pulse throb,

and the brain think with ten times their ordinary

velocity. A candle, which now burns for four hours,

would be consumed in a few minutes ; buildings, which

now endure for ages, would not last more than a few

years. Every spark would burst into flame ; a fire once

lighted would consume the very grate itself ; indeed, it

would probably involve the whole building. With an

atmosphere of undiluted oxygen we might "light a fire"

with a few shavings of iron and two or three old horse

shoes. Thus it may be seen that the counter-influence
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of nitrogen is as the water to the brandy of the wind.

Air is soluble in water. The gills of fish act upon the

water in a manner similar to the lungs of animals ; and

it is thus they breathe. The inhabitants of the deep

are no more capable of living without air, than you,

dear reader, without water.

IODINE.

Iodine is an element which derives its name from

ioclos, a Greek word signifying " violet-coloured ; " but

the transcendent beauty of the colour of its vapour re-

quires further elucidation than simply saying that it has

a " violet hue." If a little iodine h# placed on a hot

tile, it rises into a magnificent dense vapour, fit for the

last scene of a theatrical representation. This remark-

able substance was discovered by accident about fifty

years ago. At that period chemical philosophy was in

great repute, owing principally to the brilliant disco-

veries of Sir Humphry Davy. So singular a substance

as iodine was to Davy a source of infinite pleasure. He
studied its nature and properties with the fondness and

zeal of a child at a puzzle map. His great aim was to

prove its compound nature ; but in this he failed ; and

to this day it is believed to be one of the primitive

" elements " of the world we live in. Iodine is found in

almost every natural substance with which we are ac-

quainted, although in very minute portions. The sea

furnishes an inexhaustible supply of iodine. All the

fish, the shells, the sponges, and weeds of the ocean

yield it in passing through the chemical sieve. What-
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ever be the food of sea-weeds, it is certain that iodine

forms a portion of their daily banquet ; and to these

beautiful plants we turn when iodine is to be manufac-

tured for commercial purposes. The weeds cast up by

the boiling surf upon the desolate shores of the sea

islands would at first sight appear among the most

useless things in the world ; but they are not ; their

mission is fulfilled ; they have drawn the iodine from

the briny wave, and are ready to yield it up for the

benefit and happiness of man. The inhabitants of the

Tyrol are subject to a very painful disease, called goitre

or cretinism ; for this malady iodine is a perfect cure.

Gro, and have your portrait painted "as you are." Pho-

tography tells the whole truth without flattery ; and the

colours used in the^)rocess are only silver and iodine.

CHEMICAL TBAXSMUTATIONS.

Linen can be converted into sugar ; sugar into alcohol

(spirits) and carbonic acid ; alcohol can be changed into

ether and water ; sugar can also be converted into oxalic

acid, also into pure charcoal (carbon) and water. Alco-

hol (spirits) will readily change into vinegar (acetic

acid). Coal Tar will yield the most beautiful colours

for dyeing, more brilliant than the Tyrian Purple of old.

Starch may be transmuted either into gum, alcohol,

sugar, acetic or oxalic acid, as well as many other sub-

stances, to which, however, the chemists have given such

hard names that they would be out of placein this book.
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MATERIALS IN THEIR INVISIBLE STATE.

If a piece of silver be put into nitric acid, a clear and

colourless liquid, it is rapidly dissolved, and vanishes

from the sight. The solution of silver may be mixed

with water, and to appearance no effect whatever is

produced ; thus in a pail of water we dissolve and

render invisible more than ten pounds' worth of silver,

not a particle of which can be seen. Not only silver,

lead, and iron, but every other metal can be treated in

the same way, with similar results. When charcoal is

burned^ when candles are burned, when paper is burned,

these substances all disappear, and become invisible.

In fact, every material which is visible can, by certain

treatment, be rendered invisible. Matter which in one

condition is perfectly opaque, and will not admit the

least ray of light to pass through it, will in another

form become quite transparent. The cause of this

wonderful effect of the condition of matter is utterly

inexplicable. Philosophers do not even broach theories

upon the subject, much less do they endeavour to ex-

plain it. The substances dissolved in water or burned

in the air are not however destroyed or lost ; by certain

well-known means they can be recovered, and again be

rendered visible; some in exactly the same state as they

were before their invisibility ; others, though not in the

same state, can be shown in their elementary condition

;

and thus it can be proved, that matter having once ex-

isted, never ceases to exist, although it can change its

condition, like the caterpillar, which becomes a chry-

salis, and then a gorgeous butterfly. If a pailful of the

c
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solution of silver be cast into the stream, it is apparently

lost by its dispersion in the water ; but it nevertheless

continues to exist. So when a bushel of charcoal is

burned in a stove it disappears in consequence of the

gas produced being mixed with the vast atmosphere;

but yet the charcoal is still in the air. On the brightest

and sunniest day, when every object can be distinctly

seen above the horizon, hundreds of tons of charcoal in

an invisible condition pervade the air. Grlass is a beau-

tiful illustration of the transparency of a compound,

which in truth is nothing but a mixture of the rust of

three metals. This power of matter to change its con-

ditions from solid opacity to limpid transparency, causes

some rather puzzliDg phenomena. Substances increase

in weight without any apparent cause; for instance, a

plant goes on increasing in weight a hundred-fold for

every atom that is missing from the earth in which it is

growing. Now the simple explanation of this is that the

leaves of plants have the power of withdrawing the in-

visible charcoal from the atmosphere, and restoring it to

its visible state in some shape or other. The lungs of

animals and a smokeless furnace change matter from its

visible to its invisible state. The gills of fishes and the

leaves of plants reverse this operation, rendering invi-

sible or gaseous matter visible. Thus the balance in

nature is maintained, although the continual change

has been going on ever since the creation of the now (i ex-

tinct animals,"— and before the coal beds were formed.
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INDIA-RUBBEK.

In consequence of the numerous applications of iron

to the arts in our period, the present is frequently

termed the "Iron Age." It is sometimes, too, very

properly called the " Age of Steam," and at others the

" Age of Electricity." With equal propriety it may be

termed the "India-rubber Age." The applications of

this, substance to the arts and manufactures are so

numerous that we cannot think of giving a list of them

here ; nevertheless, we will mention a few facts relative

to this material. When we were at school India-rubber

was looked upon only as " a curious specimen of a

vegetable gum, which had the singular quality of

removing pencil-marks from paper." Now this is some

thirty summers past ; and during that short period India-

rubber has been employed for shoes, coats, hats, carriage

wheels, pipes, joints, &c, in endless variety. Every day

we find out some new application for it to some useful

purpose. This is not to be wondered at when its extra-

ordinary qualities are considered. It is now, we perceive,

made into combs, superseding expensive tortoiseshell

and the brittle horn. When India-rubber is mixed and

kneaded with a portion of sulphur, and passed through

heated rollers to thoroughly incorporate the sulphur, it

is then called "vulcanised." Now if the vulcanised

rubber be exposed for a few hours in a vessel to the action

of high pressure steam, say of 300° centigrade heat, it

acquires new properties. From being soft it becomes

hard, though very difficult to break. In this state its

texture very much resembles tortoiseshell, and can be

c 2
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beautifully polished. Comb-makers cut and work it

like shell. It can be carved, and designs of any form

can be made ; and, from its strength, it is well suited for

delicate work in instances where other materials would

be liable to fracture. Thus the milky juice of a tree

(Syphonia elastica and Ficus elasticus) is made by the

art of man into a walking-cane, a picture-frame, a top

coat, a slipper, or a comb.

ELECTRICITY.

The simplest definition of electricity is " lightning."

Philosophers who have spent their lives in studying its

nature and qualities call it an " imponderable agent."

Our knowledge of electricity is confined to its effects

;

of this astonishing agent itself we as yet know nothing,

except it be of a negative character, such as that it has

no weight, no odour, &c. As far as we are aware, elec-

tricity can only exist in connection with matter, from

which, according to our present limited knowledge, it

cannot be separated. There is no doubt whatever that

this agent exists in connection with every substance of

the world that we inhabit, and it is more than probable

with all the stars and planets of the universe. Every

motion, light, heat, gravitatioa,

—

i.e. the fall of bodies

to the earth's surface—the life of plants and animals,

day, night, death, the formation of crystals,— all appear

to have some mysterious connection with electricity.

Shortly after the discovery of the visible effects of elec-

tricity, it was found that what was thought to be a

distinct *agent—magnetism—was in truth only a modi-
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fication of electricity. From electron, which is the Greek

word for amber, we derive the term electricity.
.
Now

when a piece of amber, a bead, for instance, from an

amber necklace—is slightly rubbed, light particles of

matter fly towards it, just as a piece of steel does

towards a magnet ; and from certain experiments, it is

proved to arise from the same cause. If a stick of

sealing-wax or a glass tube be rubbed quickly over our

coat-sleeve, small pieces of feather, paper, &c, jump
towards them, just as a heavy body falls to the earth

:

this effect is electro-magnetism. Though we cannot

positively affirm such to be the case, yet there is good

reason for believing that heat and light are but modifi-

cations of electricity, because we can produce the effects

of one from the other, or the other from either. Pro-

bably the light of the sun, the moon, and stars, is but

the " electric light " which the savans are so eager to

discover for general use, in order that we may in reality

" turn night into day." We have said already as much
as to infer that electricity exists "in, around, and about

"

all matter ; and so it does. If we take two stones from

the sea fshore, such as boys call milk stones, and grate

them together with considerable force, a quantity of

lightning is developed to such an extent as to astonish

people who treat them as "mere stones." There is more

lightning, that is electricity, in one drop of water than

would be required to strike a bullock dead to the earth.

Truly said the Bard of Avon,

" There are more things in heaven and earth

Than are dreamt of in our philosophy."

C 3
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THE EAETH THAT WE WALK OK

It may surprise some readers to learn that all the

earths— clay, flint, chalk, &c, are nothing more than

the rust of metals ; that at one time, during the age of

this world, they were all shining brilliant metals.

Geologists speak of the earth as being hundreds of

thousands of years old. All their philosophy is based

upon mechanical science : the formation of strata, the

upheaving of mountains, the burying of forests, have

been attributed to some " great convulsion ; " that is, to

some shaking together of the earth's crust. Whether

this great age of the world be true or not, it is very

certain that before any of these events could have taken

place, the formation of each of the earths must have

been the work of ages,; otherwise the metals of which

their base consists could not have been so completely,

rusted as to assume an earthy texture. To understand

this, we must leave the mechanical, i. e. the geological

theory, and enter upon the primary or chemical theory.

It cannot be disputed that the first changes of the

earth's surface were of purely a chemical nature. Com-

binations took place then as now; the metallic bases,

by mere contact with the atmosphere, or water, passed

into " oxides," as the chemist calls them, or "earths," as

expressed in daily conversation. Chemists thus recognise

something like forty different kinds of these oxides or

earthy bodies, some being very scarce, and others as

plentiful. By the merest touch of air some of the

metallic bases of these earths instantly pass into the

rusty or earth state ; some by contact with water are so
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energetic that they burst into flame. By this process of

reasoning we come to the conclusion that the world is

one mass or globe of mixed metals, of which the mere

crust has become rusted, or of earth form ; the outer

rind, as it were, preventing any rapid combination

taking place with the metallic surface, ten or twenty

miles below the face of the dry land. Volcanoes are

probably produced by the sea's getting down to the

metallic surface through some fissure in the earth's

crust ; decomposition of the water then takes place ; fire,

flame, and steam causing an eruption. It would be an

instructive lesson to man to quarry into the earth's crust

to a depth of five or six miles.

AN EGG AND ITS COMPOSITION.

A hen's egg consists of three parts—the shell, the-

white, and the yolk. The average weight of an egg is

a thousand grains, or nearly two ounces; the white

weighs six hundred grains, the yolk three hundred

grains, and the shell one hundred grains. The shell

consists of carbonate and phosphate of lime, and it thus

partakes of the nature of bone. The shell is very

porous, its whole surface being covered with minute

holes or pores, through which the air enters, and is thus

conveyed to the chick during the process of hatching.

A good egg is like a perfect seed— it is alive ! when

placed under fit circumstances of temperature it grows,

and becomes a chicken. The chick, in the first instance,

is nourished at the expense of the white, and then by

the yolk, which is absorbed into the intestines of the

c 4
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little bird. The shell, prior to the hatching of the bird,

becomes thinner than usual, part being dissolved, as

required, in the formation of the bones. If the air cells

of the shell be filled up with grease, as is sometimes

recommended for " preserving eggs," life is soon extin-

guished, and the egg becomes (( rotten." If by any

other circunistpjice the vital principle of the egg be

destroyed, the same result happens. If, however, eggs

are purposely killed by boiling in water, and are then

immersed in grease, they may be preserved for an inde-

finite period, and are thus convenient food for long

voyages. The white, or albumen, as the chemists term

it, resembles in its composition one of the portions of

human blood ; hence its nutritive quality. When, how-

ever, it is boiled hard, it is not quite so digestible as in

the semi-fluid state. The white is remarkable as being

totally destitute of any fatty matter, and if eaten alone

is on this account very constipating. Some portion of

fat eaten with it is necessary for its perfect assimilation

in the human stomach. " Instinct," says Dr. Johnston,

"has therefore induced us to associate e eggs with bacon'

as a savoury meal." The yolk contains a good deal of

oil, which, with the yellow colouring matter, can be dis-

solved with spirits of wine. What remains, when thus

treated, is very nearly of the same composition as the

white. The yolk is remarkable as containing a substance

called emulsine, which has the property of causing fat

or oil to mix with water; hence we trace its uses in the

culinary art, independently of its nutritive properties.

For instance, in making a " salad mixture " the oil is

first mixed with the yolk of an egg, and then the other

ingredients are added; by so doing a perfect homo-
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geneous.cream is produced, which does not taste greasy,

as a salad always does that is made without egg. Sul-

phur, phosphorus, and other things are contained in an

egg ; but the proportions of these are so small that they

only possess chemical interest. In our village we pur-

chase eggs by weight; a custom which, if generally

adopted, would be found decidedly advantageous to the

purchaser.

PERCUSSION OR FULMINATING POWDER.

Ifthe word "diabolical" can be properly applied to any

substance that chemical artifice has produced, it cer-

tainly belongs to this, which, from the terrific power and

force of its explosion, truly deserves that title. The

extraordinary power of fulminating mercury, or, as it is

commonly termed, percussion powder, prohibits its use

as a projectile, because we have not yet made any cannon

capable of withstanding its force, if fired in any quantity

at once. Sufficient to project a ball or bomb-shell would

completely shatter a cannon on the instant of explosion.

It is a strange mixture that produces fulminating powder;

such a combination as none but a true chemist would

think of making. Fulminate is prepared with nitric acid

(extracted from saltpetre), alcohol, (that is spirits of

wine,) and mercury. These substances are the repre-

sentatives of the atmospheric, the botanic, and mineral

portions of the world ; and although they are here united

they have but little affinity to each other, and are only

waiting to fly asunder at the slightest call. The fall of

a feather upon pure fulminating powder will sometimes

cause it to explode. We would describe the method of
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its manufacture did we not fear to do. so, lest some of

our ingenious readers should attempt to produce it.

None but persons of the greatest experience should ever

touch it. Not long ago the principal operative at

Apothecaries' Hall, a man extremely cautious, and of

profound experience, was shivered to pieces while drying

an ounce of it. As a means of igniting gunpowder, it

has proved in warfare of great service, as it adds to the

force of the powder. Eight and a half parts of powder

fired with percussion caps are quite equal in force to ten

parts of gunpowder fired in the old way by means of the

" pan and flint." One ounce of fulminate is more than

enough for charging a thousand caps. In charging the

caps, the fulminate is mixed with a quarter of its weight

of water and half its weight of gunpowder ; the whole is

then ground together with a wooden muller upon a

marble slab. Percussion powder, like gunpowder, owes

its terrific force to the concentration into a solid form of

the elements of air in the immediate juxtaposition of

combustible materials, which, when fired, assume instan-

taneously the air shape and bulk, which is by the heat

developed at the instant of explosion, fearfully increased

in size. All substances that contain a great deal of

oxygen will "explode" more or less when in contact with

combustibles, although not included in the category of

"warlike stores." Thus, at Gateshead, during the late

fire there, dreadful explosions took place, although no

gunpowder was present. Some of the warehouses con-

tained vast quantities of nitrate of soda, a substance of

similar composition to nitrate of potass (saltpetre). The

naphtha and the sulphur being mixed with this, formed

a compound precisely similar to, although not identical
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with, gunpowder. Chemists are, however, acquainted

with many substances far more explosive than fulminate,

such as chloride of nitrogen, a pound of which would

annihilate the strongest fort in the world. By the time

the chemists have taught us to control this frightful

power, let us hope that the peace of nations will have

rendered it useless.

ATTRACTION.

If there be any one phenomenon more than another

which has puzzled philosophers to - explain, it is that

which is called " attraction." Any attempt to explain

it by words involves the necessity of stating that several

kinds or powers of attraction are recognised. First may
be noticed the attraction of the earth towards all bodies

above its surface. That which causes matter to

" tumble " or " fall down " is called gravitation, or the

earth's attraction. Secondly, there is what is termed

cohesive attraction, which regulates the form of bodies,

whether they be solid, as a rock, or granular, like sand.

Another sort of attraction is named affinity, or chemical

attraction, which produces all sorts of compounds ; such

as water, salt, sugar, &c, which are made up of sub-

stances of a totally opposite nature, held together by
affinity. Were it not for this peculiar attraction of one

substance to another, the whole world would be re-

solved into its elements ; nothing would exist but a few

metals, three or four gases, some sulphur, and charcoal;

but by the force of affinity these different things unite,

and produce all the beauties of nature. Thirdly, there
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is a magnetic attraction, or magnetism.—an effect ob-

served in only a very few substances, such as iron,

nickel, and cobalt. Lastly, we have capillary attraction.

By this force the sap rises in trees ; a drop of water at

the root finds its way to the summit of the loftiest

poplar. Although we have made these divisions of the

various powers which attraction exhibits, yet we are no

nearer to the comprehension of the cause which pro-

duces the effect. Could we but ascertain the reason

why a stone falls towards the earth when released from

the hands, it is probable that we should soon discover

the cause of the motion of all the heavenly bodies.

Could we but suspend and resume the power of gravi-

tation at will, we could travel round the earth in twenty-

four hours ; we could then rise a little above the earth's

surface, and remain like a gossamer in the air ; the

world would continue to revolve as it now does, upon,

its axis, at the rate of a thousand miles an hour. This

would rapidly bring Africa and Australia under us, .axgt

by resuming gravitation we could descend where we

pleased. Wonderful as this idea may be to the un-

initiated, it is nevertheless not beyond the hope of

realisation by many philosophers. This desire is buoyed

up by analogy. The laws of nature can be overcome

and subverted in many ways. For instance, Davy pro-

duced the metal potassium from pearlash, by counter-

acting affinity with a stream of electricity. Gravity, or

the earth's attraction, may also be held at bay—re-

member Mount Olivet

!
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OUR ATMOSPHERE.

Surrounding the whole globe like a film, exists a

transparent fluid, known as (i the air/' or, when in motion,

as " the wind." Though it is a trite expression "light as

air," nevertheless the air has weight : 1 00 cubic inches

weigh about half a drachm (the sixteenth of an ounce)*

The atmosphere being elastic, it is obvious that the

lower portion having to bear the weight of that which is

Nabove, is compressed or squeezed into a smaller bulk

than it would occupy, were it free from such weight

;

just as we sometimes see in a draper's shop a pile of

rolls of flannel, the bottom tier will become almost flat

from the pressure of that which is above. In speaking

of this weight it is called the " pressure " of the atmo-

sphere. If we had a pipe or tube one square inch in

diameter, extending to the entire height of the atmo-

-sphere, it would hold 15 pounds of air ; hence the

atmosphere is said to exert a pressure of 15 pounds

upon every square inch of surface exposed to it. This

pressure is borne by the sea, and by everything on the

"face of the earth." If the air was of the same weight

for the same bulk (density) at its upper surface as it is

at the bottom, then the atmosphere would not be more
than about 5J miles high ; but as the pressure obviously

decreases as we ascend, the air constantly expands, and
occupies more bulk, going on until we attain an eleva-

tion of about 45 miles above the earth's surface. At
that height the pressure and elastic (springy) force are

at an equilibrium ; so that beyond that, " space is void."

The weight or pressure of the air has an influence over
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so many things in this world, that the- whole order of

motion, as at present ordained, would be subverted with-

out it. Water could not be drawn from a well by

means of a pump without the pressure of the atmosphere.;

and but for this unseen influence, water would boil at so

low a temperature that no culinary operations could be

carried on with any benefit. The barometer is an in-

strument for indicating this pressure to the eye of an

observer ; it is a column of mercury or heavy fluid, set

to balance a light one—the air. The difference in the

weight of air and mercury is the reason that a column

of mercury of the height used in a barometer (3 1 inches)

balances a column of air of the entire height of the

atmosphere. With regard to the composition of our

atmosphere, we must refer the reader to page 3.

It has been computed that the lungs, after full inspi-

ration, contain 220 cubic inches of air, thus making the

inner surface of the lungs equal to 440 square feet, that

is to say, nearly thirty times greater than the surface of

the body ; and the lungs, on an average, make from

28,000 to 30,000 respirations in the twenty-four hours.

This, considered but for a moment, will at once explain

why an atmosphere, even slightly contaminated, must

in time produce injurious results to our bodily health.

The best insurance to a long life is plenty of clean fresh

air ; no person ever died from too much air, but life is

constantly destroyed from the want of it. Towns built

on a hill are generally healthy, but if in a valley the

reverse ; no place perhaps can compete with Sheffield

for short life of its inhabitants ; want of drainage and

filthy state of the streets poison the people.
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THE PETRIFYING- WELL.

You who dwell in that great labyrinth of bricks

called London— you who dwell in Manchester and

Oldham, whose eye ceaselessly follows the shuttle— you

who breathe shoddy dust and the fumes of rancid oil—
you who are " down the shaft " in perpetual night dig-

ging and delving the black rock, for the comfort of my
happy hearth, come away— come away! Let us away

to the hills, to the green meadows decked with daisies,

to the field path, to the mossy banks of Derwent's stream.

This is the village of Matlock, nestling in the bosom of

mother earth, a charming spot in the plains of Derby-

shire, famous all the world over for its petrifying wells.

These are the Heights of Abraham ; that towering

rock is High Tor, " frowning at night and smiling in

the morning ;

" between them flows the river Derwent.

From the sides of these rocks little streams issue, and,

marvellous as it may seem, everything this water runs

over turns to stone ! This is no fiction, but a positive

fact. For instance, if you take a favourite rose-tree,

and so place it as to allow the stream to drip down its

thorny side, it will in the course of twelve moons be-

come petrified— a rock of beauty in fact, defying the

sculptor's art. No matter what you put there, the

effect is the same. Some of the wicked wags of Mat-

lock went over one eve to Ambergate, and stole from

John Wiggins his wig, which they placed in the petrify-

ing well, and it was turned to stone. This very wig

may be seen at Mr. Pearson's in Matlock by any mo-
dern Figaro curious in such matters. The favourite
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things to petrify are birds' nests and^eggs, which are

very beautiful. The three petrifying wells here are

literally rilled with all sorts of things undergoing the

rockification process. Many of these things have been

brought from a great distance, even from Canada and

Ceylon, as tokens of affection and love. Toys, once the

favourite playthings of a now departed child, are here

petrified, and thus they become a real treasure, the only

one Mamma has left. Mr. Smedley and Mr. Pearson have

a variety of miniature fir-trees in pots, all of which

will be stone in due time.

When our beloved Queen was a lively Princess she

visited Chatsworth. On that day a noble deer was

killed, the head and antlers of it were sent to be

petrified ; and there they are at the present time ; and

he is a stalwart man that can lift them now.

All this will no doubt seem strange to those whose

only chance of a peep into Nature is through the

columns of a newspaper, while enjoying their roll and

cup of chicory. Some of the simplest operations of

Nature are astonishing to those whose life is spent in

the machine-room. Yon country clod is a naturalist,

a botanist, and zoologist, while you are only a mechanic.

Can you tell a stoat from a weasel ? Can you distin-

guish a linnet from a hedge sparrow? Can you tell

barley from wheat, though it be six months grown?

No ! Then don't laugh at my friend Giles
; yet you

may laugh if you are in the humour, for we are all in

the habit of laughing at one another

But let us return to the petrifying well. With very

few exceptions, spring water contains lime, magnesia,

and other stony stuff dissolved in it, which accumulates
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durinor its subterranean travels. You know that if

water was to run over a bed of sugar, a sweet well

would be the result. In Cheshire there are salt beds :

these produce salt or brine wells, from the springs

of water that come into contact with them. Thus

we have also water containing lime, magnesia, strontia,

and baryta. The petrifying springs that trickle out

of the perpendicular sides of Mount Abraham and

High Tor, at Matlock, are highly charged with lime ; on

exposure to the air, a large portion of the water evapo-

rates, and the lime remains; whatever, therefore, this

reduced quantity of water trickles over soon becomes

coated with a thin film of lime, which increasing in

substance partakes of the property of limestone. Woody
fibre that will absorb the water will have lime depo-

sited within its cells, and which, hardening to the con-

sistence of stone, imparts at length that solidity which

we call petrifaction.

The petrifying wells, however, are not the only na-

tural curiosities which are to be seen at Matlock.

You can, if so disposed, penetrate into earth's crust.

What is called the Speedwell lead mine, is in truth a

crystal cavern of resplendent beauty, full of stalactites

and staglamites, spar, dogtooth crystals of carbonate of

lime and doubly refracting spar. As you walk through

the Strand in London, and but a rifle-shot distance from

the Family Herald Office, the shop of Mr. Tennant, the

mineralogist, will be likely to arrest your attention, for

in the window may be seen a fine specimen of this

double refracting spar from Derbyshire. If you draw

a black line on a piece of paper with a pen, and look

at it through this glassy spar, there will appear two
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lines ! Everything, in fact, appears double that is seen

through it. Now the production of all these beautiful

crystals, these stalactites, these staglamites, these spars,

has been the work of many hundreds of years. Che-

mistry assures us that they are all composed of the very

same ingredients as are now found in the waters of the

petrifying well

!

PHOSPHORUS.

This is one of the most curious and interesting

elements that chemists have discovered. It is now just

two hundred years since it was first obtained by Brand,

of Hamburgh. So wonderful was the discovery then

considered, that Kraft, an eminent philosopher of the

day, gave Brand three hundred dollars for the secret of

its preparation. Kraft then travelled, and visited

nearly all the courts of Europe, exhibiting phosphorus

to kings and nobles. In appearance phosphorus re-

sembles bees' wax ; but itis more transparent, app^ach-

ing to the colour of amber. Its name, which is derived

from the Greek, signifies " light-bearer," and .is indica-

tive of its most distinguishing quality, being self-lumi-

nous. Phosphorus, when exposed to the air, shines like

a star, giving out a beautiful lambent greenish light.

Although so cold that it may be handled and closely ex-

amined, yet it appears as though it was burning, and a

luminous smoke rises from it at the same time. If a

small piece of phosphorus be fixed in a quill and used

as a pencil, any device drawn with it upon cloth or paper

will be luminous in the dark, the tracings flickering like
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the ignis fatuus. Phosphorus dissolves in warm sweet

oil. If this phosphorised oil be rubbed over the face in

the da,rk, the features assume a ghastly appearance, and

the experimentalist looks like a veritable living Will-o'-

the-Wisp. The origin of phosphorus is the most re-

markable thing concerning it. Every other substance

with which we are acquainted can be traced either to the

earth or air ; but phosphorus seems to be of animal

origin. Of all animals man contains the most ; and of

the various parts of the body, the brain yields by analysis

more phosphorus than any other. This fact is
, of no

little moment. Every thought has perhaps a phosphoric

source. It fs certain that the most intellectual beings

contain the most phosphorus. It generally happens

that when a singular discovery is made, many years

elapse before any application of it is made to add to the

welfare and happiness of man. This remark applies to

phosphorus. It is only the other day that it was sold

at five shillings an ounce ; now it is so cheap that the

penniless portion of our population hawk it about the

country in the form of matches^ But what a noble, life,

light, and fire-giving office does it fill ! How grateful

are we even for a phosphoric lucifer-match, that kindles

the cheerful fire on our domestic hearths ! For -com-

mercial purposes—match-making—phosphorus is ex-

tracted from burnt bones. The demand for it is now so

great that many tons are annually prepared. "When

Kraft travelled, he had not more than half an ounce P to

set before the king !

"
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TIN.

If there be any one substance more than another

that has rendered England famous throughout the world

it is tin. Camden the historian supposes that this

country, from the abundance of tin which it contains, was

called Britain. In the Syriac language varatanac

signifies land of tin ; whence is derived Britain. The

mention of tin by Moses, in the 3 1 st chapter of Numbers,

22nd verse, is a proof of its being known from the most

remote antiquity. Long before the Christian era the

trade in tin caused many a vessel to spread its sails in

the Mediterranean sea, and to cross the Bay of Biscay

to fetch it from these shores. The alchemists of old

considered tin to be a mixture of silver and lead, but

modern chemistry proves it to be a distinct metal. About

1 0,000 tons of tin are extracted every year from the mines

in Cornwall and Devon, nearly the whole of which is

consumed in the manufacture of tin-plate (fer-blanc, or

white iron, as the French term it), that is, sheet iron

coated with tin ; and it is this substance which consti-

tutes our famous tin-ware, which finds a market from

Naples to Japan, from New York to Eupatoria. Melteql

tin forms a sort of varnish for iron, and prevents that I

metal from rusting ; when copper is coated with it

verdigris cannot be produced. Tin and lead melted

together produce what is called "Britannia metal;" of-

which teapots and similar domestic utensils are made.'

It is owing to a mordant of tin that the dyer produces

the fine scarlet cloth so famous as the royal and military

colour of this country. In many other ways we could
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show how very useful tin is ; but it is enough for us to

state that England is the tin-plate manufacturer for the

whole world.

MEKCURY.

Of the forty metals that chemists are acquainted with,

this is the most remarkable, on account of its varied and

useful properties. From its colour and fluidity it has

received the common name of quicksilver. Mercury has

been known from the remotest antiquity. The principal

mines from which it is procured are at Idria in Illyria,

and Almaden in Spain. These mines had been worked

for many hundred years before the Christian era. There

are also extensive mines in Peru ; one of which is so

large that in its profound abyss are seen "streets,

squares, and a chapel, where religious mysteries on all

festivals are celebrated." The miners who work the

mercury ore are perhaps the most unfortunate victims of

disease in the world, being subject to loss of teeth,

convulsions, and a general waste and debility of every

faculty. As Falconer says

—

" Thus in the dark Peruvian mine confined,

Lost to the cheerful commerce of mankind,

The groaning captive wastes his life away,

For ever exiled from the realms of day."

This sad and disheartening labour, endured by a few

individuals, affords to the rest of mankind numerous

and inestimable blessings, for perhaps there is no one

substance in the world:' that is converted into so many
uses as mercury. It is the basis of some of the most
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powerful medicines, though probably too indiscrimi-

nately used by the faculty, to the detriment of society.

Enclosed in certain tubes of particular form, it becomes

the best material for the construction of barometers and

thermometers ; instruments without which we could not

with certainty calculate on atmospheric changes, a

knowledge of which is so useful to the navigator :
—

" In tubes of glass mercurial columns rise,

Or sink obedient to the incumbent skies."

The beautiful scarlet pigment called vermilion, is a

combination of mercury. An alloy of mercury is

used on the machines for generating electricity. A
combination of mercury, called fulminate, is the ex-

plosive material used in percussion caps for guns. An
alloy of quicksilver and tin is the material used for

making looking-glasses. The daguerreotypist cannot

show you your portrait till the plate has been exposed

to the vapour of mercury. These, and a thousand

other applications, are made of the fluid metal mercury.

Although liquid in our temperate climate, yet when

cooled about 70° below freezing water, mercury becomes

solid, and can then be beaten and rolled like other

metals. Quicksilver can also be boiled; it then produces

a vapour as expansive as steam. It is not long since a

patent was taken out for a mercury-engine, worked upon

the same principle as an ordinary locomotive. Seeing

that this metal possesses so many qualities, we cannot

be surprised that the pagans erected an idol which they

called "Mercury."
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OUR WORLD, AND WHAT IT IS COMPOSED OF.

Owing to the indefatigable investigation of the ana-

lytical chemists and to their zeal in the cause of science,

there is scarcely a substance in the world that has not

passed through the ordeal of their crucibles and test

tubes. From them we learn that our world is made up

of but comparatively few substances; so few indeed,

that we are struck with wonder and astonishment when

we consider the innumerable variety of form and cha-

racter into which those elements are capable of being

moulded. We have all the animate and inanimate

creation, the plants, the animals : we have the rocks,

the earths, the air and water, in their endless variety

;

and yet the substances of which they are composed do

not exceed sixty. On closer examination our wonder

increases as we learn that of these elements no less than

forty-six are metals, in the ordinary sense of the word

;

five are gaseous bodies, like the air— Which indeed

consists of two gases out of these five ; and the remainder

are substances of an intermediate character, of which

sulphur and charcoal are the types. Therefore every-

thing that we can see or touch pertaining to our world

is composed of one, two or more of these sixty elements.

We know of no one substance that contains more than

six of these elements ; and in a general way there are

rarely more than two or three, blended together to pro-

duce one result. Thus, the white of an egg is made of

six elements ; a flint stone of only two ; a piece of wood

consists of three elements. These three materials are

the types of the portions of the world to which they

D 4
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belong. Though one stone differs from another stone, and

one wood from another wood, and one flesh from another

flesh, yet their composition is similar, and of nearly the

same elements. It is the nature, quality, and property

of these several elements that constitute the study of

chemistry,— not medicine, for that is but a mere branch

of chemistry— the composition of all things. By ana-

logy, the analytical chemist can state with certainty the

principal qualities and composition of everything placed

in his hands, what use to make of it, and how it is to be

applied for the welfare and benefit of his fellow man.

v ALCOHOL.

Alcohol is that combustible fluid which rises by the

distillation of the juices of sweet fruits ; from the in-

fusion of malted barley or other grain ; the solution of

sugar, honey, and other substances that are capable of

being converted into sugar after they have undergone

that spontaneous change which is commonly known as

fermentation— the vinous fermentation. The word

alcohol is of Arabic or Hebrew origin, and signifies

subtle or attenuated ; but although it has for many ages

been used to designate the material in question, it does

not appear to have become popular ; " spirits of wine,''

or " spirits," being the general interpretation of alcohol.

As alcohol is well known to be derived from sugar, malt,

and grapes, it is generally though erroneously believed

that these substances contain it. By the hand of Power
" a Greek Slave " can be produced from a solid mass of
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marble and chained to a pedestal. No one will believe

that the beautiful form pre-existed in the marble, and

that Power merely removed the stone veil that enclosed

it ! In like manner, when a chemist manipulates sugar,

barley, or grapes, for the purpose of making alcohol, he

does not separate it as a material pre-existing in the

substances operated on, but merely uses the ingredients

contained therein to create alcohol. It is an ascertained

fact that alcohol can only be made from sugar, although

at first sight it appears to be made from a variety of

things, such as potatoes, treacle, &c. When it is known
that any materials that contain starch can be converted

into sugar, the mystery of making alcohol from potatoes

becomes solved. Moreover, when starch is manipulated

in another way, chemists can produce from it vinegar,

sugar, alcohol, water, carbonic acid, oxalic acid, carbonic

oxide gas, lactic acid, and many other substances ; but

it must not be supposed that these materials have any

pre-existence in starch— no ; they have been created

from the elements composing starch, but do not exist in

that substance, the starch is broken up, and its ele-

ments are re-arranged into new forms. When alcohol

is made from barley we merely complete a change

which nature had begun, barley contains starch, when
barley is malted the starch becomes sugar: this we
extract by the use of water, and call it wort. Fermen-

tation is now set up, and the sugar is changed into

r spirit." How quickly this can be turned into acetic

acid— that is, vinegar— is well known to all beer-

drinkers, and to their wives when the beer is not drank.
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SOURS OR ACIDS.

The sourness of the juice of a lemon and the acidity

of vinegar are so well known, that the mere mention of

them is sufficient to convey a knowledge of the chief

qualities of sours or acids in their natural state. There

are so many acids that two or three pages of an index to

a chemical book are taken up in enumerating them.

Every fruit contains an acid ; nearly all the metals are

capable of forming acids. When coal, wood, paper, rag,

charcoal, brimstone, phosphorus, and many other sub-

stances are burned, acids are produced. A flint stone is

an acid. There is an acid in our window-glass, and in

many of the most costly precious stones. The air we

breathe contains an acid. We create an acid in the

lungs by the act of breathing. By a very slight change

sugar can be converted into oxalic acid, which is a strong

poison. Sugar, by another change, is converted into

vinegar ! These two illustrations show that a sweet can

be converted into a sour ; but when sour fruit becomes

sweet, it proves almost to demonstration that an acid can

become a sweet. The most powerful acid is that derived

from burning sulphur— it is called sulphuric acid, and

is one of the most important articles of manufacture.

Its acidity is so great that a tea-spoonful is sufficient to

make a pail of water quite sour. Nitric acid, obtained

from nitre or saltpetre, is of the next importance in the

arts ; it is so corrosive that it has long been distinguished

by the name ofaquafovtis,\hah is, strong water—strong

sure enough, for a nubble of iron, or lead, or silver, dis-

solves in it like sugar does in water. From the number
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of acids which we find in nature, and the tendency of

many artificial substances to become sour, it is evident

that acids or sours are essential to our life and well-being.

Acids assume all forms and colours ; some are liquids,

some gaseous, others solids. The acids of fruits, when

separated from the grosser particles that accompany

them, are very beautiful and crystallisable substances.

By the ingenuity of the chemist the sour of unripe

apples, grapes, tamarinds, lemons, &c, may be crystal-

lised into beautiful snow-white bodies. Each have.

a

name, thus, the acid of lemons is called the citric acid,

from apples we obtain malic acid, from grapes, tartaric

acid, and so on.

FERMENTATION.

There is a tiny plant, the yeast plant (Torula cere-

visicB), the growth of which rules the destiny ofmany
men—even of nations. The revenue of this and several

other countries is mightily increased, indirectly by the

growth of the yeast plant. To speak more to the

purpose, we may at once state that the production of

leavened bread, wine, vinegar, spirits, beer, and cider, is

entirely dependent of the development of this micro-

scopical vegetable, and without it we should never have

known such food as leavened bread, or any of the above

named beverages. When a little of the yeast plant—
that is, " yeast " or " barm," as our country people term

it—is placed in contact with substances containing sugar

or starch—which is convertible into sugar— such as

wheat-flower moistened with water, the juice of grapes,.
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apples, &c, or the infusion of barley^ malt, the plant

grows very rapidly, producing that familiar commotion

in the fluid which is known as fermentation. In the

juice of fruits, in dough, and other similar substances,

the yeast plant finds its appropriate food ; but what is

most curious to observe, during its growth it has the

power of altering the composition c. sugar in contact

with it. Hence as sugar is present in malt, fruits, &c,
it is always decomposed whenever the yeast is at hand.

The alteration of sugar in contact with the growing

yeast-plant results in the production of spirits (alcohol)

and carbonic acid gas; the spirits remain in the fer-

mented liquid, but the gas escapes. Every three pounds

of sugar produces about two pounds of spirit, and one

pound of carbonic gas. Liquids that contain sugar are

therefore lighter after fermentation than before, in con-

sequence of the disappearance of one third of the weight

of the sugar. It is an ascertained fact that the sugar

does not in any way assist in the formation of the yeast;

and it is with some chagrin that the chemical philo-

sopher is compelled to admit that he is unable to

explain why, by the contact of yeast, sugar is broken

up, and its ultimate particles compelled to arrange

themselves into new forms, such as vinegar, alcohol, and

gas. There are several kinds of fermentation, but the

one in question here is called the "vinous fermentation,"

from its power of producing wine from the juice of

grapes. If the liquids are continued to be fermented

after the spirit is produced^ that material undergoes fer-

mentation also, and the production of vinegar is the

result; this is then called the acetic fermentation, the

chemical name of vinegar being acetic acid. Those who
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wage war against the use of alcohol had better .fight it

out with the yeast plant rather than with men. When
they have exterminated that vegetable, there will be no

further controversy on the subject.

THE SEA.

When it is considered that two-thirds of the surface

of our globe consists of sea, what wondrous magnitude

it assumes! Travelling over it, weeks together, at a

rate of ten miles an hour, will however give some idea

of its immensity. Yet how little do we know of the sea!

It must be the vastness of the subject that has deterred

authors from writing about it. Of the dry land not a

stone is left unturned. Every rock is named, its com-

position ascertained, and its history printed. But our

knowledge of the sea extends very little beyond what the

" marines " have told us. What we do know con-

cerning the sea has been taught us by the philosophical

chemists. Here and there they have taken out a

thimbleful of the briny wave, and passed it through the

ordeal of an analysis : so far, we learn that the sea in its

composition is analogous to the air; that is, it comprises

everything that is soluble ; and, like the air, it contains

only two main ingredients ; namely, oxygen and

hydrogen. These bodies are chemically united, and

produce water. This water, by contact with certain

rocks of the globe, has dissolved them,— has in fact

melted them, as sugar melts in water. These substances

found dissolved in the water (tins sea) are as numerous
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as the earths of the land. There 'are peculiarities

appertaining to the sea as well as to the land and to the

atmosphere. The peculiarities of the sea are, that it

always contains Iodine, although only in infinitesimal

proportions. This singular substance is found to be

present in all the varieties of sea water that have been

examined. It also contains another substance, Bromine,

scarcely if ever found on land. The discovery of these

bodies was made but the other day
;
yet they have taken

a most prominent position in the arts and sciences. We
cannot by analogy suppose that these are the only

treasures of the deep. The most casual observer of the

sea always notices its saltness. On an average, the sea

contains two-and-a|j^alf pounds of salt to every hundred

pounds of water. It is known that the Mediterranean

Sea contains twice" as much magnesia as the English

Channel. Not long ago a French chemist proved that

the sea holds in it a notable portion of silver ; and from

its action on ships' bottoms, there is little doubt that it

also contains copper. It is obvious that the composition

of the substances in the sea depends in a great measure

on the nature of the rocks upon which it rolls. Nor can

it be doubted that the ocean is as yet philosophically

unexplored,— that it contains many things undiscovered,

tending to the welfare and happiness of man,

" Although the incurious say,

That this stupendous ocean wide

No change presents from day to day,

Save only the alternate tide
!

"
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THE TELEGKAPH.

The telegraph is by no means a modern invention.

We have good reason to believe that among the Greeks

there was some sort of telegraph in use; perhaps signal

or watchfires from hill to hill, which were still prevalent

in this country till superseded by more simple substi-

tutes, and the memory of which is yet preserved in the

many " Beacon Hills" throughout the land. Our " fire-

cages" were spread round the coast to give the alarm

upon the enemy's landing in any of the marauding ex-

peditions, which were of such frequent occurrence on

the southern coast before the invention of gunpowder

and the introduction of pieces of ordnance. An old

Greek play of Aristophanes begins with a scene in which

a watchman descends from the top of a tower in Greece

and gives the information that Troy was taken. "I
have been looking out for several years (says he), and this

night it is done." Of the antiquity of the mode of con-

veying intelligence quickly to a great distance this is a

fair proof, Troy being in Asia Minor and the scene of

the watch-tower in Greece. The Chinese, when they

send couriers on the great canal, or when any great man
travels there, make signals by fire from one day's journey

to another, to have everything prepared ; and even the

most barbarous nations spread the alarm of war by fires

lighted on the hills and rising grounds.

It is to Richard III., when Duke of Gloucester, that

we owe that most useful institution—the post. During

the siege of Berwick in 1481 he commanded the English

forces ; and in order to make his brother Edward IV. ac-
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quainted with each day's proceedings, pasts were placed in

a direct line of road at twenty miles apart, with a change

of riders— post-boys— at each, and thus even in those

days the distance of two hundred miles was accomplished

in less than forty-eight hours. Gradually such posts

were placed on all the lines of road, and bags contain-

ing letters forwarded from place to place by means of

these post riders, and the words " haste, post haste,
1'

written on many letters ofthe fifteenth century still ex-

tant, show that the public early participated in the

benefits of the invention.

Famiano Strada, the celebrated Jesuit, who was born

in 1572, in a series of interesting Latin essays, which he

published under the title of Prolusiones, gives a very

curious notion of a telegraphic means of communication,

which we quote at length in Addison's words, from No.

119 of the Guardian, leaving it to stand or fall upon its

own merits :
—

" Strada, in the person of Lucretius, gives an account

of a chimerical correspondence between two friends by

the help of a certain loadstone, which had such a virtue

in it, that if it touched two several needles, when one of

the needles so touched began to move, the other, though

at never so great a distance, moved at the same time and

in the same manner. He tells us that two friends being

each of them possessed of one of these needles, made a

kind of dial plate, inscribing it with four and twenty

letters, in the same manner as the hours of the day are

marked upon the ordinary dial plate. Then they fixed

one of the needles on each of these plates in such a

manner that it could move round without impediment,

so as to touch any of the four and twenty letters. Upon
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their separating from one another into distant countries,

they agreed to withdraw themselves punctually into their

closets at a certain hour of the day, and to converse with

one another by means of this their invention. Accord-

ingly when they were some hundred miles assunder,

each of them shut himself up in his closet at the time

appointed, and immediately cast his eye upon his dial

plate. If he had a mind to write anything to his friend,

he directed his needle to every letter that formed the

words which he had occasion for, making a little pause

at the end of ever}7 word or sentence to avoid confusion.

The friend, in the meanwhile, saw his own sympathetic

needle moving of itself to every letter which that of his

correspondent pointed at : by this means they talked

together across a whole continent, and conveyed their

thoughts to one another in an instant over cities or

mountains, seas or deserts."

In the year 1663 the Marquis of Worcester, in his

Century of Inventions, affirmed that he had discovered

"a method by which at a window, as far as eye can

discover black from white, a man may hold discourse

with his correspondent, without noise made or notice

taken; being according to occasion given, or means

afforded, and no need of provision beforehand though

much better if foreseen, and course taken by mutual

consent of parties.'' This could be done only by means
of a telegraph, which in the next sentence is declared to

have been rendered so perfect that by means of it the

correspondence could be carried on by night as well as

by day, though as dark as pitch is black. About forty

years afterwards M. Amonton proposed a new telegraph.

His method was to place persons in stations at certain

E
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distances from each other, so that b^ the help of a

telescope a man in one station might see a signal made

in the next before him, which he was immediately to

transmit in fac-simile to the station next beyond him,

when upon the same plan it was to be communicated to

the following stations throughout the line. The signals

were to be either letters of the alphabet, or cyphers,

understood only by the two persons who are in the

distant places and not by those who transmitted them.

The party in the second station would transmit the

signal to the person in the third the moment he received

it ; and thus the news would be carried to the greatest

distance in almost as little time as it would occupy to

make the signals in the first station. The distance of

the several stations would be placed as far as possible

within the range of a telescope.

M. Amonton's experiment was made in a small tract

of land with complete success before several persons of

the highest distinction ; but it was not till the French

Revolution that the telegraph was applied generally to

useful purposes. Whether M. Chappe, who is said to have

invented the telegraph first used by the French towards

the close of 1793, knew anything of Amonton's invention

or not it is impossible to say, though his telegraph was

constructed on principles nearly similar, as will be seen

from the following description :—At the first station,

which was on the roof of the Louvre, M. Chappe received

in writing from the Committee of Public Welfare the

words to be sent to Lisle, near which the French army

then was. An upright post was erected on the Louvre

at the top of which were two transverse arms movable

in all directions by a simple piece of machinery with
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inconceivable rapidity. He invented a number of

positions for these arms, which were thus made to

represent the letters of the alphabet, and these, for the

greater celerity and simplicity, he reduced in number as

much as possible. The grammarian will easily conceive

that sixteen signs may amply supply all the letters of

the alphabet, since some letters may be omitted not

only without detriment but with advantage. These

signs, as they were arbitrary, could be changed as often

as occasion required ; so that the sign of B for one day

might be the sign of M for the next; it being only neces-

sary that the persons at either extremity should have the

key. The intermediate operators were only instructed

generally in these sixteen signals, which were so distinct,

as worked, and so different the one from the other, that

they were as easily remembered as the various forms of

our ordinary letters. The construction of the machine

was such, that each signal was uniformly given in pre-

cisely the same manner at all times ; for it did not in

any way depend upon the operator's will; and the

portion of the arm could never for any one signal be a

degree higher or a degree lower, as its movement was

regulated solely mechanically.

M. Chappe, having received at the Louvre the

sentence to be conveyed, gave a pre-arranged signal to

the second station, which was Montmartre, to prepare.

At every station there was a watch tower where

telescopes were fixed, and the watchman at each trans-

mitted the signal of preparation which he had received,

in succession through all the line, which brought them

all into a state of readiness. The person at Montmartre,

a hill near Paris, somewhat like Highgate to London,

E 2
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then received letter by letter the sentence from the

Louvre, which he repeated with his own machine, and

this was again reproduced from the next height with

wonderful rapidity, and so on to the final station at

Lisle. Working models of this instrument were ex-

ecuted at Frankfort, and sent by Mr. W. Playfair to the

Duke of York, and hence the plan and alphabet of this

machine came to England. Various experiments were

in consequence tried upon telegraphs in this country,

and one was soon after set up by the Grovernment in a

chain of stations from the Admiralty at Whitehall to

the sea coast at Portsmouth.

Our readers can easily imagine the variety of changes

which could be produced by means of a figure resembling

the letter "T divided into three pieces at the intersection

of the right angles, and we therefore need not occupy

our space by inserting any figures.

Up to about 1830 the Semaphore was the only tele-

graph in use in Europe. It is true it had been suggested

on several occasions to employ a magnetic compass

needle, in lieu of the arms, by means of electricity ; but

it was not till 1839 that the first practical electric tele-

graph was set up on the Great Western Railway from

Paddington to Drayton. The late Duke of Wellington

was among the first to witness its working, and in a

short time the public were admitted to see it in opera-

tion at one shilling each. The instrument has the

appearance of an American clock-dial, with two needles

like compass needles suspended in front. Below the

needles are two handles, or keys, for working them ; and

as the operator moves the keys to the right or left, so

are the needles deflected from one side to the other.
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Any of our readers who are curious in such matters may-

see the working of these needles at most railway stations,

and in a few minutes may be made to comprehend how,

according to the relative position of the needles, this or

that letter is indicated ; but as these motions are limited,

it is necessary to indicate some letters by a quick repe-

tition of the same position ; and these repetitions being

accompanied by the clicking of the keys of the

apparatus, are called beats, in the same sense in which

we apply that word to pulsations of the heart or wrist

—

one beat, for instance, denoting I, two n, three m ; or if

the needles are made to beat in an opposite direction,

one beat indicating the letter i, two u, three w, which,

after all, is much in the same way as we mark these

letters by down-strokes in writing— a single one for I,

two for n, three for m, and again one for i, and two for

u. Further, to accelerate the immediate transmission

of intelligence, the telegraph-clerk in a general way

rarely spells words in full, but leaves out the vowels,

and out of sentences such words as the sense itself

supplies—such as and, the, by, from, to, in, &c. For

words of frequent use, too, he also employs only a mere

sign, as a shake or a nod of the needle for " no " and

"yes." Nay, more— there is a sign for laughter, which,

by a somewhat rapid movement from the right to the

left, gives the letters h . . .e—he-he !

If we have interested any of our readers sufficiently

in what we have said, to induce them to visit any of the

stations of the electric telegrarW,*they may soon become

acquainted with the mystery which moves the needle.

We had intended to explain this in a few words ; but

our remarks have reached their limits ; and after all, as

E 3
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those who have never seen an electric battery would

scarcely understand its action from a mere description,

we close the present article with the less regret.

ANOINTING WITH OIL.

In England the custom of anointing the body with oil

seems to be entirely abandoned. The present cry is

" Baths and Washhouses," "Hydropathy," "Water-cure,"

"Fountains," "Street watering," "Scrubbing out the

houses," &c. ; and these are now so much the fashion that

the bare mention that these things may be done in excess

will, we fear, render us liable to be drowned in a flood of

watery effusions from the modern hydromaniacs. Never-

theless, at the risk of such a watery grave, we will assert

that our belief is in oil. Yes, we actually believe St. Mark
(vi. 13) when he says, "And they anointed with oil many
that were sick, and healed them." The fact is that the

use of some pure unction or oil on the surface of the

skin is in many instances of infinite service, and can

with great advantage be used instead of water. In

this country children are perpetually "watered," as

though they were amphibious animals. In the East

Indies children are rarely washed in water ; but they are

oiled every day. A child's head can be kept much
cleaner if oiled than without it. Many young people

with hectic cheeks wouw probably never know the last

days of consumption if their parents would insist on hav-

ing the chest, the back, and limbs anointed with sweet

oil two or three times a week. The Hebrew physicians
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seem to have considered oil as more efficacious than any

other remedy for the mitigation of various disorders of

the human frame. The sick were always anointed with

oil as the most powerful means that was known of check-

ing the progress of disease. One of their medical pre-

scriptions is this : "He who is afflicted with pains in his

head or eruptions in his body, let him anoint himself

with oil." In the Epistle of James (v. 14) we read, "Is

any sick among you ? Let him call for the Elders, and

let them anoint him with oil."

The practice of daily inunction is common in many
warm countries, and serves to soften the skin, and keep

the body in health. In some regions vegetable oils are

chiefly used ; cocoa-nut and castor-oil by the negroes in

the West Indies, by the East Indians, and the natives of

the Pacific Islands
;
palm oil, nut oil, and ghee, or fluid

butter by the African races ; olive oil on the shores of

the Mediterranean, &c. The New Zealanders and some

others use shark oil ; the Esquimaux and Greenlanders

imbibe large quantities of train, seal, and various fish oils,

whilst the natives about the large rivers and coasts of

Brazil use turtle oil, and fat obtained from the alligator

and crocodile. Those who are employed in the woollen

trade, soap and candle and other factories, where oils and

fats are largely used, enjoy a comparative immunity from

scrofula and phthisis. Sailors believe a whaling voyage

to be a cure for consumption, and probably the quantity

of oil which is drunk and taken into the skin may have

its beneficial effect upon the syl&m.

The geographical position of England ensures for its

inhabitants an atmosphere sufficiently aqueous for their

general health; indeed, if anything, it is already too

E 4
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moist, and therefore a little discretion isjiecessary before

allowing one's dwelling to be "scrubbed," and the house

converted into a gigantic vapour-bath. Nor should

people bathe in this country to a great extent, in imita-

tion of the Komans. The climate of England is not

quite so sunny as Italy. Doing as the Komans do when

you are at Borne is all very well ; but trying to ape them

in the climate of Britain is sheer folly, as the fountains

in Trafalgar Square sufficiently testify.

HEAT OR CALORIC.

The first step up the ladder of Chemical Philosophy

is heat. Without a knowledge of the principal pro-

perties of this, " the commonest of things," it is almost

impossible to make any advance. Heat has a latent (or

hidden) existence in all things appertaining to our world.

Like electricity and light, it appears to have no sub-

stantial existence, but to be merely an agent or effect

of something as yet unknown to us. Considered in this

way it is denominated Caloric, from a Greek word signi-

fying heat, which latter word is reserved to notify the

perceptible effects of caloric. For instance, a brass

button rubbed upon a deal table very soon becomes hot

;

or a piece of cold iron, sharply hammered upon an anvil,

is soon hot enough to light a brimstone match. In

both cases it is evident that a hidden "something"

(caloric) is inherent in the materials ; which an opera-

tion as above described proves to be heat. The familiar

process of pouring water upon lime, and the intense heat

developed, is another illustration of the disengagement
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of caloric, and of its producing those effects, which are

recognised as heat. Similar illustrations might be enu-

merated, to an almost indefinite extent ; and every

one of them would be of great interest. By mixing

sulphuric acid and water together, both which are cold

fluids, the result will develope even more heat than boil-

ing water ! Substances of every kind contain heat ; and

although it may be combined or hidden in them, yet,

under certain treatment, it can be rendered perceptible.

The most intense heat is produced by chemical action.

If a crucible full of melted iron be taken from a furnace,

and then a stream of cold air be blown into the metal,

the iron does not, as would be imagined, become cold,

but, on the contrary, increases in heat, and so intensely

hot does it become that the iron boils. When a stream

of oxygen and hydrogen gases are burned together the

greatest heat which we can obtain in the laboratory is

generated. In this gas-fire diamonds may be burned,

platinum fused, and tobacco-pipe melted like sealing-wax.

This intense heat can only be compared to that which

exists in the interior of the globe. The most marked

effect of heat upon bodies that it does not chemically

alter, is to increase their bulk. When a body is suffused

with heat its particles repel each other, thus occupying

more room when hot than cold. The construction of

the thermometer is based upon this fact. For indicating

intense degrees of heat, an instrument called a pyro-

meter—fire-measure—is used. Its indications result

from the difference in length of a bar of platinum placed

into a tube of fire proof ware. For the various effects

of heat and cold, see the Thermometric scale.
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COMBUSTION.

When a substance is burned, in nearly all cases the

material disappears to the sight, and it is but natural to

suppose that the thing is lost. When, however, we more

closely examine what takes place during the pheno-

menon, we discover that nothing whatever is lost, but

that the matter has only changed its condition or state

of existence. What was a solid mass of wood or coal or

candle has become transparent gas. As it is known that

the eye does not resolve every philosophical question,

the chemist uses an instrument to assist his judgment

;

that instrument is no other than a balance. If a sub-

stance be weighed before it is burned, and the products

of its combustion be collected and again weighed, instead

of any loss there is invariably found an increase in

weight. How to collect and weigh the invisible gases

which arise from a burning body cannot be explained

here, but nevertheless it is daily done in every labora-

tory, and with the same ease and precision as an astro-

nomer works out a problem, and tells you that on such

and such a day there will be an eclipse of the sun. It

is well known that nothing will burn without the presence

of air. ISTow upon analysis of the products of combustion

it is found that the increase*of weight is due to a portion

of one of the elements of the air having joined or united

with the burnt matter ; and it is this union that has

caused the wood, the coal, or candle to change its material

condition—to turn from a solid into a vapour. Some

substances, such as metals when they are burned, do not

assume the gas form, but still remain solid. This is
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often illustrated at chemical lectures. Twenty grains of

* v*ig burned in oxygen gas produce twenty-

a^c grains Jx 'de of iron (iron rust), all the brilliancy

of combustion—light and heat—being evolved at the

same time in an eminent degree. The products of com-

bustion of the millions of tons of wood, coal, and other

materials that are burned every year on the face of the

globe pass into the atmosphere ; not however to remain

there long. These gases are absorbed by plants, the

organs of which are so constructed that they reproduce

wood, oil, &c, from the products of combustion which

are wafted over their very mouths—the leaves—by
every breeze that blows. Combustion does not always

imply burning with flame. Chemists recognise "slow"

and "quick" combustion. In the former case no heat or

light is perceptible ; as when iron rusts by contact with

air it is as much burned as when ignited artificially in

the laboratory. The "decay" or "slow combustion" of

wood produces the same result as when the log is placed

upon the hearth. Every substance on the face of the

earth which has not already been through the " fiery

ordeal" is slowly burning, or, as we please to call it

—

decaying. Sometimes this combustion is so slow that

its effect are typified under the name of "time;"—time-

worn, time-eaten. Stones and rocks are but burnt

metals, that is, but metals which in the earliest period

of the world's history were burning, and their rust or

" ash " is now the earth we walk upon.
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MILK AND ITS COMPOSITION.

A pint of water is computed to contain twenty fluid

ounces; or, in other words, the imperial standard

gallon weighs ten pounds avoirdupois. Every pint of

rich new milk contains nearly seventeen ounces of water,

one ounce of curd (cheese), half an ounce of fat (butter),

one ounce of sugar, and a quarter of an ounce of ash

(bony-stuff). It is thus seen by its composition to

resemble a mixed diet of animal and vegetable food.

The curd, or cheese, is of the same composition as flesh,

and the butter contains the same elements as fat. The

sugar varies but little from that derived from the cane.

It is well known that when sugar is fermented it pro-

duces spirit, or alcohol ; the reader, therefore, will not

be surprised to learn that milk is sometimes fermented

for the purpose of producing an intoxicating beverage.

Mares' milk contains more sugar than cows' milk ; and

among the Tartars and Arabians the manufacture of

mares' milk-beer, or Koumiss, as they term it, is a

regular domestic operation. When this milk-beer is

distilled it yields a kind of brandy, which the Kalmucks

call arraca. If milk be examined with a microscope,

the minute particles of butter are seen floating about in

globules; the act of churning brings these globules

together; thus "the butter comes." Any fatty sub-

stance can be divided and suspended in water in the

same state as butter exists in milk. Thus milk can be

reproduced ; if an ounce of butter be rubbed with the

yolk of an egg and a little syrup, until they are

thoroughly incorporated, and then warm water be gra-
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dually added, a fluid is produced which iu every way

resembles milk. When milk is added to tea or coffee,

the curd of the milk chemically unites with the as-

tringent or tanning matter which exists in these beve-

rages, and it thus softens their well-known rough flavour,

without altering the active principle in the infusion.

Milk is the only natural product perfectly fitted to

sustain life, as in it is found every element necessary for

the growth of the body and for sustaining its wear and

tear.

FLESH IN VEGETABLES.

All vegetables, especially those eaten by animals, con-

tain a certain portion of flesh ; for instance, in every

hundred parts of wheaten flour there are ten parts of

flesh ; in a hundred of Indian corn meal there are twelve

parts of flesh ; and in a hundred of Scotch oatmeal

there are eighteen of flesh. Now when vegetable food

is eaten it is to its fleshy constituents alone that we are

indebted for restoring to the body what it has lost by

muscular exertion. " All flesh is grass," says the inspired

writer, and science proves that this assertion will bear a

literal interpretation. No animal has the power to create

from its food the flesh to form its own body ; all that the

stomach can do is to dissolve the solid food that is put

into it ; by and by the fleshy portion of the food enters

the blood, and becomes part of the animal that has eaten

it. The starch and sugar of the vegetable are either

consumed (burned) for the production of warmth, or they

are converted into fat and laid up in store as future fuel
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when required. Grass consists of certain fleshy con-

stituents, starch and woody fibre. If a cow, arrived at

maturity, eats grass, nearly the whole of its food can be

traced to the production of milk ; the starch of the grass

goes to form fat (butter), and the flesh appears as caseine,

or cheese. When a sheep eats grass the flesh of grass is

but slightly modified to produce mutton, while the starch

is converted into fat (suet). When man eats mutton or

beef he is merely appropriating to his own body the

fleshy portion of grass so perseveringly collected by the

sheep or oxen. The human stomach, like that of a sheep

or ox, has^o power to create flesh ; all that it can do is

to build up its own form with the materials at hand.

Iron is offered to an engineer, and he builds a ship,

makes a watch-spring, or a mariner's compass, according

to his wants; but although he alters the form and

texture of the material under his hand, yet its composi-

tion remains the same. So, as regards flesh, although

there be one " flesh of men, another of beasts, another

of fishes, and another of birds," yet their ultimate com-

position is the same; all of which can be traced to the

grass of the field or a similar source. Flesh then is

derived from vegetables, and not from animals, the latter

being merely the collectors of it. And, as though the

plant knew that some future destiny awaited the flesh

which it makes, it will not use a particle of it ,to con-

struct a leaf, a tendril, or a flower, but lays it all up in

the seed, from which man makes his " daily bread,"
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STRYCHNINE.

This substance is obtained from the strycknos nux-
vomica, the poison-nut, or koochla, of Hindustan. The
fearful and fatal powers of nux-vomica have rendered it

well known throughout the world. The poisonous prin-

ciple of these nuts, called strychnine, from the generic

name of the plant that yields it, was first obtained

by M. Pelletier and M. Caventou ; they also found it in

the St. Ignatius bean, a seed of another plant of the

strychnos genera. The upas, or poison-tree of Java, also

owes its effects to strychnine. To separate the strych-

nine from the nux-vomica requires a great deal of

chemical skill. The process to obtain it is too complex
to be attempted by an amateur ; we therefore need not

detail it here. The nux-vomica seed, or bean, as it is

commonly termed, is remarkably tough, so much so that

it is impossible to reduce it to powder in any other

way than by a rasp. When thus divided it has been

used to destroy farm vermin ; hence it has acquired the

name of ratsbane. Its action upon man is similar to its

effects upon the inferior animals. A very weak decoction

of nux-vomica possesses intoxicating qualities ; hence it

is used to adulterate weak beer for the purpose of giving

it an artificial strength ; and as the government, by an

oversight, allows it to be imported at a nominal duty, a

premium is thus indirectly offered to its use. In over-

doses it produces involuntary spasmodic contraction of

the muscles. A person drinking beer that contains

nux-vomica, especially one that has not been hardened

to its influence, will often observe a curious iC twitching "
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about the body, and the limbs will "jump " without any

apparent cause. Pure strychnine is, however, marvel-

lously destructive to life. A single grain will kill a large

dog. A horse has been poisoned by an infusion of one

of the nuts. Half a grain will kill a rabbit in five

minutes, and a like quantity placed on a wound in a

man would destroy him in a quarter of an hour. Chris-

tison, who made all poisons his particular study, says

—

et I have killed a dog in two minutes with a sixth part

of a grain of strychnine." From these remarks, however,

we must not conclude that strychnine is a useless

substance, for in certain complaints— paralysis and allied

diseases— it has been used with the happiest effects.

AMBER.

This substance is the fossil resin or gum of various

species of trees, which are now extinct, allied to the firs

and pines of the present age. It is chiefly found on the

southern coast of the Baltic Sea. From the amber bed

on the coast of Dirschkeim, extending under the sea, a

storm threw up, on the 1st of January, 1848, no less

than 800 lbs. The amber ({ fishery" of Prussia formerly

produced to the king about 25,000 crowns per month.

After a storm, the amber coasts are crowded with

gatherers, large masses of amber being occasionally cast

up by the waves. Amber is remarkable for the electro-

magnetic influence which it exhibits when slightly

rubbed.
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SALT.

Although salt forms part of the daily food of nearly the

whole of the human race, yet few have any idea of its

composition. Salt is a compound of two substances, a

metal and a gaseous body. The metal is called sodium,

and the gas, chlorine ; and as chemists always endeavour

to use such terms as they think will convey a clear idea

of the things they describe, salt in chemical language is

termed " chloride of sodium." The sea which flows to

every part of the earth affords its inhabitants an inexhaus-

tible supply of salt ; and lest it might be thought that

nature had not in this respect been sufficiently bountiful,

she supplies salt from the (i bowels of the earth." We
have salt mines yielding "rock salt," and salt springs,

which in many instances are far away from the ocean.

The salt mines in Catalonia, in Hungary, and Poland, are

of an enormous extent. A salt mine at Wilisca, near

Cracow, in Poland, has been worked for more than six

hundred years. Within it is found a kind of subterraneous

Eepublic, which has its polity, laws, families, &c. When
a traveller has arrived at the bottom of this strange abyss

he is surprised at the long series of lofty vaults sustained

with huge pillars of rock salt, and which appear by the

light of the flambeaux to be so many crystals of precious

stones. The most remarkable property of salt is its

solubility in water; hence it is supposed that the sea

washing over beds or strata of salt has in consequence

become saline, as we now find it. The use of salt with

food is obvious from an analysis of the blood and the

gastric juice. With the addition of water, and under
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certain influences, salt changes its composition. Water

being composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the change in

salt which takes place by means of the vital force is shown

as follows :
—

Salt

Water

f Sodium
I Chlorine
j* Oxygen
\ Hydrogen

Produces Soda for the Blood

*Produces Hydrochloric Acid for the

Stomach.

Now soda is invariably found in the blood, and hydro-

chloric acid in the stomach ; and as the blood and the

stomach play their part correctly enough in our daily life,

we can come to no other conclusion than that salt, which

supplies these materials, is absolutely necessary to our

well-being. Salt is not only useful to man in its primi-

tive condition, but as it affords soda, its value is mani-

festly increased. The manufacture of soda from salt in

England is one of the most important of our arts, for

without soda no hard soaps could be produced ; and for a

thousand other things are we a debtor to Salt & Co.

Besides the soda there is the chlorine. The great supre-

macy of the Manchester cotton-mills in supplying the

wide world with pretty fabrics to cover the American-

Grreek slaves, is owing not only to the application of

mechanics to machinery^ but also to the multifarious

uses of chlorine derived from, common salt.

England has vast salt mines at Nantwich and Droit-

wich ; with their produce her fishermen preserve the

herrings and haddock caught on the coast of her sea-girt

isle, and the potters glaze their -ware, and the farmers

manure their fields.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF ONE LEAF UPON
ANOTHEE.

On the window-sill of my laboratory, which stands

rather high, two very luxuriant nettle-geraniums are

growing, and my attention is sometimes arrested by the

beautiful anatomy of the leaves of my pet plants. The

aspect of the window being southerly, the sun shines

upon the geraniums with all its force ; and when I

stand up I see the leaves only by the light that is trans-

mitted through them. A few days ago I was forcibly

struck by observing that where one leaf produced a shade

upon another, the under leaf presented a very marked

and beautiful photographic image of the upper leaf, its

serrated edge and form being beautifully defined on the

lower one. Continuing my observations for a few

minutes I found that wherever the shade was cast that

portion of the leaf was of a dark green, while the un-

shaded parts became rapidly of a pale sea tint. This

brought to my recollection -how exquisitely the rose

blossoms are shaded, the outer edge of the petals being

sometimes nearly white, deepening to a coral blush

towards the pistil, while many flowers in their deep

recesses, "where the bee sucks," are of a rich deep tone,

the outer portions being always of a paler hue. This

delicate shading or finishing of Flora's beauties is then,

I infer, produced by the exquisite photographic touch of

the sun.

F 2
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CYAXOGEX.

No one talks about cyanogen— no one even thinks

about it
;
yet in its compositions there are few substances

that afford more gratification to us. There are com-

pounds of cyanogen that please the sight, the taste, and

the smell. You admire that pretty blue bonnet—those

exquisite blue ribbons. Well, the blue colour is due to a

compound of cyanogen. You crack the stone of a

French plum— how delicious is the flavour of the juice

that exudes ! Do you like cherry pie ? if so, you really

do admire cyanogen, for it is a compound of it that im-

parts the flavour to the kernels of all stone fruits. How
exquisite is the odour of the violet and the heliotrope

!

Here again all our pleasure is derived from cyanogen.

Cyanogen is called by chemists a base, because al-

though a compound substance (consisting of carbon

and nitrogen), yet it plays the part of an element form-

inc the groundwork of several singular substances. The

blue colour which the dyers impart to various fabrics is

commonly called Prussian blue, and is a compound of

cyanogen, iron, and potash. The agreeable flavour of

plum kernels is due to prussic acid. Well, this material

is a compound of cyanogen and hydrogen, and by pro-

fessional men is termed hydrocyanic acid— a most

powerful poison, in doses of a teaspoonful. The fragrance

of the violet and heliotrope is also prussic acid, slightly

modified. Cyanogen also forms another interesting com-

pound— interesting so far as war is concerned, for the

percussion caps used in firing guns and cannon are

charged with an atom of mercury united to an atom of

cyanogen.
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COPPEK.

The whole earth appears to be more or less impreg-

nated with this beautiful and useful metal, and the sea

contains a notable quantity of it. Copper is in great

abundance in various parts of the British isles, in Hun-
gary, in Siberia, in Cyprus, from which island it derives

its name, and whence, no doubt, on account of the geo-

graphical position of that island, it was principally pro-

cured by the Eomans. It is also found in China, in

Australia, and in Brazil— in fact, almost everywhere.

It appears, however, certain that gold and silver were

known to the ancients prior to copper. According to

Ezraviii. 27, " Copper was as precious as gold." Paul,

in 2 Timothy iv. 14, lays a complaint against one

Alexander, a coppersmith. These are the only instances

in which mention is made of this metal in the Holy

Scriptures. Copper takes a rank among metals from its

peculiar colour, which, when pure, is of a rose-like hue.

Most metals when they become rusty lose their beauty;

not so, however, with copper, for it changes into various

shades, from pink to a beautiful crimson, as in copper

bronze powder, to blue, to green; hence the artist takes it

as a pigment to produce upon his canvas "the fields and

the forests." In the metallic state copper possesses so

many useful qualities that various metal-workers find it

of great service. It bears such " wear and tear" that it

was adopted as money at a very early period, and retains

its good name to the present time. Copper is one of the

best conductors of lightning ; hence it will be employed

to transmit " the flash" below the restless Atlantic, in

F 3
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forming the submarine telegraph between England and

America. This metal is so sonorous that few musical

instruments can be made without it. The Handel organ

and Big: Ben of Westminster alike owe their tone to

copper. Musicians, electricians, artists, and money-

makers, are not the only persons whose " occupation

would be gone" were it not for copper. Colour-makers

and dyers are much indebted to it, as well as a host of

others who follow the same trade as "Alexander the

coppersmith."

OXYGEN.

By this name we introduce the reader to the king o£

the elements, whose power is universal. The sea, the

air, and the dry land would cease to exist without it.

It is our friendly ally and inveterate foe. We cannot

exist without oxygen, yet it is the ultimate cause of

death and decay. It is the giver of light and heat, for

no combustible material can burn without it. In fact,

were it not for oxygen, there would be a universal

chaos of matter ; there would be no living thing creeping

or growing upon the face of the globe; and the sun

would shine only upon a metallic spheroid, such as is

probably the moon and the stars. It is well known

that animals cannot breathe nor fires burn unless they

have plenty of air. Now, although the oxygen only

forms one-fifth of the air we breathe, yet we are in-

debted to that element alone for sustaining the "vital

spark." Many persons have imagined that as animals

have been inhabitants of the earth for so many ages the

air must have lost a great portion of its oxygen ; but
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their fears are wholly unfounded. Our atmosphere

contains about 2,000,000 cubic miles of oxygen, while

the respiration of man and the inferior animals, together

with the various processes of combustion, consume

annually not more than about 2-| miles, or 250 cubic

miles in 100 years; being less than a 10,000th part.

Even this small loss is fully restored by the plants

growing on the face of the earth, as it is an ascertained

fact that every blade of grass and every leaf throws a

portion of oxygen into the atmosphere. The air, con-

taining one-fifth of oxygen, is the natural source for

obtaining it ; but to separate it by any direct process, to

sift it out as it were, is a problem as yet to be solved by

chemical genius. When we want oxygen for experi-

ments we separate it from some material that has already

drawn it from the atmosphere ; such as from the oxide

of mercury or manganese. The novice may also obtain

oxygen from chlorate of potass. It is a very simple

experiment. Mix a little chlorate of potass with an

equal weight of washed silver sand
;
put the mixture

into a clean oil flask, and set it over a clear fire. The
chlorate will soon melt, and then boil ; every bubble is

a bladder of oxygen gas, which now invisibly fills the

flask. To prove its presence, take half an inch of the

sulphur end of a match, stick it on the end of a piece of

fine wire, light the match, and then quickly pass it into

the interior of your oxygen chamber
;
you will then see

the intense vivifying effects of the king of the elements

;

and if you are expert, the wire will take fire when the

bit of match is consumed. All the rest you will learn

without a book.

j 4
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SILICA.

As far as man can penetrate into the earth, either by

natural fissures and ravines, or by the work of the miner,

he always finds at the bottom that stone which the

chemists call silica. Or if he ascend to the summit of

Chimborazo, the highest of the Andes, in South America,

or the Himalayas near Delhi^ in Northern India,

(whose peak is nearly six miles high !) there, at the top,

he finds silica. Walking on the sea-shore, he again

finds it, as the glistening sand, which is silica in its pure

s^ate. Examine the earth in the fields in all parts of

the globe, one-half will prove to be silica. The beauti-

ful amethyst, the blue siderite, the yellow Cairngorm,

and Indian topaz, the bloodstone, the white calcedony,

the nut-brown sard, the piebald onyx, the cornelian,

rock-crystal, flint, all these precious stones are silica.

The black flint and the sand upon the shore is the form

of it with which we are most familiar ; and although it

sometimes appears at court as a jewel in beauty's

diadem, and at others in the musket trigger a,nd tinder-

box, still it is the same silica, but differently dressed.

" And what's a butterfly? at best

It's but a caterpillar dress'd!
"

Nearly half the globe is in fact silica. Various orders

of plants, especially wheat, sugar cane, barley, oats, rye,

and many others on which man is dependent for food,

cannot exist without silica. The outside glassy bark of

these plants is pure silica, drawn by the living plant

from the soil upon which it grows. There is so much

silica on some canes that fchey will strike fire when

struck against a steel file or even the edge of a knife.
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All the tall-growing plants would be unable to grow erect

without what may be strictly called " their bones " (that

is, silica). In animals the bones are covered by the

flesh ; in plants the flesh is covered by the bones, espe-

cially in the grasses, of which therCanes are an order,

their bones are outside, and are composed principally

of silica ; that is, the earthy matter which gives stability

to their structure. Without a due admixture of silica in

the soil, plants would be unable to cast their roots into

the stiff clay or hard chalk. We thus see how invalu-

able is silica in the ordinary course of nature to» the per-

fection of her works, and with what beauty they can be

endowed by the mere stain of a metal. On turning

from nature to art, we are astonished to find how much
art is indebted to silica for its progress. Glass is com-

posed of one-half silica ; and we all know how much

that material has added to our social comfort and hap-

piness. The common windows, the green-house, the

table-glass, the mirrors, all yield their share. As age

comes on the aid of spectacles is required ; the best kinds

are made of Brazilian quartz, or, as the opticians call it,

"pebble." Ask the chemist what this pebble is, and

he answers, silica! Nearly all we know of electricity

would have remained undiscovered if it had not been

for glass. The knowledge we have gained by the

microscope, whereby we have been enabled further to

see " the wonders of the Creator's works " is due to glass,

which cannot be made without silica. All the dis-

coveries of other worlds, since the time that the Tuscan

philosopher— Galileo— first pointed the telescope to

the heavens, are due to glass*, and hence to silica.
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ALLYLE.

How few there are who know anything about Allyle

!

yet in some shape or^ther it forms a portion of the daily

banquet of all the human race. The pungent taste of

watercress, of onion, horseradish, chive, garlic, leek, asa-

foetida, shallot, radish, and common mustard, is entirely

owing to a certain combination of allyle. When onions

are chopped fine a pungent vapour rises, the effects of

which are well known by its making " the eyes water."

This volatile substance is a peculiar essential oil, or otto,

so small in quantity that a hundredweight of onions, on

being distilled, only yields two ounces. This substance

is a combination of sulphur and allyle (sulphuret of

allyle). It is very remarkable that the characteristic

burning flavour of this substance should prevail in plants

so totally different as watercress and garlic, &c. ; and that

man should have selected them for food to gratify some

peculiar instinct, some bodily wants. From the Frith of

Forth to the banks of the Nile the onion, the asafcetida,

and all those plants which contain allyle are esteemed as

relishes. By Europeans the asafcetida is considered un-

pleasant ; but in Asia it is collected and sold as a condi-

ment. Even among ourselves there is some difference

of opinion respecting the. use of those plants for food

which contain allyle. The poor rarely require mustard

to relish their beef; and among the rich it is considered

the height of vulgarity to eat a leek or onion. The

general taste, however, for these plants may be traced to

the most remote ages. When the Israelites were sojourn-

ing in the wilderness they murmured, saying, "We
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remember the cucumbers, aud the melons, and the leeks,

and the onions, and the garlic," Numbers, xi. 5. It

appears that a certain portion of allyle is essential to our

health, and that, like the instinct which induces us to

eat salt, we have searched out those plants which contain

allyle, and mix them with our daily food. We cannot

exist without salt ; nor can we thrive without allyle. It

is a positive fact that those families who reject the use of

those plants which yield allyle, such as the onion, &c,

become degenerate, and finally extinct. Such is the

penalty of fashion ! The name of this active principle

—

allyle— has been given to it from the generic name

{allium) of the plants in which it is found.

FIRE.

Slow Combustion; Quick Combustion.—Fire is the

gift of Heaven to man, and by its use he is distinguished

from all other animals. Not to know the nature and

properties of this valuable agent is a voluntary surrender

of our dignity. Fire assumes two forms, called slow

combustion and quick combustion; in both cases the

material burned gives out heat and disappears, nothing

happening to attract the eye of a casual observer; never-

theless, slow and quick combustion produce very re-

markable and different results. When substances are

burning that are only red hot they are undergoing the

slow combustion ; but when they burn with flame, that is

called the quick combustion. Illustrations of this differ-

ence are common enough. A candle burns with flame

—blow it out, and the wick continues to burn for a time
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red hot. Note the difference of result— while there is

flame there is plenty of light, and no s*moke ; when the

flame is extinguished a strong odorous vapour arises,

familiar to all. A man smokes a cigar— it is undergoing

the slow combustion ; the fragrant vapour is his delight

;

but if the same be put into the fire, or burned with flame,

there is no smell of burning tobacco. In ordinary con-

versation, the slow combustion is termed "smouldering,"

and is always known to be taking place by the familiar

" smell of fire" as one of the results. This smell of fire

is in truth the smell of the vapours arising from a sub-

stance burning without flame ; agreeable when coming

from tobacco or a scented pastil, but quite the reverse

when coming from fat, oil, or the like. From want of

air quick combustion may sink into the slow combustion

;

smouldering bodies, on the contrary, burst into flame by

the ready admission of air.V Strictly speaking the slow

combustion is but an imperfect burning of the consum-

able substance, because the vapour that arises is itself

capable of burning again ; but if the quick combustion

take place the products of the flame cannot be again

ignited. Did we really understand the properties of fire,

and know how to manage it, "our village " would not be

so black as it is ; we should burn the coal by quick com-

bustion in clay or firebrick-lined grates ; as it is, the iron

grates cool the fuel so rapidly that only the slow combus-

tion takes place ; in fact, we do with our coal what the

smoker does with his tobacco, make a rare fume— con-

sume it by the slow instead of the quick combustion.
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ALKALIES.

Nature supplies few substances that are more useful to

man than alkalies ; and as we are expected now-a-days to

know " something of everything," it is essential that we

should learn the nature of alkalies. The word u alkali"

is of Arabic orign, and means " the dregs of bitterness
;"

probably so named from their nauseous taste. The most

marked quality of the alkalies is that of being diametri-

cally opposed to an acid (See Sours or Acids). Alkalies

and acids are in their natural state exceedingly active

and corroding substances, but when mixed they imme-

diately neutralise each other's potent qualities, produc-

ing in nearly every instance a harmless body, called a salt.

The principal alkalies are soda, potash, lime, and mag-

nesia ; but there are a great many more than these. ' It

is not a little remarkable that these four substances are

diffused over the whole face of the earth. Now as it is

(

a fact that not a green leaf can be produced, nor an

animate creature exist without the presence of one or the

other of these alkalies, it exhibits an extraordinary pro-

vision of nature that they are always found upon the

exterior part of the globe rather than buried in the

depths of a mine. Moreover, being lightly sprinkled

hither and thither on the earth, instead of forming moun-
tains here and none there, the alkalies are thus diffused

through the land in precisely the right quantity that is

best suited to the production of the " fruits of the earth."

All kinds of crops, wheat, tobacco, sugar-cane, &c, draw

the alkalies from the soil they grow upon ; and when the

land is exhausted of its aklalies it is then that crops fail.
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The ashes from burnt wood or a smoked cigar illustrate

what the land has given to the plank As the farmer

uses his lime and the doctor his magnesia for some

specific purpose, so in domestic life, soda and potash play

their part. We could have no glass and no soap without

these last mentioned alkalies. Butter and water, natural

enemies, by the friendly intervention of a little alkali

produce that important article of life—milk !

1YOEY m INFANTS FOOD.

The best food is that which affords the most proper

nutriment at the particular time or season when it is

given. That which is very good food at one period of

our life is by no means to be considered the best as " long

as we live." So true is this that every day, we find there

is appropriate food for the morning and for the evening.

That which may be eaten with impunity for breakfast,

would produce indigestion if taken for supper. The morn-

ing and evening of life are analogous. That which is

good food for age, affords little nourishment in infancy.

In age the structure is built up, and only requires such

food as will keep the machine in good working order,

and supply what is wanted for wear and tear ; but in

infancy everything has to be done ; the house we inhabit

has to be built ; and without proper material it is impos-

sible for the architect to rear the building. As children

grow, bones must be produced ; and it is here where the

difficulty is found to give youth such food as will yield all

the nourishment that ^s required, especially to supply

bony stuff. Even bread, the prized " staff of life," does
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not in itself supply sufficient bony material for early life.

Among the various things which offer as good nourish-

ment, and that at the same time yields an excess of

bony nutriment, is ivory. Ivory, filed to powder and

boiled in milk, is food for a growing child beyond

value. It is best to purchase a piece of what is called

green ivory, and file it as it is wanted ; about as much
as will cover a shilling is enough, given once a day ; and

when boiled in milk and sweetened, a child will take

this food with perfect relish.

ANTBIOOT.

There are a great many metals of which in common
life we know nothing, although some of them minister

to our daily wants. One of these metals is antimony

;

and as we owe a great deal to it, so let us become better

acquainted with it. This metal has been known from

time immemorial ; its early name was Stibium ; but

Bazil Valentine, an alchemist and a German Monk,

having, as tradition relates, thrown some of it to the

hogs, observed that after purging them violently they

immediately grew fat upon it. Upon this he imagined

that by giving his fellow monks a similar dose they also

would become fat. The experiment however was any-

thing but successful, for most of them died. From that

time stibium was named antimony

—

anti-monk. This

very Book could not bear this intelligence to you, dear

i reader, were it not for antimony, because the type with

i which it is printed is a mixture of that metal and lead.

i For many reasons the type-metal now in use is not likely
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to be superseded ; so, as far as we can judge, printing

will always be indirectly indebted to antimony; how

much then do we owe to this metal ! When pure it is

a brilliant, silverlike, hard metal ; when melted at a red

heat and thrown upon the ground, it divides into glo-

bules, each one burning with remarkable scintillations.

When antimony is exposed to the air it does not rust

like iron, but regains its brilliance for a considerable

time ; it cannot, however, be rolled or hammered without

falling to powder; hence it is but little used by hard-

ware manufacturers ; but when alloyed, that is, mixed

with other metals, it forms several useful compounds.

Bazil Valentine's dangerous experiment led to the use of

antimony in medicine, and in this field it has obtained

such a reputation, that to the present day it is in some

remedies A 1 in the doctor's shop. Antimony wine is a

family medicine now-a-days, although it has had
' "something to put up with" on its road to fame. The

Parliament of Paris at one time made it illegal to use it

internally, and a celebrated physician lost his diploma

for administering it; however in 1637 it was restored

to use by public authority, and so it has continued to

the present time. The antimony mines are chiefly in

Hungary, Transylvania, and (xerrn/iny ; but small portions

are also obtained from the silver-lead mines of " Old

England." Sulphuret of antimony is extensively used

by the ladies in the East to add to their beauty by

darkening their eyebrows and lashes with it.
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GOLD.

There are good reasons for believing that gold was the

first metal with which man became acquainted. Its

peculiar properties render it the best for the purpose of

being worked by a primitive people. Grold is the only

metal which is found in a metallic state, such as we see

it used in the arts and manufactures. The process of

extracting all the other metals from their matrix or ore

is so tedious and difficult that without gold it is probable

our forefathers would have had no metals at all to use.

"We who live at this period of the world's history can well

believe how little advancement could be made in civili-

sation without a metal of some kind. Now those

qualities which we recognise as metallic in the highest

degree are possessed by gold, and it is thus we see, even

in this single instance, a proof of the Creator's wisdom,

the adaptation of a means to an end. Grold, the most

easily worked of all metals, the most imperishable, the

most brilliant and attractive, was the first that was given

to man. No other metal could have served the purpose

so well as the one we find him first possessed of. No
wonder gold is typified in the Scripture as the purest

metal ; no wonder that it was chosen as the means (in

the shape of coin) of representing the products of labours,

that man should select what age after age has proved to

be the most fitting thing for this purpose. As an assur-

ance to us that the supply of gold shall be adequate

to our wants, this metal has been found in the ratio of

the increase of the human family. It is diffused over the

whole earth, and has acted as a stimulus to man to visit

a
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regions previously uncultivated. The wilds of Australia

and California have thus been peojJled in our day in

the same way that the Spaniards peopled South America

years ago.

Chemical Characteristics of Gold.— It is found by

experiment that gold is not easily acted upon by

acidulous agents, still there are two definite oxides of it.

When gold is fed into a vessel containing aqua regia

(nitro-muriatic acid), which contains free chlorine in the

nascent state, it is dissolved, and a per-chloride of gold

formed, which is a red, deliquescent, crystalline com-

pound, soluble in water, ether, and alcohol, and is

decomposed by light and heat. When proto-chloride of

tin is added to a solution of per-chloride of gold, a fine

purple precipitate is formed, which is used in porcelain

painting, and for tinging glass a red colour. Grold

dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid can be precipitated by

adding to it a solution of the proto-sulphate of iron ; the

gold subsides to the bottom of the vessel containing the

solution, and forms a brown powder, which, after being

washed in hot water, then digested in hot dilute muriatic

acid, is again washed, and forms the pure gold employed

in gilding china or porcelain ware. Silver and copper

are harder than gold ; hence, mixed with those metals,

it produces an alloy harder than itself. The gold

employed in jewellery is much adulterated, the skilful

jeweller easily giving different shades of colour to golden

ornaments by exposing them to different chemical agents,

which dissolve a portion of the copper and silver alloy,

while they do not touch the gold. A solution of gold in

sether applied to the surface of fine polished steel instru-

ments gilds them, the sether being driven off with heat.
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Consumption of Gold.—Not less than 1000 oz. of

fine gold are used in Birmingham alone every week, and

in the United Kingdom the weekly consumption of leaf-

gold is as follows: — London, 400 oz.; Edinburgh,

35 oz.; Birmingham, 70 oz.; Manchester, 40 oz.

;

Dublin, 12 oz.; Liverpool, 15 oz.; Leeds, 6 oz.; Glas-

gow, 6 oz.: total, 584 oz. Of this amount, not one-

tenth part can be recovered. For gilding metals by the

electro-type, and the water or wash-gilding processes,

not less than 10,000 oz. of gold are required annually.

One establishment in the Potteries employs 35001.

worth of gold per annum, and nearly 2000£. worth is

used by another. The consumption of gold in the

Staffordshire Potteries, for gilding porcelain and making

crimson and rose colour, varies in value from 7000£. to

10,000L per annum.

Production of Gold.—It has been estimated that the

total amount of gold in use in the world in 1848 was

600,000,000^. sterling, and the annual supply was

believed to be between 8,000,000£. and 9;000,000Z.

From recent influx, consequent on the discoveries in

California and Australia, the amount now in hand is of

the computed value of 820,000,000^. sterling. Cali-

fornia, from 1849 to 1853, produced 65,900,000^.

Australia, 35,000,000^. from 1854 to 1856. They have

together produced about 70,000,000^. more. With all

this large addition to the production of gold, it is strange,

but no less true, that very little addition to the stock of

gold in the country has been made. We have, however,

benefited by the increased production, and our export

trade alone has, since the discovery of gold in Australia

and California, about doubled in value. The nett pro-

G 2
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duce now in the world is equal to 205,000,000 oz. troy,

or 8542 tons. The gold coinage in Great Britain, France,

and the United States, in 1853, amounted to 41,800,000^.

In 1856, it is computed the Australian goldmines alone

yielded 3,008,281 oz., or say, at U. per oz., 12,033,124^.

The gold from Frazer Eiver has been assayed in New
York, and the following is the result :—First deposit,

gold, fineness, 816 one-thousandths; silver, 154 one-

thousandths; second deposit, gold, 847^ one-thousandths;

silver, 154 one-thousandths. The assays prove the gold

ore to be nearer the. character of the California ore than

that of the Australian, which latter has little or no silver,

yielding nearly pure gold.

A St. Petersburg official return states that the

quantity of gold dust washed in the Ural Mountains last

year was 431,504,551 pouds, and the quantity of gold

obtained 1182 pouds, being 129 pouds more than in

1856. The poud is rather more than 33 lbs.

SUGAR FROM STARCH.

Starch is easily converted into sugar by boiling for

several hours in dilute sulphuric acid and water. The

acid may afterwards be separated from it by neutralising

with chalk, and the solution in evaporation yields rather

more sugar than the quantity of starch employed. Sugar

thus made is extensively used on the continent, where

that from the sugar-cane is not readily obtained. Nearly

all fruit, in its early growth, contains starch, which, in

the ripening process, is converted into sugar* and it is

thus that they become sweet.
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BOLE-AMMONIAC.

As this substance is extensively used for colouring

several comestibles, sauces, &c, particularly anchovy

sauce, it is but justice to the public that they should be

made acquainted with its nature and composition ; they

can then use their own discretion as to eating it, or

merely regarding it as an adulteration. Although this

article is generally distinguished by the name at the

head of this paragraph, its proper title is Armenian-bole.

The word " bole" is no doubt derived from bolus, a pill,

because it was formely used in medicine ; and Armenia
is the country that supplies it. Armenian-bole is a

mixture of whiting, or chalk, and the oxide or rust of iron.

When artificially prepared it is made of chalk and red

ochre, the ochre being a compound of iron, the resulting-

mixture has a colouring power almost equal to the natural

product. When eating substances that are coloured with

bole, we should remember that we are devouring a

certain quantity of iron. Now iron in any form, when
taken into the stomach, has a powerful medicinal action,

and when administered by a physician's advice it is

rarely given in doses of more than from half a grain to

three grains. How far, therefore, we are justified in

swallowing ten or twenty times this quantity at a meal,

we must leave the reader to decide ; and although we do

not wish to influence any man's taste, yet in holding up
the coloured veil of his food to the light of science we
may perhaps properly influence his judgment as to "What
to eat> drink, and avoid."

G 3
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HEARING WITH THE TEETH AND THROAT.

The physical faculties of man are divided into five

senses

—

Lhearing, seeing, feeling, tasting, and smelling.

We become instinctively familiar with the various

instruments with which in a normal state we are endowed

to affect the various senses; with the eye we see— it is

a telescope, microscope, and other philosophical instru-

ments united. With the tongue we taste ; with the ears

we hear ; with the olfactory nerve we smell ; and with the

nervous membrane, diffused over the whole body, we

feel by touch. Nevertheless, these various instruments

are all marvellously connected with one another, so that

one will in some peculiar way play the part of the other,

or without the one the other is not rendered useless;

and this arises from the fact that we do not in reality

obtain our knowledge of outward effects by the various

organs we employ to ascertain them, but by the brain.

Therefore, if the brain can be affected in a proper

manner ya any other way than through the eye, we shall

yet be able to see ; or again, if we can affect the brain

with sound in any other way than through the ear, we

can still hear. Some persons who are quite blind with

the eyes do so improve 'or apply the faculty of touch

that they bec&me as familiar with outward objects as

those whose eyes are " wide open." If the nostrils are

closed so as to destroy the sense of smelling, then we

have no taste, rhubarb and senna then have no more

flavour than water. If when the eyes are closed we press

them at the side, so as to remove the eyeball out of its

natural position, we distinctly see, even in a dark room,
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a ring of light. Having any doubt about the taste of

an}^hing, our judgment is decided by the mere smell,

and thus the brain is affected aright— -but not always

through the instrument or organ specially constructed

for the purpose ; and we are now about to show those

who are deaf with the ears, that they may still parti-

cipate in the pleasure of sound through the teeth and

throat. Hearing is properly effected by the vibration of

what is called the tympanum, a nervous fibre stretched

out like a drum head. It often happens that the tubes

leading to this drum are diseased. In such instances

people are deaf, simply from the fact that the sound

cannot vibrate the drum membrane, in consequence of

the tubes being closed, yet the hearing instrument is

quite perfect. JSTow there is a small passage extending

from the ear-drum into the throat. It is called the

Eustachian tube, or guttural conduit. Its principal use

is to carry away the natural secretions from the lining of

the ear cavity ; but, under certain circumstances, this

tube conveys sound to the drum. Hence among a crowd

of listeners eager to catch the voice of a speaker, many
will be observed to sit with " open mouth," or, as Scott

says, in the Lady of the Lake, "With locks thrown

back and lips apart in listening mood." There was

living recently near Bury a young man, the lobes of

whose ears were closed, but when spoken to he opened

his mouth, and was then able to hear. A New York

paper says that there is a bright, intelligent boy in that

city who cannot hear at all with his ears ; and that when

he wTants to hear he opens his mouth, and can then hear

as well as anybody. Many persons, being deaf from

similar causes, may be made to hear distinctly by

g 4
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placing the rim of the crown of a hat in the mouth, and

holding the hollow part towards a speaker, preacher, or

singer. Indeed, Eustachian trumpets, for persons parti-

ally deaf, ought to be constructed, one end to be held

in the mouth, and the other towards the sounds desired to

be heard. In many instances, the Eustachian tube will

not convey direct sounds. If it did so, we should hear

ourselves speak as loudly with the ears closed as open,

which is not the case. It appears to be more useful

to those partially deaf than to those whose hearing is

perfect. We can, however, also hear by means of the

teeth. Master Mace, the author of Musids Monument,

availed himself of this mode of hearing after he had

become deaf. He tells us that, having invented a lute

which was " absolutely the lustiest or loudest lute that

I ever yet heard," he was able to hear it " in a very good

measure, yet not so loud as to distinguish everything

I play without the help of my teeth, which, when

I lay close to the edge of it, I hear all I play dis-

tinctly." {The Doctor, &c., chap, cxcvi.) Bone is very

sonorous, and is an excellent conductor of sound. At

the Polytechnic Institution there is a musical instrument

composed of bones ; it resembles an harmonicon, and the

music of it, which extends over four octaves, is very

melodious. Nearly all sounds that are harsh and

unharmonious set the teeth " on edge, " indicative of

sonorous vibration. Actual experiment proves that the

teeth will convey sound to the auditory nerve, as the

following illustration shows:—Lay a watch upon a

table, glass side downwards, then stand so far from it

that you cannot in the ordinary way hear the ticking.

Now place one end of a small stick, say about six feet
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long, upon the back of the watch, and grip the other

with the teeth ; with the fingers close each ear to exclude

all external noise, the beat of the watch will then be as

audible as if placed against the ear. All other sounds

can be conveyed in the same manner, no matter how
long the stick be ; for instance, if one end be put upon

a pianoforte in a sitting-room, fronting a garden, and

the stick be thirty feet long, extending outside the

window on to a lawn, if the instrument be ever so lightly

played, " the tune " will be instantly distinguished by

any person applying the teeth to the opposite end of the

stick. Again, if a light bar of iron, or any other metal,

be suspended by a thick string held between the teeth,

and then struck with any hard substance, the sound will

appear greater than by hearing with the ears. A
well-known practice with engineers, when they suspect

a leakage or other mischief inside the cylinder of a

steam-engine, is to take a small piece of iron between

the teeth, and pressing it firmly against the outside of

the cylinder, stop the ears with the hands, when all that

passes inside the cylinder becomes distinctly audible.

SOUND THROUGH AN OAK TREE.

Choose a recently cut down tree, thirty yards or

more long ; now lay the ear to one end, closing the

other ear with the finger. A friend may then scratch

the opposite end of the tree with a pin, and this done

so gently that he himself is unable to hear it, but you will

do so distinctly, though more than a hundred feet off.
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GAS.

There are a great many air-like fluids, simple and

compound, odorous and inodorous, visible and invisible,

which bear the name of gas, and which was given to them

by Van Helmont two hundred years ago. " Gras" merely

signifies the condition or state of the substance that may
be under consideration, and is to be understood in just

the same free way as the term w fluid," or " solid." Thus

some substances are gases, some solids, others fluids.

Under certain circumstances, and mostly by the influence

of heat or cold, a vast proportion of the materials of this

world are familiar to us in all three states—for instance,

water, ice, steam. To study the nature and singular

condition of substances in the gaseous form is worthy of

the highest intellect, because the greatest philosophers

are unable to explain the cause oftheir invisibility ! We
can do with gases precisely the same as with fluids and

solids— that is, we can handle and weigh "-them, pour

them from one vessel to another, &c.
;
yet we cannot see

them ! Not to be able to see a thing of the existence of

which we are fully conscious, is to endow it with spirit-

uality. Here we have before us a pound of solid

sulphur ; see how prettily it burns and disappears ! The

sulphur, however, is not lost ; for if the gas arising from

it be collected, all the sulphur can be again recovered

in its original solid form. Again, a ton of coal will pro-

duce about half a hundred weight of lighting gas Now
many a hundred-weight of coal gas is consumed in Lon-

don every twenty-four hours. Fancy for a moment
hundreds of pounds of substance perfectly invisible

!
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Nevertheless, one of the simplest chemical experiments

will reproduce from this gas the carbonaceous particles,

black and solid as ever. How then is it that this sulphur,

this carbon, and what not, can throw off their coats like

the ogre of a pantomime, and become a sylph of Fairy-

land ? Then we have the ethereal air, a mixture of two

gases, which the laboratorian chemists have nearly

succeeded in solidifying. If all this air-gas, which

surrounds the earth like a rainbow, were to become

solid it would form a block ten miles thick.

MONKSHOOD AND HOKSEKADISH.

Several persons having been fatally poisoned by the

accidental substitution of aconite root, or monkshood,

for horseradish, it is necessary to call the attention of

our family circle to the ordinary means of distinguish-

ing these pPhts when scraped, as brought to table. The

distinctive characters of the roots are so marked, that a

cook who would serve up one for the other, would pro-

bably stuff a chicken with sage and onions under the

impression that it was a goose. Nevertheless, i( plain "

cooks have sent to table scraped roots of monkshood

(aconite), and from its poisonous qualities, fatal results

have been the consequence. Horseradish when scraped

has an exceedingly pungent odour, see Alltle, page 33
;

monkshood, on the contrary, has no more smell than a

carrot. Horseradish, when scraped, remains white, or

acquires but a very slight tint of yellow for many hours.

Monkshood, scraped, quickly becomes pink or red ; this
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root scrapes like a carrot the shavings being very moist,

curl up into little knots ; whereas horseradish shavings

are stringy and dry. The taste of monkshood is at first

bitter, but it quickly produces a disagreeable tingling and

numbness in the mouth. The taste of horseradish need

not be described to those who have the sense of taste.

If you wish everybody at dinner to say, " What fine

horseradish !
" remember not to have it scraped till the

very last thing. When " master " has sharpened the

carving-knife and made the " first cut," then telegram
(i scrape horseradish." By the time the first plate has got

to the lady at the lower end of the table the horseradish

will be ready to hand round. Mark how they will praise

the beef and you !

WINTER HINTS.

Don't <e roast " yourself before a fire and then suddenly

go out into the freezing air, telling your friends the

next day that you " wonder " how you've caught cold.

Don't wash yourself in hot water, nor yet in water

with miniature icebergs floating therein, and afterwards

complain that you have "terrible" chapped hands.

Don't stop up every crevice for fresh air in your bed-

room with the idea of sleeping warm, and then be

astonished if you should wake with a headache every

morning.

Don't habituate yourself to sit at home over a
il roaring " fire, because it happens to be a bracing cold

day out of doors, otherwise your friends will style you a

" chilly mortal," and you will always be crying out that
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you are "perished" with cold, in going from one room

to another.

Don't keep out all the draught from the doors and

windows of your sitting-room with sand-bags and list,

and then exclaim that " you cannot conceive " why the

chimney smokes.

EFFECTS OF HEAT.

The conditions in which we see water— at one time

a crystal rock, in the shape of an iceberg, then as a purl-

ing stream, and again as a fleecy cloud, are so many eye-

lectures on the effects of heat. Solids become fluids,

and liquids become gaseous by the addition of heat.

Eeversing this operation— by cooling gaseous bodies

they are converted into liquids, and fluids become solids.

In the Arctic circle, water, as such, in not known ; it is

always ice ; but in India it rapidly takes the gas form,

and disappears from the earth's surface. Whenever

heat is added to any substance, the particles or atoms of

which that body is composed seem to take a dislike to

each other ; they appear, as it were, to stand aloof, and

try their utmost to get away. For this reason any sub-

stance, when heated, immediately swells— it expands.

If a kettle be quite full when put on "for tea," long

before the water boils a portion of it runs over ; it has

expanded so much that the kettle cannot hold it. If

water be placed in a glass tube, under the influence of

heat, then the effects of heat will be visible by its rising

up the pipe. It is just upon this principle that thermo-

meters are constructed. Thermo, heat ; meter, a mea-
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sure. A thermometer, is, therefore a heat-measurer, and

indicates the relative quantity of heat by the relative

expansion and contraction of the materials put into the

tube. About the time of the memorable Prince of

Orange there lived in Holland a philosopher named

Fahrenheit ; it was he who first made a heat-measure.

His name is stamped on nearly all the thermometers used

in England. Their form is well known : a glass pipe,

with a globe at one end, filled either with quicksilver

(mercury) or with spirit. These liquids are chosen in

preference to all others, because their bulk is increased

or diminished with less alteration of temperature than

any other liquid would be. In the best the bore of the

pipe is so small that a hair would not pass through it.

The least change of temperature, from warmth or cold,

causes the mercury to expand or contract ; and hence it

rises or falls in the tube. One thing is important to

remember, namely, that the same quantity of heat

always causes the same degree of expansion. Fahrenheit

found this out when he placed his heat-measure in

boiling water ; the mercury swelled, and rose up the

tube to a certain height; and then remained stationary.

It matters not how fast the water boils, it never gets any

hotter. This point is indicated in a thermometer by

the announcement that "water boils." Fahrenheit, in

continuing his experiments, made a mixture of salt and

powdered ice. On placing his thermometer in this

mixture, the mercury sunk lower in it than in anything

else he had ever tried. When it had gone down to a

given point it again remained stationary ; and thinking

he had discovered the greatest degree of cold, he called

it Zero, Between zero, or 0, and boiling water, he
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divided the thermometer into 212 parts, which he named

degrees. When the measure was placed in clean ice,

just as it began to melt, the mercury rose to 32° on his

scale ; this point was marked "freezing," because at any

degree below 32° water becomes ice. The different

marks upon a thermometer, such as " summer heat,"

" spirit boils," &c, merely indicate the relative expan-

sion of the quicksilver at which these effects take place.

The effects of heat are the same at all times, and under

all circumstances, though they are not perceived without

a measure or thermometer. We know not how time flies

without a clock.

TORTOISESHELL.
•

This substance is derived from the back shell of the

marine tortoise or turtle {chelone). The species which

affords the most valuable plates are the Karet tortoise,

from which are obtained thirteen large plates from the

back and sides, and twenty-five small plates, called the

" noses " or " feet " in commerce. Tortoiseshell is prin-

cipally imported from Labuan, Ceylon, and Trinidad ; it

is sold in London by weight. By placing tortoiseshell in

boiling water it becomes soft ; and if two clean surfaces

(in this condition) be brought together with great pres-

sure, it joins as one piece ; this process, by comb-makers,

is termed (i cementing." The best quality combs are cut

out of the solid plates ; the commoner kinds are made
from " cemented " pieces.
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DEODORISERS AND DISINFECTANTS.

The sense of smell is calculated to give warning to

the vicinity of unwholesome objects. The influence of

this faculty over the frame is very remarkable ; one

odour will instantly produce loathing, nausea, and

vomiting ; another, like the pleasant fragrance of the

country air on a spring morning, has a part in pro-

ducing an exhilarating influence upon the mind. It

may be received as a standard rule, that when the air

has an unpleasant odour that it is unfit to breathe.

Whenever such an effect is observed, the cause of the

evil should at once be discovered, and the proper re-

medy applied; it is here where a little judgment is

required. If the noxious matter exists in the air, and

arises from being in the neighbourhood of a glue-maker,

fat melter, or other offensive works ; or from the fetid

breath of an invalid, or effluvia arising from putrescent

wounds, then the remedy to apply must be one that

will mix with and disseminate itself in the air, where

meeting with the offensive material it will destroy its

peculiar qualities. Of this class of substances the most

effectual is chlorine gas, and the next best is strong

acetic acid. Chlorine gas is easily made, thus:— Black

oxide of manganese, one part, say one ounce ; common

salt, three parts, say three ounces ; which mix, then add,

oil of vitriol, two or three teaspoonfuls ; stir with a stick

in a gallipot ;
place in room or stair, in hall or yard,

close to the back door, so that the fumes may pervade

the whole house, three times a day.

A more simple, although more expensive process, is
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two ounces of strong hydrochloric acid, two ounces of

water, and two drachms of chlorate of potass. Half the

quantity will suffice in some cases.

Both these processes, although recommended by a

good authority, generate the chlorine gas too fast.

For practical purposes the best plan is to mix equal

parts of nitric and muriatic acids, and then gradually

to add about a quarter of their weight of sulphuric acid.

This mixture evolves the chlorine so slowly and regu-

larly that it may be placed in a sick chamber.

We must not forget also that simple chloride of lime

slowly gives out chlorine.

Concentrated acetic acid is also a powerful disinfect-

ant. It is best used by being poured into a plate, and

left to evaporate by the ordinary heat of the room it is

required for ; and if desired to be disseminated more

rapidly, a little of the acid may be put into a red-hot

iron spoon, and wafted about the apartment. Acetic

acid is concentrated vinegar ten times the strength of

table vinegar.

Both chlorine and acetic acid are termed disinfectants,

because they destroy the virulence of infectious matter

in the atmosphere.

Deodorisers are preparations which have the quality

of arresting the decay and of combining with the emana-

tions from solid substances that are rotting. The best

deodorisers are the metallic salts ; such as acetate of lead,

chloride of zinc, or sulphate of iron, dissolved in water.

The most economical is the sulphate of iron—the com-

mon green copperas of commerce—which can now be ob-

tained, in almost any quantity, at 60s. per ton, or about

one-third of a penny per pound. One pound, dissolved

H
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in two or three gallons of water, will immediately deo-

dorise and render harmless the most offensive cesspool or

drain. The operation should, however, be repeated from

time to time. Its use in the sick room as a deodoriser

would be a source of comfort both to patient and nurse.

TO COLLECT THE PEEFUME OF FLOWERS.

The ordinary mode of obtaining the perfume of

flowers is by distillation; this plan has been adopted

for many ages. Shakspeare tells us that

—

" Flowers distill' d, though, they with winter meet,

Leese but their show, their substance still lives, sweet."

Or, in plain prose, that by distilling flowers we may
possess their sweetness in winter when their beauty has

passed away.

The odour of flowers is owing to a minute portion of

a volatile oil being constantly generated, and thrown

off by the plant. This perfume is termed an essential

oil by chemists. When the flowers are distilled with

water, the essential oil rises with the steam, and is con-

densed with it in the still-worm. The following plan of

procuring the odours of plants is entirely upon a

different principle to the above, and, being devoid of

apparatus, will be found a delightful and economical

amusement to a vast number of our readers who possess

gardens. In all gardens there are flowers that

—

" "Waste their fragrance on the desert air."

And there is no reason why it should not be collected

by the following easy method. In the first place, the

flowers must be gathered, and that with as little stalk
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as possible, then place them in a jar three parts full of

sweet olive or almond oil ; after the flowers have been

in the oil from twelve to twenty-four hours, the whole

must be put into a coarse cloth, and the oil forcibly

squeezed from them, then fresh flowers must be added,

and this process repeated for twenty days, according to

the strength of the perfume desired. When the odour

of only one flower is required, an incredible quantity of

flowers are necessary to produce a scented oil, and for

that purpose they would require special cultivation.

The amateur can only expect to produce a mixed

perfume, "mUlefleur" (or "thousand flowers"), as the

French call it. Thus he may use most flowers that

come to hand having an odour. It is better to choose for

this purpose all the smaller kinds, such as sweet pea,

mignonnette, stock, clove pink, clematis blossom, &c.

Lily of the valley, roses, and the larger blossoms are

not applicable for use by the novice, as they take up

more room than is compensated for by the odour they

impart. The sweet or fat oil being thus thoroughly

perfumed with the essential or volatile oil of the flowers,

is to be mixed with an equal quantity of pure rectified

spirit, and shaken every day for a fortnight; at that

time it may be poured off quite bright, and will be

found highly charged with the odoriferous principle

previously in the sweet oil. The perfumed spirit thus

obtained completes the process. It is as well to state,

that those flowers which are just going off their bloom

are as applicable as those in their prime. Thus the

garden need not be robbed of its beauty. Shakspeare

says

—

" Of their sweet deaths are sweetest odours made."

H 2
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HOW MUCH LEATHER DO WE EAT IN A YEAR?

None ! a great many people will say. But they are

mistaken; for, as an average, it may be stated, that-

each person during this interval swallows enough to

make a pair of ladies' shoes. How is this ? Well, I

•dare say it appears rather a riddle at first reading, but

it is no more so than any other " fact " which can be

clearly demonstrated ; here is the solution :
—

Leather is made by steeping skins in an infusion of

certain vegetable materials, which contain a substance

called tannin (so named from the manufacture to which

it is applied). This tanning principle, or matter, exists

more or less in all plants, but the cheapest source for it

is oak bark. We find it in the grape, in hops, in coffee,

in tea, &c. It is well known that the "virtue " of these

substances is abstracted by water ; or, in other words,

that the water dissolves out the tannin and other sub-

stances, which it is their nature to contain. The

animal skin consists of albumen and gelatine ; in fact,

these two substances form the principal part of all

animal matter. The blood is nearly all albumen and

gelatine, or substances of the same composition and

properties, so are eggs, and so is milk. In blood, in

eggs, and in milk, the albumen is merely suspended, as

it were, in water, and is identical with that found in

flesh and skins. Tannin and albumen have a very

extraordinary attraction or affinity for each other, so

that when brought into contact they instantly unite

;

the result of this union is an insoluble, inodorous,

tough material, which is known as leather (but which
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chemists call tannate of albumen). When, therefore, a

skin (albnmen) is steeped in a solution of oak bark

(tannin), these two matters unite, and leather is the

result.

Again : when on our breakfast-table we have a cup

of tea or coffee, and add to it a portion of milk, the

tannin of the tea or coffee and this albumen of the milk

unite instantly, and leather is produced, which, though

certainly divided into minute flakes, requiring a micro-

scope to make them visible, is nevertheless exactly the

same material as manufactured by the tanner.

Tannin has a peculiar, what is called a " rough

"

taste, and when taken into the stomach is highly astrin-

gent. We can detect its flavour while chewing the skin

of a grape, or the stones in a raisin, in drinking port

wine, and in coffee or tea before the milk is added

;

hence the application of this fluid. The real flavour of

tea or coffee is masked by the tannin, unless milk,

cream, or egg is added to combine with it. JSTow, pre-

suming that each person takes three small cups of tea,

with milk, twice a day, and allowing only one grain of

leather to be formed in each cup, then it will be found

that in the year each will have " swallowed enough to

make a pair of ladies' shoes."

The milk, uniting with the tannin of tea and coffee,

modifies, in a beneficial point of view, their great as-

tringency, and helps to destroy the effect they are said

to have " on the nerves " of those persons who take them
without milk.

The action of milk on tea becomes very apparent

when exhibited in a glass and held up to the light.

Pour out the tea, and add drop by drop the milk,

H 3
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stirring now and then. It will be observed that a much
greater opacity is produced by the addition of milk to

tea or coffee than to a corresponding quantity of water

which has been coloured with burnt sugar to the same

shade as the tea. The reason is obvious ; the minute

flakes of leather intercept the light. By using extra

strong tea and pure milk, a precipitate or deposit of the

tannate of albumen will take place in the course of an

hour or so.

ENGLISH GOLD SEEXEKS.

The method of extracting the precious metals from

the rough ore is so thoroughly understood and perfectly

carried out by the smelters and refiners in Sheffield and

Birmingham, that it is worth their while to purchase

the waste ore at the mines in Brazil, even after it is

given up as useless, although washed by the cheap

hands of slavery. When brought to England, the ore is

mixed with the slag from lead works, and then cast into

a reverberatory furnace, about two or three hundred-

weight at a time. In six hours the whole mass is

melted into a sort of glass, through which the metallic

portions sink, and are afterwards collected by "tapping"

the furnace, and drawing off the upper liquid stratum.

All the old polishing-leathers, aprons, sediments after

washing the hands, and sweepings of the floors, &c.

from the gold and silver workers are bought up, and

treated in the same way, returning an amount of capital

into the market almost beyond belief ; thus, by the aid

of his coal, an Englishman is the best gold seeker in

the world.
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SEA-WEEDS, OR OCEAN" FLOWERS.

The plants of this order are of three colours, grass-

green, brown, or rather olive-green, and red. The

bright green inhabit chiefly the shallow parts of the sea

;

the olive-green are principally found in deep water.

The red are found both in deep and shallow water, or

more particularly where the tide has the greatest in-

fluence. The green species are of the most simple

structure ; the olive brown are more organised, and have

the stamp of plants better impressed on them ; but the

red are the most beautiful; Some sea-weeds are so

small as to require a microscope to distinguish their

beauty; while there are others, principally growing in

the Pacific Ocean, so gigantic, rising from such a depth,

that they actually have trunks exceeding in length the

tallest forest trees, and their leaves are larger than those

of the palm-tree. Some species have leaves growing

like beautiful perforated network, or fine lace, like the

skeleton leaves made by Mrs. William Hawes. A great

beauty, called the " lattice plant," belonging to this

species, and which was recently exhibited at the Botanic

Gardens, Eegent's Park, growing in water, was the ad-

miration of all visitors. The infinite variety of sea-

weeds can only be compared to the number of land-

plants. One kind is said to help in giving a red colour

to the waters of the Eed Sea. There are others whose

growth is so strange and eccentric, that instead of plants

they are viewed by some philosophers as animals : by
consent they are called zoophytes— between an animal

and a plant ; such are sponges. In collecting plants of

H 4
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this kind during an excursion, it is not necessary that

much pains be taken at first in their preparation, because

they can be moistened at a future period, and dried

more carefully ; specimens can be picked up by tra-

vellers, dried in the air and shade, and then packed and

carried home in a state to be finished at leisure. Many
excellent specimens may be gathered in the pools at low

water. None should be taken that are in a state of

decay, or with their colours altered. After a storm the

beach is often strewed with good specimens, and a good

look-out should be kept as the tide ebbs. The final

preparation of the ocean flowers is simple enough. They

are in the first place to be well washed in fresh water,

and then they are to be floated out in another vessel of

clear water, and a card or stiff paper must be passed

under them as they leave their liquid element for ever.

Any little arrangement that is required of a particular

stem is arranged with a camel's hair brush. As they dry

they will adhere to the paper, and may be handled with-

out fear of being displaced. Those specimens which

have no natural mucus' to make them adhere to the card

may be attached with good gum, and subjected to a

slight pressure. When the snow is falling, and the

tempest is raging, while we are seated comfortably by

our fireside, the sight ofthese sea-flowers will revive many
pleasing recollections of the "wonders of that shore,''

which we have paced during our summer rambles.
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BORAX.

A great many natural products used in the arts are

rarely heard of; they may consequently be classed with

those "things not generally known/' but which are

nevertheless exceedingly useful ; like the cement which

holds together the stones of an edifice, though not seen,

and never mentioned by the architect, yet it cannot be

dispensed with. Such a substance is borax. The

ancients called it the " glue of gold," because it was used

for the purpose of joining together gold and silver

during their fabrication ; for this same purpose more

than one hundred tons of borax is used every year in

this country. The most interesting circumstance rela-

tive to this substance is that connected with its origin.

The natural phenomena attached to its production at

first excite a feeling of terror, but which, however, soon

gives place to admiration. When we examine the lakes

where it is produced, jets of vapour issue from the earth,

which in the language of the country are called soffhoni,

or spouts. At Monte Eotondo, in Tuscany, these spouts

or hot vapours coming out of the earth are condensed

into artificial lakes, and it is from their waters that the

borax is procured. One of these pools yields more than

a hundred and thirty tons annually. The principal use

of borax is to make what is called a " flux," which causes

substances with which it is in contact to melt and liquify

at a moderate heat. All the artificial gems for jewellery

are composed of borax and various earthy mixtures,

coloured with metallic oxides.- Artificial teeth of the

best quality are made of borax and white flint, melted
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together. All sorts of enamels are mixtures of borax
;

such, for instance, as the white face of'a watch. These

enamels would not adhere to the metal were they not

composed of borax. In all the higher branches of metal-

work borax is used. Wherever the metals have to be

joined the edges are touched with a camel's hair pencil

dipped in borax. What an interesting contemplation it

is to connect th * face of a watch with the sojjioni of

Tuscany, which have been at work, so far as we can

trace, since time began !

PEPPER.

There are two kinds of pepper known in commerce

—

the black and the white ; they are both, however, the

produce of the same plant— a kind of vine. The black

pepper is the seed on which the shell has been allowed

to dry ; the white pepper is the seed which falls from

the plant, and is picked up by children and women
from under the vines. A great portion of the white

pepper is produced by steeping the black pepper in

warm water, and then rubbing off the husk. This steep-

ing in water removes a good deal of the pungency, and

hence white pepper is not so strong as black. Each

pepper-plant or vine yields from eight ounces to a

pound. The demand for this condiment is so great

that it is estimated that about 50,000,000 lbs. are

annually raised ; of which no less than 3,000,000

lbs. are consumed yearly in England. There are

several species of the pepper-plant ; one yields what, we

term long pepper, another cubeb pepper, used in
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medicine, and the betel pepper. The latter does not

come to this country, but it is nevertheless an article of

great consumption in the East, it being universally

chewed like tobacco ; and every person who possesses a

little land is certain to grow betel pepper for his own

consumption.

ALUM.

We have recently heard a good deal of the metal

aluminium ; but of its sponsor, alum, no one says a

word— unless it be of reproach, describing it as a cheat

that goes about making brown bread white, and turning

honest millers into rogues. In spite, however, of all

that people say against alum, we are unquestionabty

much indebted to this mineral ; we have more cause to

love than to fear it. Alum is very extensively employed

in the arts, particularly in dyeing, in colour-making

(lake), in dressing sheep skins, in making size and paste

for paper, and in clarifying liquors. For commercial

purposes alum was originally made at Eoccha, in Syria

;

whence we have the name rock, or roche alum, indica-

tive of good quality. Latterly it has been made at

Whitby, in Yorkshire, and at Campsie, near Glasgow.

A very curious experiment may be made with a mixture

of alum and sugar, by making what is called " a pyro-

phorus," or self-igniting material. Nobody, who was the

chief director of the army, and managed the late war,

pays little attention to chemistry, otherwise, shells filled

with this pyrophorus would have done something in the

work of destruction. Alum pyrophorus is made thus

:

Take three parts of perfectly dry alum, and mix it
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with one part of dry sugar ; introduce this mixture into

a small stoneware or hard glass bottle, "and then place it

in a crucible filled up with sand. The whole is then

heated till a pretty blue flame, like a fiery spirit,

appears at the neck of the bottle. When it has burnt a

few minutes the mouth of the bottle is to be closed with

I a stopper of chalk. After cooling, the bottle is found to

contain a black powder, which will at any future time

take fire and become perfectly red hot the instant it is

exposed to the air. Alum is remarkable for the beauty

of the crystals which it produces when dissolved in hot

water, and then cooled slowly.

GERMAN TINDER, OR AMADOU

Is made from a fungus, or species of mushroom (the

Boletus ignarius), which grows on the old trunks of some

trees, as the oak and ash. The portion used is that

underlying the outer bark, and overlaying the wood ; it

is cut into thin slices, and beaten, then boiled in a

strong solution of saltpetre, and dried, the process being

repeated two or three times. The black amadou is the

same fungus impregnated with gunpowder. Amadou is

particularly useful for stopping haemorrhage—blood

running from a wound ; for this purpose it should not

contain any nitre. The common Grerman tinder may be

freed from this substance by soakjjLg it in warm water,

and, when dried, it is fit for use. GrentlSinen who are

in the habit of cutting off the chin a shaving more than

their beard, should keep a little reserve of it in the

looking-glass drawer.
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A LOJSDOjN^R'S WALK.

"No Guide-book maker's rules do I receive—
The routine tourist's course at will I leave—
No beaten track pursuing."

" Two miles and a half to London !
" So says the

milestone at the corner of Wilsden Lane at the west

end of Kilbura. Delightful breeze ! What a comfort

it is to be able to get a lungful of real fresh air after

being pent up with two million five hundred thousand

fellow-creatures in that endless brick and mortar maze

just two miles and a half on my lee quarter !
" To

Wilsden " ^p° points the finger-post—hieroglyphically.

Finger-posts—what a nice smack of the country they

always have about them ! If there were nothing else

in the world to convince me that gravity is for ever
i( on duty," I should learn it from every finger-post, for

gravity pulls them ever this way or that. Who ever

saw a finger-post standing bolt upright ?

Under the trees! yes, here I am under the trees;

staring, as I have done many a day, at the house

opposite. I know every brick of it, with the insurance

plate— rusty— holding^ on to one of them; and the

F P 16 ft., down to the inscription: Kitchen Bell. It

quite gladdens the eyes to rest on the exquisite foliage

of poplars, elms, and ash, now forming a great arbour

overhead.

There, there's a pretty view ! Fields upon fields

gently rising one above another, until they meet the

horizon ; dotted, too, with flocks of sheep and herds of

grazing cattle. On the top of yonder knoll is a mill.
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Ofoodness ! who would believe there was such a romantic

thing as a windmill and a miller and a" miller's maid—
I saw her across the garden—and a miller's cart, all

within three miles of that material city, whose begin-

ning is Hyde Park^Corner and end down by a— Black-

Wall.

Ha ! ha ! won't little Theodore be pleased with these

chestnuts ! Acorns ! Well, I begin to think, I like to

play with horse-chestnuts and acorns again, even as I

did when a boy. Come! you fathers and brothers in

that wilderness of bricks and paving, crowned with a

canopy of smoke— come, and pick up a pocketful of

these pretty toys ! You're welcome to them, and they

will be fully appreciated as fresh from the country on

your return.

Here, too, will lie all that is mortal of the Padding-

tonians ! Few acts of the " powers that be " can receive

greater commendation than that of ordering extramural

interments. It's bad enough to be crowded together

while living ; but to be so cramped for room when dead

is dreadful, and fearful in its consequences to the living.

Paddington cemetery, which is here situated, has not

much yet to claim the attention of the wayfarer, as the

last resting-place of illustrious dead.

What a capital farm ! How sweet is the gale that

has hugged yonder stack— that black pony and that

bay mare must have their morals cruelly tried in keep-

ing away from the hay. Fancy a hungry urchin fenced

in a room with a savoury pie in one corner ! Do you

think he wouldn't want it ?

Now that cow knows I'm a stranger. TNTo sooner had

I popped my head over the gate than the cow looked
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at me and munched, and munched, and walked away.

Blackberries, hey ! dear me, what a lot of blackberries

!

Ah ! who would think there were so many blackberries,

and all within an hour's walk of that city, which seems

to insist that there is beauty in nothing but plate glass

and gas lamps. This is October. That accounts for

it ; blackberries are ripe in October, so are horse-chest-

nuts, so are acorns, so are bilberries, so are sloes,* so are

hips and haws ; well may the hedge-row look so pretty.

The park is close fenced, and I, who have come to

look at the green sward, cannot see it. Greedy man

!

are you afraid to let me look at your blades of grass ?

That bit of ivy puts you to the blush ; it won't be shut

in for your sight alone. See how it has crept through

that chink in your oak fence, and smiles a welcome at

me as I go by.

" TO LET, with good garden, coach-house, and stable;

inquire of Mr. Septimus Longman, Eose Cottage !

"

Dear me, such a nice house, I wonder he don't live

in it. Ha ! if he lives there, then that will explain

it. No, I would not move out of Eose Cottage for all

the coach-houses and all the stables and all the horses

and all the carriages you could put into them. That

man, I am sure, is a lover of nature, or he would not

let the honeysuckle creep over the verandah at his

doorway, and the clematis climb up the mulberry tree

on the grass-plot, nor have that vine bearing such fruit,

carefully preserved in little muslin bags. I should like

to see the fingers and the thimble that made those

muslin bags. Ah! Jessie; I can see you behind the

greengage tree. See yonder bower of hops and jessa-

mine entwined ! how beautifully too is the rose trained
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up beside the open window. Who is that behind the

parlour blind, looking towards the greengage tree ?

This is Wilsden. Let me see : five, six, seven houses,

nine cottages, two farm-yards, three haystacks, two

ricks of corn, one shock of dried clover, three rickety

barns, one pond, five ducks, one weeping-willow, and

a wheelbarrow. These together form the village of

Wilsden. Another lane, and another finger-post ! Now,

this is like the country ! You may travel all England

through, but you'll find no more genuine bits of country

life than are to be found here ; and yet we are only

four miles from London ! Judge for yourself. There

are the horses in the paddock; there are the pigs in

the road ; now you have the fragrance of burning wood

from the curling smoke of yonder lodge; paths there

are none, and the road has all it can do to hold the

mastery over the wild wayside plants, which throw their

seeds upon it and grow in spite of the passing wheel.

Beautiful gad-fly ! how the sun glistens from your blue

body and those ethereal wings, dainty morsel for one

of those swallows hovering hither and thither in fitfi

flight. I'm glad I'm not a gad-fly at the present

moment, especially so near to the swallows ! How th(

road winds ! I wonder they did not make the roac

straight. They !— who were they ? I suppose, kin(

reader, they were very much like you and me. The]

who first trod the path across the fields had no doubt

strong desire to go straight ahead and cut off th(

corners ; but somehow or other they didn't. Perhaps

it was a pretty harebell, or cowslip, or foxglove, oi

butterfly which -diverted them out of the crow's lint
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You know old? crows don't admire flowers, nor in fact

anything that is pretty.

Well, the next passer-by naturally followed the foot-

steps gone before, and so the path became zigzag and

curved, something between the mathematical line which

would denote the flight of a swallow and a moth. The

horse follov^ed, then the wheeled car, and so " the bridle

path " became " the road."

Wild roses and birbine, two stragglers on my walk.

Should I ever have a garden I shall coax the wild rose

and the birbine to grow up with the whitethorn to form

my hedge !

Goldfinches ?— yes, that was a goldfinch that flitted

across. I'm sure that sweet little twitter is more melo-

dious here than in the cage at my fellow-lodger's window

in town.

Wh-r-r-r-r-r-h !— can you tell what that spells ? By
it I mean to convey to you the sound of the sudden

flight of some dozen rooks. I'm sorry I disturbed

them, for I was much amused with the stately gait, so

condescending, with which they pick up the worm and

drop it into that crop— for those other little blackbirds

on the tree top.

" The Limes." Yes, surrounded as it is by these

beautiful trees, I think the owner could not have given

i a more apt name to his villa. Seeing "The Limes,"

i reminds me of the beautiful verse of the kind and noble

I Calder Campbell—
" As there I stood beneath the flbwering limes,

Whose golden blossoms waved above my head

—

A fragrant orchester, whose hymns were said

In musical intonements and rich chimes

By myriad bees— I saw, as distant climes

I
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Are visible in dreams, a lady laid

Upon the opposite bank, where black yews made

A darkness that benighted sun and air—
Strange contrast with the brightness round me cast

!

Eut oh ! the beauty of that face divine,

Where rose and lily did such tints combine

As my tree-odour and sunshine surpass'd!

So brightly shone her clouds of golden hair

That— spite of all the shade— there was no shadow there
!

"

It's not a bad indication of the social comforts of that

house to see a parrot on the lawn
;
yet I'm afraid there

are no children there.

" What do ye do there ? " says the parrot, looking at

me like a detective, with an eye that never winks.

—

" What do you do there ? " is my reply. You are as

good as a policeman and watch-dog in one. If you

were not there I would steal that blossom of hollyhock.

Never mind— I dare say there is no sweet smell in it

!

Pears !—how nice the pears look ! See the tree—how
neatly it is trained up the gable end of the house. The
red cloth shreds are a pretty relief to£$ie green leaves

and brown fruit. Chattering magpie !—ah, well, I love

you, if no one else does. People say ill-natured things

of you, but don't listen to them. You can chatter—so

can a good many people who are like you ; they chatter

without any sense. Many a bird envies your life in

that holly bush. However, take life as you find it, and

don't quarrel with the world. " It will be all the same

a hundred years hence," as my friend Groslin used to

moralise ; he was a bip#d, too, but wore a blue coat and

a black neck-tie. Come what will, do Unto others as

you would be done by. Laugh and be happy ; for the

world proclaims it to be the law.
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"Will you jump up, sir?"—"No, thank you," say I

to the cowkeeper in his cart, who has been hard by

milking his cows in a field for the Londoners' teas.

I like that man, though I didn't want to ride. I like

him for his good-natured, kindly spirit ; a man who is

willing to give a " lift " to " a poor traveller " is worthy

of all honour.

" Harlsden House !
" here we are at the end of our

walk ; and here, dear reader, we must part. Jf you are

as pleased with this ramble as I am, we may perhaps

take a walk again together at some future period.

The chrysanthemums and the Canary Tropceolum in

Mr. Lovejoy's garden will still be worth seeing for

another month, and if the season continues favourable,

some of the early crocuses will be showing their heads

;

if not, the snow, according to my remembrance, is a

very pretty sight on the garden shrubs. We shall then

laugh to see the ducks slide upon the frozen pond two

steps back for every one forward. There will be also

other rural and rustic sights, such as you cannot find in

the " fields " of St. Martin's, Leicester, or Lincoln's Inn,

nor in that Smooth-field, left for the citizens' recreation,

but where martyrs were burnt for their edification in

the olden time, and where sheep, and pigs, and oxen

were sold in ours.

Eeader, this ramble is no fiction ; such scenes are

I

plentiful enough on the western fringe of London. If

you doubt my word, go and judge for yourself; and

don't forget the chestnuts and acorns for the little ones

at home.

I 2
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PHOTOGKAPIIY.

If a piece of pink or sky-blue silk or satin be

stretched upon a frame, and over it be placed a piece of

black net or lace, also made fast, and the two be thus

exposed to the full action of the light of the sun for a

few hours, it will be found, where the silk is not shaded

by the lines of the lace, to have lost its colour and faded.

On removing the netting its pattern will remain upon

the silk ; the pattern of the lace will be shown upon the

silk in its original colour by the contrast between those

parts which are faded and those which are bright.

This picture upon the silk will remain so long as the

material is kept from the agency that produced it. That

the sunlight has an action upon coloured silks and other

materials is a fact well known to every lady, hence the

use of the parasol. Housekeepers know also that

carpets and curtains fade if the sun shines upon them

;

the blinds are therefore ordered to be drawn.

Gardeners have observed that plants grow white

instead of green if kept out of the light ; Scotch kale,

naturally green, is produced for table-use white, by

being covered with a flower-pot, and thus made to grow

in the dark.

Naturalists have observed that the under side of flat-

fish is always white, while the upper part is brown or

dark coloured. We all know practically how the sun

darkens the human skin, and that ladies wear veils to

prevent freckles—little patches of brown, which in the

East extend over the whole skin. Eeasoning scientifi-

cally upon these facts, chemists have been induced to
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try experiments to explain them. From these experi-

ments the most beautiful discoveries have been made.

Sir Humphry Davy began them, and M. Daguerrer

s

invention of the daguerreotype may be said to have

terminated a brilliant series of discoveries upon this

subject; and now continued by Mr. Talbot and others,

but more with an idea of simplifying the process than of

improving the result.

We have learned that different substances are more

or less acted upon by light, and that preparations of

silver are the most sensitive to its influence. When a

sheet of white paper is imbued with a salt of silver, and

i exposed to light, it becomes rapidly black; upon this

principle the art of Photography has been invented.

Valued prints may be copied by the sun's rays thus:

— a sheet of prepared paper is laid under the picture,

I
and exposed to the light for a few hours ; it is then

i found that, where the light passes through the print, it

i has acted upon the sensitive paper beneath, turning it

thrown or black. The shaded and dark parts of the

I

print, not allowing the rays to pass through, maintain

I the photographic paper of its original whiteness ; we
f thus have a picture produced the reverse, with regard to

I light and shade, of the original, but in all other respects

a fac-simile; this object completed, the next is to render

•the new picture permanent— to prevent the light parts

becoming dark by any further exposure to the rays of

Ithe sun.

As photographic paper is applicable for copying

patterns of lace, the leaves of flowers, the wings of

butterflies, and other objects of use and ornament, we

purpose now to explain tl# mode of its preparation.

I 3
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The only materials required are nitrate of silver,

common salt, hyposulphite of soda, and dfsMled water.
*

The silver and soda salts can be procured, ready made,

from any practical chemist. The nitrate of silver is to

be dissolved in the water, in the proportion of one half

of an ounce to half a pint ;— the common salt, one

ounce; water, one pint;— the hyposulphite of soda,

two ounces ; water, one pint;—with these three solutions,

in separate bottles, we may begin operations. Grood

paper is the next object to procure, and of sizes varying

to the work in contemplation ; sheets of the best writing

paper answer well ; each sheet is to be fixed upon a board

by a pin at the corners (what are called drawing pins are

the best for this purpose) ; a small mark is made upon

the paper, in order to know the prepared side from

the other ; it is then wetted thoroughly all over with

the solution of silver, by means of a camel-hair brush

;

then dried by hanging up in a dark room ; next day

the paper is to be treated in precisely the same way

;

but, in place of the silver, the solution of salt is used

carefully, and evenly spread, with another brush, and

again dried ; the paper, thus prepared, is photographic,

and is very sensitive to the influence of light, becoming

rapidly brown by its action ; when not in use it must

be kept in the dark, which, by the aid of a portfolio, is

easily managed.

If it is desired to copy the pattern of a piece of lace,

or the leaf of a plant, it is only necessary to place it

upon a sheet of the sensitive paper, upon a board or any

flat surface, and expose it to the sun's rays, or full day-

light, for a short time, and the picture will be produced

;

a piece of glass should be placed over the object being

i^vrfib ct+vti uAttyt muK^u/i ^
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copied, to keep it flat, and from shifting its position by

the wind or accident. As soon as the picture is deve-

loped, no time should be lost to " fix it
;

" for this

purpose it is pinned to the frame as before, and well

washed with the solution of the hyposulphite of soda,

particularly the light parts, and afterwards with pure

water, which must be used freely ; a separate brush for

each solution is essential. When the picture is drjfciJie

process is completed. To render them flat, the^ghjtld

be placed between milled boards, under a "WjapBor

press. We have before observed that the light's^tnd

shades of the picture are reversed ; but, if the new

picture is used to produce a second one, the variation

of tint will be as in the original ; both are equally

beautiful, and wonderfully exact.

Being able to perform these simple photographic

experiments, you will then, if necessary, be in a position

to pursue your studies upon this subject, and better

comprehend the action of "iodised collodion," "pyro-

gallic acid," &c. used in the higher branches of the

art.

LIGHT.

A ray of light, as it comes from the sun, consists of

three forces ; by means of a prism these forces can be

separated and made to yield caloric or heat, actinism or

chemic power, and phosphorescence or pure light ; it is

probable that each of these powers will bear further

division ; light is divisible into colour, heat will probably

yield electric force, and actinism prove the parent of

motion. . \

/An'.// fl4t
. _%>>?<;/. A/ 4^jt^Ms^t-4^4
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TIIE PEEL OR RIND OF FRUIT INDIGESTIBLE.

This fact cannot be too strongly impressed upon the

public. It applies to all fruit without exception, and

includes also the pellicle or skin of kernels and nuts of

all kinds. The edible part of fruit is particularly deli-

cate, and liable to rapid decomposition if exposed to the

atmosphere ; it is, therefore, a provision of nature to

place a strong and impervious coating over it, as a pro-

tection against accident, and to prevent insect enemies

from destroying the seed within. The skin of all the

plum tribe is wonderfully strong compared with its sub-

stance, and resists the action of water and many solvents

in a remarkable manner. If not thoroughly masticated

before taken into the stomach, the rind of plums is

rarely, if ever, dissolved by the gastric juice. In some

cases pieces of it adhere to the coats of the stomach,

the same as wet paper clings to bodies, causing sickness

and other inconvenience. Dried raisins and currants

are particularly included in these remarks, showing one

of the best reasons for placing the fruit upon the chop-

ping-board with the suet in making a pudding of them,

for if a dried currant passes into the stomach whole, it

is never digested at all. When horses eat oats or beans

that have not been through a crushing-mill, much of

this food is swallowed whole, and in this state, being

perfectly indigestible, the husk or pellicle resisting the

solvents of the stomach, there is so much lost to nutri-

tion. Birds, being destitute of teeth, are provided with

an apparatus for grinding their seed, namely, the giz-

zard, through which the seed passes, and is crushed
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prior to digestion. The peel of apples and pears should

always be cast away. Oranges we need not mention, as

this is always done. Orleans, greengages, damsons, and

all plums should be carefully skinned if eaten raw ; and

if put into tarts, they should be crushed before cooking.

Nuts are as digestible as we could desire, if the brown

skin be removed, or blanched, as almonds are generally

treated.

SMELLIXG SALTS.

It is singular that this substance, which is considered

so delicate and refreshing a perfume, should be pre-

pared by chemical art from matters of the most ob-

noxious character to the nasal organ; yet such is the

fact. The proper and chemical term for smelling-salt

is ammonia; it originally derived its name from the

temple of Jupiter Ammon, at Ammonia, in Libya, a

district of Egypt, in the neighbourhood of which it was

first manufactured. In Egypt the chief fuel is the dung

of the camel ; and as all animal substances yield a large

portion of ammonia, there is much of it in this substance

;

hence the soot arising from its combustion is impreg-

nated with ammonia, from which it is afterwards ab-

stracted. In Europe, ammonia used to be made by

distilling bones, horns, parings of hides, and other waste

animal matter from the tanners' and slaughter-houses

;

but latterly a cheaper source has been discovered, namely,

from the refuse of the manufacture of coal gas. It is

found that all plants and coal (which is of vegetable

origin) yield, by distillation, from one to three per cent.
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of ammonia. Many other substances come over with

the ammonia in the distilling apparatus, which are

horrible to smell, but which the chemist and perfumer

rectify, so as at last to produce that exquisite perfume

which is carried by the ladies, encased in crystal, gold,

and silver.

FEOST AND THAW.

* What art thou, Frost ? and whence are thy keen stores

Derived, thou secret, all-invading power,

WTiom e'en the illusive fluid cannot fly?

* * * * oft shifting o'er the pool,

Breathes a blue film, and in its mid career

Arrests the bickering stream."

—

Thomson.

With the single exception of water, all substances in

nature expand or become larger when heated, and

contract and become smaller when cooled. A church

steeple then is higher in summer than in winter. Metals

show this action plainer than other bodies ; and as a

consequence, Southwark Bridge, being constructed en-

tirely of iron, is shorter in cold weather than in warm.

If the sun shines but for a few minutes on the Grreat

Iron Tubular Bridge, near Bangor, its length is visibly

increased. A cannon ball which would pass through a

certain ring while cold, would not do so after being

placed in boiling water. The tires of wheels previously

to their being fixed, are made hot, in order that by their

contraction when cold they may bind the work the

firmer. The least alteration in the temperature of any

material produces a corresponding alteration in the size

of it, but no modification in its weight. By one of

w^ y(As lAJ&'L
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those wise provisions of nature with which the universe

may be illustrated, water, as we have just observed, is an

exception to this rule of contraction and expansion.

From a certain fixed temperature ( + 40° F.) it expands

either by cooling or heating. The force with which it

expands is enormous. It has been calculated that a

globe of water, one inch in diameter, expands in freezing

with a force superior to the resistance of 13^ tons weight.

Major Williams attempted to prevent this expansion;

but during the operation an iron plug which stopped

the orifice of the bomb-shell containing the freezing

water, and which was more than 2 lbs. in weight, was

projected several hundred feet with great velocity.

A simple experiment to illustrate this fact may easily

be tried on any frosty day by filling a common ginger-

beer bottle with water, corking it tightly, and afterwards

tying it down. If it now be placed in a situation where

the water will freeze, the bottle will be sure to be broken.

It is from this cause that pipes frequently burst which

supply the town houses with water, showing the where-

about by leakage directly a thaw begins. This peculiar

property of water is taken advantage of in splitting slate.

At Colley Western the slate is dug from the quarries in

large blocks ; these are placed in an opposite direction

to that which they had in the quarry, and the rain is

allowed to fall upon them ; it soon penetrates their

fissures, and the first sharp frost freezes the water, which

expanding with its usual force splits the slate into thin

layers.

With a knowledge of these facts we can easily under-

stand how it is that a succession of frosts and thaws so

completely pulverises and breaks up the surface soil of

u
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the farmer's field. A sharp frost, followed by a rapid

thaw, ploughs a field in a few hours better than hands

could do it in ages. In an agricultural point of view,

then, the great utility of this crumbling of the soil is

obvious ; by this means a much larger surface of earth is

exposed to the action of the air than it otherwise would

be ; and it enables the plants growing upon it to extract

those saline materials without which their existence would

soon terminate.

Much of the cultivated land was originally produced

by the action of frost and thaw upon the rocks which

are now below the verdant fields. The lapse of time

which it takes to break up a certain portion of- rock in

this way, must of course vary according to the original

structure of the stone. Some stone buildings have

crumbled to dust within the history of our own nation

;

while others erected three thousand years ago, appear the

same as ever—such are the pyramids of Egypt.

The preservation in form and shape in stone that is

exposed to the atmosphere depends entirely on climate,

and whether its grain be close or open. If the climate be

not subject to variations of extreme heat and cold, the

stone will be very lasting if of either nature ; but if, on

the contrary, the climate exposes the stone to frost and

thaw, and the stone is porous, so as to draw in water or

rain in contact with it, the destruction of the surface is

inevitable ; and thus " the palaces of the proud pass

away."

Philosophers consider cold not as an abstract prin-

ciple, but as an effect produced by the mere absence of

heat. Few persons have any idea of the effects produced

upon the ordinary substances with which we are sur-
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rounded on their being exposed to an extreme degree of

cold ; many gases which are only known to exist in an

aeriform state in our climate, become first liquids, and

then solid substances ; reminding one of the various

states in which water is familiar to us ; namely, as a

vapour, as a liquid, and as a solid. Mercury or quick-

silver is always fluid in our country ; but in the Arctic

regions it is frequently solidified ; and in this state it can

be beaten and rolled out into sheets, like tin or silver.

It is certain that were it not for the counter-influence

and genial warmth produced by the sun's rays, the whole

of our world would become a vast sterile waste ; for cold

would predominate, and solidify everything therein.

We cannot conclude this cold subject without repeating

an anecdote told by Bishop Watson, who relateafthat

"at the whimsical marriage of Prince Grallitzin, in 1739,

the Eussians applied ice to the same purposes as stone^

A house, consisting of two rooms, was built with larg&

blocks of ice ; the furniture of the apartments, even the

nuptial bed, was made with ice, covered with sheets of

the same material ; and the icy cannon which were fired

in honour of the day, performed their office more than

once without bursting." This is also noticed by

Cowper

—

" Thou didst hew the floods,

And make thy marble of the glassy wave."
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STARCH.

Every plant contains starch, and those plants which

men choose for food teem with it. A hundred parts of

wheat flour contain above eighty parts of starch. A
hundred parts of potatoes yield ninety of starch, and a

hundred of oatmeal yield seventy of starch ; it is,

therefore, evident that starch is the real " staff of life."

Starch is not only food for man, but for all animals that

eat " green meat ;
" moreover starch is actually the food

in early life of plants that produce it. When we open a

bean we see a little plant inside ; all around that tiny

plant is starch ; commit the bean to the earth, the little

plant grows and becomes a bean haum. All the time

till the leaves and roots are fairly launched into the

business of life, they feed upon the starch within the

seed. A seed is in fact a store-house of food laid up by

the parent plant as nourishment for its offspring until

the little thing can provide for itself. A potato affords

a similar example. Roots and leaves are produced from

" the eyes
;
" and though there be growth, there is no

increase of weight for some time ; what was starch in the

interior of the potato is changed into a sweet syrupy

fluid— sap for the "new" potatoes. By the time the

store of starch is exhausted the leaves and roots are

produced, and the young generation is independent of

the old stock. Starch in a plant is analogous to fat in

an animal ; if the plant has plenty of nourishment it lays

up a good store of starch, and plenty of fruit or seed is

produced, which amounts to what we call " a good crop."

If an animal has plenty of food it becomes " fat." On
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the contrary, \, >. i there is a " poor crop " but little

starch is produced; and animals that are ill fed soon

become " lean." When an animal eats food that

contains starch, that substance serves two purposes

;

its principal use is to retain, or rather impart warmth,

for starch is burned within the animal's body, and it is

from this cause that an animal is always warmer than

the surrounding air. If more starch is in the food than

is required to produce sufficient warmth, it is converted

into fat, and is then laid up in store, as it were, within

the tissues, to be redissolved and burned at a future

period. Thus animals get fat in the autumn, which fat

is consumed for warmth during the winter months, till

the " green leaves come again." Iodine has a singular

action upon starch, converting it into a most lovely

cerulean blue compound. If the smallest particle of

starch be diffused in water containing the faintest trace

of iodine the blue compound is instantly produced, indi-

cating their mutual presence. Thus they become a test

lor each other. When this blue compound is made hot

its colour disappears like dew before the sun, but when
cold the colour returns as night doth follow day. The

facility with which starch can be converted into either

fat or sugar renders it one of the most important mate-

rials with which the Almighty shows to man how simple,

yet how incomprehensible is His power.
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POPULAR ERRORS.*

Few errors are more general than to suppose that

chalk is used to adulterate milk, chalk or whiting being

absolutely insoluble in any liquid, unless an acid be

present. It would be useless to attempt the introduc-

tion of this matter with any idea of giving a body, or

whiteness, after thinning with water, because the chalk

would fall to the bottom in a few minutes, and thus at

once indicate its presence.

Again, a short time ago, a contemporary gave some

illustrations explaining the method of adulterating

London Porter; at least, they illustrated their ideas.

We there read " the heading is the joint result of draw-

ing through the engine, and a copperas admixture

!

"

Such an error as this could only have emanated from a

writer totally ignorant of his subject. This, however,

has been a popular error for some years, and we only

regret that, in the present day, it should be again pub-

lished. A few grains of copperas (sulphate of iron),

added to a quart of porter, would instantly render it

thick, and impart an unmistakable inky flavour.

London Porter is, in reality, adulterated with water, salt,

sugar or treacle, and what is technically called "Black

Extract," a preparation of Gocculus indicus, an intoxicat-

ing drug, which, by an oversight of the legislature, is

suffered to be imported at a nominal duty. Some tons

pass the customs annually for " medicinal purposes !

"

although the article is scarcely known to the whole pro-

fession, except by name.
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GOLD SOLVENT, AND TEST.

To intending emigrants, and to our readers in Aus-

tralia, the method of detecting and separating small

quantities of gold from ore may not, perhaps, be unworth

reading—nay, studying. The ore, crushed to powder,

is first to be put into a mixture of muriatic acid, water,

and chloride of lime to the consistence of cream ; after

remaining together for twelve hours, three times its bulk

of water is to be added, and the whole strained. This

operation will dissolve out all the gold and iron from

the ore. To the clear liquor which comes away we are

now to add soda (washing soda) until it ceases to taste

sour, or, rather, until it tastes of soda. This being done,

we are then to add a pair of Seidlitz powders, which

cause all the iron to be deposited, leaving the gold in

solution. After again straining or filtering the liquor,

we must lastly add a solution of protosulphate of iron

I
(green vitriol dissolved in water) ; this mixture causes

all the gold to be deposited in the form of a brown

powder, which, being heated, and hammered, presents

i the usual appearance of the sought-for metal. The

!

proper Seidlitz powder consists of (blue paper) potassio-

tartrate of soda, two drachms ; bicarbonate of soda.,

two scruples, mixed. The white paper contains half a

drachm of tartaric acid. If it be inconvenient to use or

procure the muriatic acid and chloride of lime, named
first, to put the ore in, we can use with like effect a

mixture of saltpetre, common salt, and strong vitriol.

All the materials herein named are exceedingly cheap,

and the principle to work upon is equally sure, for the

K
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detection of small quantities of gold in ore, to the most

elaborate assays of the refiner. If the ore contain any

platinum, it is dissolved with the gold, and can be pre-

cipitated from the solution by sal-ammoniac, which pro-

cess is hastened by the addition of spirits of wine, gin, or

brandy.

WINDOW-SILL FLOWEES.

Perhaps you are the denizen of a mighty city, and

think that, because you live in an atmosphere of smoke

you have no means of enjoying the beauty of " Early

Spring Flowers," but you are mistaken ; true you have

no " landed estate," but there's the window-sill, and

with, a little management such a nosegay may be grown

thereon as to vie with the bouquet which your opulent

neighbour gathers from his garden— "a little way out

of town."

What amusement is more pleasing than to tend to the

growth of flowers— to watch the unfolding leaf, the

opening blossom ? How wonderfully is your little care

repaid with exquisite forms, beautiful colours, luscious

odours ! Yet how many window-sills in the brick forest

of London are bare 1 What a pleasure it would be in

walking through some of the dreary paths of this forest

to see a few flowers ! And it is now, because we think

you really love a sight of " Nature's handy work," and

look with bright eyes on the expanding buds of spring

and summer flowers, that we must at once talk of commit-

ting the seed to the earth in our window-sill garden. A
box for the mould to fit the window ledge is by no means
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expensive ; indeed many of the large linen-drapers will

give you half a dozen boxes (such as they import ribbon

in) " for a mere song," which answer very well ; a slate

box would be better, but these " cost money." If the

flower-pot makers would manufacture a cheap porcelain

trough adapted for window-sill plants, what thousands

would be sold ! Having burnt seven or eight holes in

the bottom of the box with a small red-hot poker, cover

each aperture with a piece of broken pot ; over these, for

about two inches deep, put in a layer of coarse ashes,

and then fill up the box with good mould. The holes

in the box and the layer of ashes always secure your

ground well-drained which is of paramount importance

;

for plants, like animals, by no means thrive if their toes

are always kept in water— this is a general rule, to

which there are exceptions like "amphibious" animals.

Crocuses and snowdrops, to be up early, must be. put

in the ground at the latter end of autumn, yet, if

"earthed " on some warm winter's day, and kept shel-

i tered will make as good progress as those now breaking

: through. The wax-like auricula and the velvety

polyanthus are well adapted. Tulips of all sorts must

mot be forgotten. The pretty Virginian stock flowers

well in a London atmosphere, but it must be sown very

early in the year, as the seeds lie a long time in the earth

before they grow ; it flowers in the summer, and if mixed

-with anagallis Indica, a freely blooming little bright

blue beanty, together they make a box look well.

There's the Collinsia verna, a gay, dark purple flower,

and the scarlet collonica, which is also a hardy annual,

ind grows in a vitiated air famously, and are therefore

well adapted to be petted at a window-sill. We must

K 2
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not disparage by omitting to name that old Londoner

the scarlet geranium ; but still variety is charming. The

scarletmimulus, the lobelia cardinalis, andthe well-known

balsam, must have a box to themselves, for, being thirsty

souls, they require more water than is good for other

flowers. Then there's the coxcomb (peculiar to London

soil, our countiy cousins, say), fuchsia, and gloxinia, all

do well at the window-sill with a little attention. The

pretty convolvulus is also easy to train.

The great thing in tending plants that have but a

small supply of earth is to water them regularly, but

not too freely. Hyacinths will do well in pots or boxes,

but if grown in water only they should be placed in the

dark for some days ; this induces the growth of roots

first, which is essential in order to obtain good flowers in

future. All the requisite bulbs and seeds can be easily

procured from the herbalists in Covent Garden, or from

the growers in the environs of London.

Double Flower-Pots.— Plants in pots maybe pre-

served for a lengthened period by using the pots double,

that is, place the pot containing the plant in a larger

pot. The outer pot prevents the sun from striking with

too great force on the inner one, and thus keeps the

plants moist and healthy, and of proper temperature

both by day and night.
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WWDEKFUL AND TEUE.

With a very near approach to truth the human family

inhabiting the earth has been estimated at 700,000,000 ;

the annual loss by death is 18,000,000. Now the weight

of the animal matter of this immense body cast into

the grave, is no less than 624,400 tons, and by its de-

composition produces 9,000,000,000,000 cubit feet of

gaseous matter. The vegetable productions of the earth

clear away from the atmosphere the gases thus generated,

decomposing and assimilating them for their own

increase. This cycle of changes has been going on ever

since man became an occupier of the earth. He feeds

on the lower animals and on the seeds of plants, which,

in due time, become a part of himself. The lower

animals feed upon the herbs and grasses, which, in their

turn, become the animal ; then, by its death, again pass

into the atmosphere, and are ready once more to be

assimilated by plants, the earthy or bony substance alone

remaining where it is deposited ; and not even these,

unless sufficiently deep in the soil, to be out of the

absorbent reach ofthe roots of plants and trees. Nothing

appears to me so cannibalising as to see a flock of sheep

grazing in a country churchyard, knowing it to be an

undeniable fact that the grass they eat has been

manured by the gaseous emanations from my immediate

predecessors ; then following up the fact that this said

grass is actually assimilated by the animal, and becomes

.mutton, whereof, I may, perhaps, dine next week.

" Truth is stranger than fiction," and here is a truth that

exemplifies the proverb. It is not at all difficult to

K 3
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prove that the elements, of which the living bodies of

the present generation are composed, have passed through

millions of mutations, and formed parts of all kinds of

animal and vegetable bodies, in accordance with the

unerring law of nature, and consequently we may say

with truth that fractions of the elements of our ances-

tors form portions of ourselves. Some of the particles

of Gralen's or iEsop's body peradventure, wield this pen.

Thus saith the chemist ; now listen to the words of

the poet :

—

" To what base uses we may return, Horatio ! Why
may not imagination trace the noble dust of Alexander,

till he find it stopping a bung-hole ? To follow him

thither with modesty enough, and likelihood to lead it

:

as thus :— Alexander died, Alexander was buried, Alex-

ander returneth to dust ; the dust is earth ; of earth

we make loam : and why of that loam, whereto he was

converted, might they not stop a beer-barrel ?

Imperious Csesar, dead, and turn'd to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away

:

Oh, that the earth, which kept the world in awe,

Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw !

"

NO REST.

Nature abhors nothing but rest. Eest she knows not

;

every particle of matter is in motion, vibrating, as it were,

in ceaseless waves, like Grey-beard Ocean. Were an

atom of matter inclined to rest, there are forces sur-

rounding it, as compulsory incentives to action, which it

would be unable to resist. Every atom has its cycle.

-J
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COFFEE.

Coffee was originally grown at Caffa in Abyssinia, and

was introduced into Arabia about the year 1450 ; from

whence it was brought into this country about two

centuries later by a Turkey merchant. From Arabia

the cultivation of the plant spread into the various

countries in which it is now grown ; and in those

countries the produce has now reached the enormous

quantity of 476,000,000 lbs. yearly. Of this quantity

Brazil produces 176,000,000; Java 124,000,000; Cuba

and Porto Eico, 30,000,000 ; St Domingo, 35,000,000

;

La Gruayra, &c, 35,000,000 ; British West Indies,

8,000,000 ; Ceylon, 40,000,000 ; Malabar and Mysore,

5,000,000; French and Dutch West Indies, 2,000,000;

Philippines, 3,000,000 ; Sumatra, 5,000,000 ; Celebes,

1,000,000 ; Costa Eica, 9,000,000 ; Arabia, 3,000,000,

total, 476,000,000 lbs. Valued at #0s. per cwt., and

estimating the quantity which pays European duty at

300,000,000 lbs., the governments of Europe derive from

coffee a revenue of 3,700,OOOL, and the consumers pay

nearly 20,000,000^. sterling. The consumption in Eng-

land, in 1850, amounted to 31,226,840 lbs., or 1-33 lbs.

per head of the population— less than one half the con-

sumption of tea. The consumption of coffee in America

is four times that of tea.

The question naturally arises, how comes this enor-

mous consumption of an article which at first view

appears to be only a luxury. The answer is, that coffee

when prepared for consumption contains certain materials

which have a very wonderful action upon the human

K 4
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frame, no less than serving as a substitute for food, by

arresting the natural waste of the body,, caused by labour

and the incidents of our vitality, and also to a certain

extent modifying the action of our subtle thoughts,

calming the working of the brain of the overtasked

student and the wake-dreams of authors.

The identical same ingredients are found in tea. How
wonderful is that instinct which induces half the human
race to employ as food these and allied infusions.

DIAMOND AND CHARCOAL.

Nothing appears more strange than that two sub-

stances so dissimilar should be in everything but ex-

ternal appearance precisely the same. Newton, from

optical reasoning, suspected this; aud Lavoisier, by

analysis, proved it. Latterly Mr. Tenant and several

eminent chemists have experimented upon the diamond

with like results. It appears from them that diamond

consists of entirely pure charcoal, differing only from

the usual state of that substance in being crystalline.

From the extreme hardness of the diamond it requires a

very strong heat to inflame it ; but, however, it burns at

a temperature that melts silver ; and, in some experi-

ments, it was found that, in contact with chlorate of

potass, or with nitre, its combustion may be effected in

a moderate heat. The result of its combustion, car-

bonic acid, is exactly the same as that derived from

pure charcoal. Moreover, charcoal, in its black state,

can be readily procured from the decomposition of the

carbonic acid previously generated by the burning of a
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diamond. The Koh-i-noor, for the possession of which

dynasties have fought and spilt so much human blood,

is therefore nothing more nor less than a piece of trans-

parent charfioal ! So much for man's estimation of

earthly treasures.

LEAD.

When this metal was first used by man no one can

tell. It is known to have been in common use among
the Romans, who sheathed the bottoms of their ships

with it. At that time lead was twenty-four times the

price it is now. The uses of lead are very numerous

—

such as for covering buildings, for water-pipes, for dyeing

and calico-printing, in making glass, for glazing por-

celain, for refining gold and silver, for pigments. White

lead, red lead, yellow chrome, are known to everybody.

The application of lead as a cosmetic is somewhat

curjous. The Roman ladies were wont " to paint

"

with ceruse (oxide of lead). Plautus, an old poet, intro-

duces a waiting-woman refusing to give her mistress

either ceruse or rouge, because, in the true spirit of a

flatterer, she thought her quite handsome enough with-

out it. The best hair-dyes are made with lead. The

quantity of sheet lead used for wrapping tea, tobacco,

and perfumery goods, is enormous. It is remarkable

that this metal, when dissolved in an acid, has the

property of imparting a saccharine taste to the fluid.

Thus the common acetate of lead is always called

" sugar " of lead. It was perhaps on this account that

the Greeks and Romans used sheet lead to neutralise
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the acidity of bad wine—a practice which now is happily

not in use, since it has been found that all combinations

of lead are decidedly poisonous. Lead will take off the

rancidity of oil ; and on this account it is much valued

by watchmakers for making their lubricating oil. The

alloys of lead, which we call pewter, solder, and others,

are so essential in every-day life, that we should be in

a regular " fix " without them. " As heavy as lead
"

is a proverb which brings to our minds its weighty

quality, which is of great importance, for it enables us

to ascertain the depths of the ocean ; and without we
could do this, how could we lay down the telegraph

cables ? how ascertain the presence of those dangerous

banks which upset the vehicles of the mighty deep?

Thus we perceive that one material is subservient to

another, till that great unity is produced which we call

the world.

FEATS OF MODEKN CHEMISTEY.

The greatest feats of modern chemistry are, that of

extracting the beautiful metal Aluminium from ordinary

clay, and that of obtaining a dye, Analyne, from the

waste tar of gas works, which in colour is as lovely as

the setting sun. Nations foremost in chemistry are also

the leaders in arts and manufactures.
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THE LABORATORY AT HOME.

The inventions and discoveries of my time may truly

be included among some of the greatest and most

wonderful which the world has seen. I have not yet

passed forty summers, but perfectly recollect being one

of the gaping crowd that first witnessed lighting the

streets with gas.

Near to the Marble Arch, at the top of Oxford Street,

London, stands an iron post, on which is inscribed

" Here stood Tyburn Grate, 1829." Now I well re-

member this Oxford Street turnpike, and the oil-lamps

" dimly burning," which enabled the University coach

and the eight-horse waggons to near-side the off-side

gatepost ; at that time all Oxford Street and the shops

therein protested " the light of other days," and became

illumined with Murdoch's gas : thus the oil lamps passed

away for ever.

Tunneling Primrose Hill for the first railway into

London was a fund of enjoyment to me ; there I learned

my first practical lesson in mineralogy— to distinguish

iron pyrites from real gold nuggets, which it at times

resembles.

One morning the newspapers teemed with an account

of the late Duke of Wellington witnessing the first elec-

tric telegram from Drayton, twelve miles from London.

People flocked to Paddington and paid a shilling to do

the same ; of course I was among them

!

It appears to me but the other day when every house-

wife kept her linen rags to make tinder. The bunch of
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matches, like a large fan, the flint and steel were in

every house. What a change has the lucifer produced

!

After hearing Professor Brande one night deliver a

popular lecture at the Koyal Institution, the Secretary

read a letter received that day from Paris announcing

the discoveries of Daguerre, the assertion that the

picture of a camera could be fixed by the mere agency

of light startled belief, yet from that hour photography

took its rise.

Strange discoveries now crowd upon my memory. The

oxyhydrogen flame that burns the diamond and vola-

tilises platinum ; then came the Drummond lime-light

that is visible as a star sixty miles away ; now followed

Dobereiner's lamp that ignites itself when you lift a

latch.

Electroplating becomes one of the arts of the country.

A new force of nature—actinism, was recognised. Won-
derfully active principles of plants— quinine, morphia,

strychnine, are discovered. The food of plants and the

balance of organic nature are developed at Griessen.

New metals are discovered and are practically eliminated

for the use of manufacturers ; and so we thus come to

the present, when I now write with an aluminium pen

made from tiles laid in a wall when Constantine was

crowned at York.

What slavish, hellish work is that of the puddler,

struggling with the utmost vital force to make a

hundredweight ball of iron ; how soon happily must

this pass away. Bessemer's new pneumatic process of

converting crude iron into fine steel is now in full

operation at Sheffield. Every twenty minutes one ton of

pig-iron is purified and cast into ingots ofthe purest steel.
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From whence may we trace these astounding discoveries

of thirty-five years ? From the Laboratory ! To make
the laboratory popular, to make it an economical in-

strument of instruction, and at the same time to make it

a practical means of advancing chemical philosophy,

I think I cannot do better than introduce to my readers

a sketch of my laboratory, which forms the frontispiece

of this book.

Bottles with feet of various sizes are ranged round to

hold chemicals, such as sulphur, phosphorus, sodium,

starch, oxalic acid, also tests and solutions of salts and

dye woods, nitric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acids, &c.

The pneumatic trough is placed in the drawer on

the right hand, and thus, when not in use, can be shut

up ; the drawer in front will hold note-book, pens and

ink, duster, scissors, lamp cotton, &c. On the left is a

drawer for specimens, minerals, blowpipe, charcoal, and

other appendages. On the foot-board is placed the

mortar, the scales, the crucibles, and other tools thus

" put away " when not in use.

With a good text-book, such as "Graham's Chemistry,"

or " Turner's Elements," I have every hope that this

table laboratory will become the inductive instrument

to lead to greater discoveries than those already

achieved; " Chemical Manipulations," by C. Gr. Williams,

will give ample instruction in the use of apparatus and

modes of analysis.
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THE LABORATORY AT HOME. —* SOLUTION".

Having an insight how to fit up a little laboratory for

preparatory instruction and amusement to a tyro-

chemist in seajch of the philosopher's stone, we must

now to experiment ; but as this is a beginning, we will

keep to those experiments which are the most simple

and easy of performance, such as Solution and Pre-

cipitation. Solution means dissolving one substance in

another, mostly that of solids in a liquid, such as when

sugar is stirred up in hot tea, or when sealing-wax is

p*ut into spirits of wine. To make a solution of copper

we take a drachm of sulphate of copper, place it in a

mortar, and add to it two fluid ounces of distilled water

;

then by rubbing it for a short time with the pestle,

the copper salt is taken up by the water, and serves for

future experiment to illustrate some of the properties

of that metal. Having put the solution into a bottle it

must have a place assigned to it on the laboratory shelf,

and there remain till wanted. " A place for everything,

and everything in its place," is a rule imperative. This

being done, and the mortar and pestle being scrupulously

cleaned, we proceed to make other solutions in exactly

a similar way, such as the following— solutions of sul-

phate of iron, prussiate of potash, sulphocyanide of

potassium, nitrate of barytes, phosphate of soda, oxalate

of ammonia, carbonate of soda, sulphuret of potassium,

nitrate of silver, acetate of lead, sulphate of magnesia,

borate of soda, and a host of other things. JNTow it is

we learn our first chemical lesson, which is, that some

materials will not dissolve
; you may rub them and
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pound them as much as you will with the liquid, still,

after standing a few minutes, the substance, whatever

it be, sinks to the bottom like a stone in a pool, and the

water becomes as bright as ever. Such bodies as act in

this obstinate way are termed insoluble. When, however,
substances are not soluble in one fluid, they often are

so in another, and it is the chemic art which discovers

the proper solvents for the metals from the mines and

the pebbles from the shore.

THE LABOEATOKY AT HOME.— PKECIPITATIOJST.

Having made various solutions as mentioned in the

first experiment, and as many others as we think fit—
" the more the merrier,"— we must now try our art at

Precipitation, which, in a chemical sense, means to fall

down and produce a sediment. When precipitates are

produced by the mixing of any two solutions, it is

certain that an action, which is termed Decomposition,

has taken place, and a new material has been produced.

The power to produce new compounds alone renders

these experiments interesting, and we learn also many
facts which are instructive to the young philosopher.

Nearly all the colours used in painting are produced in

this way, as we shall see ; so also are the beautiful

I colours of silks and woven fabrics generally obtained by
analogous processes ; thus, if we mix in a clean glass

vessel a solution of sulphate of iron with a solution of

I

prussiate of potash, a beautiful azure blue sediment—
|

precipitate— falls ; or, varying the experiment, we^may

take a piece of clean white calico and well wet it with
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the solution of iron, then, when dry, if it be put into the

solution of prussiate of potash it will come out quite

blue, illustrating the process of Dyeing in a very simple

way. If in place of the iron salt we use the solution of

sulphate of copper, then a chocolate brown colour is the

result. The number of precipitates that can be produced

are as numerous almost as the flakes in a snow storm

;

we can only therefore jot down a few of them. Thus,

a solution of common salt (chloride of sodium) added

to a solution of nitrate of silver produces a precipitate of

chloride of silver, which is quite white, but can be dis-

tinguished from all other white materials by its changing

to black by exposure to daylight. Acetate of lead and

borate of soda (borax) produces a yellow cloud of borate

of lead. Sufpho-cyanide of potassium and <an iron salt,

although both nearly like water in solution, create a

blood red, which can only be matched by the colour of

the setting sun on a frosty day.

Substances are also said to be precipitated whenever

one body separates from another by the action of a third

body ; thus camphor may be dissolved in spirit, but if

water be then added, the camphor instantly separates

and floats in white flakes on the fluid ; again, if a solu-

tion of sulphate of copper be made, and we place into it

a piece of clean iron, as a knife blade, in a minute the

copper will be observed to precipitate on the iron in its

well-known metallic and rosy colour.
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THE LABORATORY AT HOME. MAKING A SALT.

The variety of salts is as great as the flowers of the

garden ; and as the botanist does with plants, so does

the laboratory-chemist with the salts— he divides them

into classes, orders, genera, and species. He has potash

salts, ammoniacal salts, salts of lead, salts of tin, acid

salts, alkaline salts, single and double salts, enough to

fill a dictionary. It is when we study the individuals

of a species that the hand of the Creator becomes so

manifest, for every salt is marked by an individuality

as definite as an ear of corn or a spikelet of barley.

Like the flowers . also, there are salts of all colours,

beautiful and sparkling as the dew-drops on the hedge-

rows of a sunny morning, and of forms so exquisite that

mathematicians consider them the type of perfection,

from which all other forms and shapes are borrowed. The

young chemist will be glad to learn that these salts are

very easily made, as the following example will testify

:

— Place about an ounce of nitric acid and water in the

(evaporating dish; now add, bit by bit, carbonate of

I ammonia (which is in itself a salt) till the liquid ceases

tto effervesce; let it stand for a few days, and the whole

\ will be found to crystallise into a glassy salt, called nitrate

of ammonia. Another illustration will suffice :— Take

about an ounce of sulphuric acid, and add to it about

twice or thrice- its bulk of water; now put into this

liquid a few bits of iron— common nails do very well

;

a good deal of fizzing and boiling takes place for several

hours ; at length the acid -has taken up as much iron

as is enough to make a salt ; the fluid is then to be

filtered, and set by to crystallise. Who would believe
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it ? This beautiful salt— sulphate of iron— produced

from those old nails !
" It looks for jdl the world," as

little Theodore says, " like frozen bits of the emerald

sea."

THE LABORATORY AT HOME.— TEST PAPER.

On the otherwise barren rocks which fringe the shore

of the Cape de Verd Islands grows the archil—a famous

sea-weed or lichen, renowned among dyers. By a par-

ticular process of manufacture this archil yields a

beautiful blue pigment, known in the chemical labora-

tory by the name of litmus. Few colours are more

fugitive than litmus. Being a fine violet-blue, it is

changed to red by so minute a portion of any acid, that

it becomes, when properly applied, a test of the presence

of the latter substance. As it is so frequently desirable

to know whether a fluid be acid or alkaline, one of the

first practical lessons to a student in chemistry is to

prepare litmus test paper thus:—Put into a flask half

an ounce of litmus and three ounces of water ; let them
remain together in a warm place for a few hours, then

filter the dark blue liquid from its impurities, divide

the solution obtained into two parts, pour one portion

into a saucer, and soak strips of white writing paper in

it until it has acquired a distinct blue colour. If not

coloured enough by once dipping and drying, repeat the

operation. When dry, preserve these strips in a box

labelled " Blue litmus test papers." These serve to test

any fluid, to ascertain if it has an acid reaction. It is

instructive to learn how very small a portion of any
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acid in water will be indicated by the reddening of the

litmus. With the second portion of the fluid mix

cautiously a few drops of lemon juice until it is red

;

then colour paper as before. When dry, this " Eed lit-

mus test paper" serves to indicate the presence of

alkalies, a class of bodies opposed to acids. Eed litmus

test paper on being put into any fluid that is alkaline,

such as lime water, is immediately restored to its original

blue colour. Put the ashes of a cigar into water ; the

liquid when " tested " will indicate the presence of an

alkali. Test some stale milk ; if your blue paper be-

comes red, the milk is sour, it is acid.

THE LABORATORY AT HOME. ATOMS.

It is not derogatory to the human mind to say that it

can neither comprehend great things nor small. It is

a fact that no man knows what an atom is—that is, an

atom of any material in its smallest state of existence.

Very few can comprehend the size of the earth we in-

habit, or of the sun, or of the planet Jupiter, which

immense orbs are but a collection of atoms ; and which,

after all, are only a few of the countless worlds of the

universe. We can conceive the existence of a small

particle of marble, or of wood, or of sugar, or paper

;

but when the mind endeavours to form a conception of

t the smallest particle of any of these materials, it falters.

1 When again it considers that what appears to be the

smallest particle of sugar or of marble can be further

divided, and that in reality these materials consist of

three other atoms of matter united to form one particle

L 2
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or atom of sugar, or marble, &c, the idea is perplexing*

It is an ascertained fact that sugar consists of carbon,

oxygen, and hydrogen; but the ultimate size of the

atoms of any of these elements is beyond the mind's

comprehension. Nevertheless, chemists give to atoms

of all the elements an ultimatum, and assign to them a

definite weight— that is, a weight by comparison of one

to another. It is found that when one substance unites

with another it does so always in a definite regular pro-

portion ; thus, one hundred parts of oxygen always unite

with double their weight of sulphur, four times their

weight of selenium, and eight times their weight of tel-

lurium, and so on with every other element ; sometimes

higher in weight, and at others lower, as the case may

be ; but it never varies for each specific element. Hence,

after numerous experiments performed with the greatest

care, chemists have fixed an atomic weight to all the

elements, which is the proportion with which they com-

bine with each other ; though of different weight, yet

they are atom to atom. The general idea of persons

having no knowledge of chemical laws is that substances

will combine in any proportion that they choose to mix,

— such is not the case, and the quicker this fact is

learned the sooner will a comprehension of "atomic

weight " be understood ; a few experiments will lead up

to it :— weigh a certain quantity of sulphuric acid, and

put it into a glass of water, now put into it a known

weight of zinc, combination will soon ensue and termi-

nate ; now again weigh the materials, note the loss of

zinc and gain of the fluid, repeat this and like experi-

ments, the result will always be the same, the zinc will

only dissolve in its atomic proportion.
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THE LABORATORY AT HOME.— CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

To those unacquainted with chemical science few

things appear more extraordinary than the analytical

art. In the laboratory two kinds of analysis are recog-

nised, termed proximate analysis and ultimate analysis.

Proximate analysis is comparatively easy; hence the

results obtained by it are generally paraded in the

public prints. Ultimate analysis is, however, more re-

condite, and requires a good knowledge of mathematics

;

but it leads to the most wonderful discoveries. Proxi-

mate analysis divides the substances under examination

into their natural parts. Thus, suppose beer is to be

analysed—we consider proximate analysis perfect if we
can separate the water, the spirit, the salt, the saccharine

or sugar that it contains, specifying the quantity of

each. Again, when we are to determine the composition

of a mineral given to us, if by a proximate analysis we
find in it soda, clay, iron, lime, and carbonic acid, we

conclude that these substances indicate the mineral's

composition. Ultimate analysis however, goes still fur-

ther ; for by it we ascertain the composition of spirit,

sugar, lime, water, salt, carbonic acid, &c. If by an

dtimate analysis we divide a material into two or three

>arts, and these parts are no longer capable of division,

)r rather of being separated into other parts, then we
Lave arrived at its ultimate composition ; that is, it is

divided into its absolute elements. The names of the

elements not being so familiar to the general reader as

bhose of the natural compounds, the ultimate analysis

)f a substance possesses little interest out of the labora-

L 3
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tory. Not so, however, with a proximate analysis, for

the interest which the public take in ihis is shown by

the applause which has been given to the chemist who
has exhibited starch in mustard, bole-ammoniac in

anchovy sauce, chicory in ground coffee, and other little

sophistications, To be able to execute an ultimate
'

analysis, and thence to deduce, by calculation and

analogy, some fundamental principle relating to the

substance so analysed, requires a genius which only now
and then sparkles among men— such as Davy, Liebig,

Faraday, and Graham. The proximate analysers are

geniuses of the second order in chemical fame; such

men are Hassall, Bastick, Muspratt, and Piesse. Be-

fore a person can attempt to perform a proximate

analysis, he must be thoroughly versed in the nature,

qualities, and properties of almost every substance that

can be laid before him. This of course requires great

study, years of experience in the laboratory, and a quick

adaptation of the mind to see by analogy, from its

mechanical form, to what chemical agents to subject the

substance under analysis. We therefore are unable, in

a short article like this, to teach the reader to become

an analytical chemist; nevertheless, we can perhaps

give him an idea of the process. Suppose a substance

to be given for analysis ; it is first examined as to the

class of creation to which it belongs. Is it mineral,

animal, or vegetable ? The question being decided that

it is mineral, the first process would be to subject it to

water. After being well mixed with that fluid, we should

notice its loss of weight, if any ; next, we would place

it into hydrochloric acid, and again notice loss of

weight; then (if sufficient reason by its metallic ap-
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pearance) into nitric acid ; then into strong ammonia

;

then it would be fused with an alkali, and again subjected

to weak acid. Now we should begin to examine the

various fluids by means of those materials which in the

laboratory are called " tests." All these tests are used

with a previous knowledge of their action ; thus, oxalate

ofammonia indicates " lime
;

" nitrate of baryta indicates

"sulphuric acid;" sulphuretted hydrogen shows a

" metal " (this has to be again examined to learn what

metal) ;
pure ammonia tells of " phosphoric acid

;

" and

so each base and acid has to be searched for until the

analysis is complete, and the weight of each matter

calculated to the proportion of the entire mineral. An
ordinary kind of analysis, such as to ascertain the

presence of lead in water, or arsenic in flour, is much

more simple, there being only one substance sought for

;

we have therefore only to find an infallible test for the

material to pronounce judgment as to its presence.

Analytical chemists are, therefore, chemical police, who

warn the public against adulterations, careless dispen-v

sers, and poisoners.

L 4
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THE LABORATORY AT HOME.— EQUIVALENTS.

We can no more make progress in chemistry without

studying its principles and its laws, than an artist can

paint a perfect picture without knowing the rules of

perspective; it is for this reason that we have turned

from the subject of experiments to that of doctrines,

especially as we hope that some of our readers will at

a future day give us credit for being the finger-post on

their road of life which pointed to the path leading to

honour. The term (e equivalent " in chemistry has

much the same meaning as it has in ordinary things.

An equivalent means of the same value ; thus, twenty

shillings in silver is equivalent to one sovereign in gold.

In the laboratory, the word equivalent implies an atom

of matter that is equal to another of a different kind

;

thus, as we learned at page 147 that every atom of an

element has a specific weight compared with another

atom, this weight has, by the consent of philosophers, been

denominated its " equivalent." Hence 339 parts of iron,

combining with sulphur, always unite with 201 of that

fiery element; let the weight of the materials be in

grains, ounces, or pounds, the same proportion is always

there—in sulphuret of iron. You will say, for the sake

of argument,—"But suppose we only put 250 parts of

iron to 201 of sulphur, they will unite." Chemical

doctrine says No ! for there will be free sulphur contain-

ing no iron ; in the mixture the 250 parts of iron will

have combined with 148 of sulphur, which is in the

same proportion stated, for as 339 : 201 : : 250 : 148.

It is thus we call 339 the " equivalent " of iron, and

201 the <( equivalent " of sulphur, because we have mad&
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oxygen as the standard of comparison, and have fixed

upon 100 as its equivalent and the base or unit of calcu-

lation in measuring the equivalents of all other bodies.

A list of equivalents or atoms in weight is given in every

elementary work on chemistry; it is therefore sufficient

for us to point out the road where the philosopher's

stone may be found.

THE LABOEATOEY AT HOME. AFFINITY.

Every science, every art, every trade, has peculiar

expressions or terms to signify certain things, certain

effects, and certain results ; but in every-day life these

things are differently expressed, or have a different

meaning. Thus the word pie to you and me, dear

reader, means some viand, savoury or sour, as the case

may be ; but a printer uses the word pie to designate

a pell-mell of type, all of a heap, or wrongly placed,

thus— rra en oq pir or. A miner's name for a basket is

a corf or corve ; a painter calls a paint-brush " a tool."

Similar technicalities will be found in every branch

of industry, and learning them is one part of the duty

of an apprentice. In chemistry we have the word

affinity, which means a liking of one substance for

another so that it will unite, forming by this union a

body which is neutral between the two, whose affinity

for each other causes their combination. Thus, caustic

potash has a strong affinity for nitric acid, which is also

very caustic and corrosive, but when combined the

harmless material, saltpetre (nitrate of potash), is the

result. It is the affinity of iron for the oxygen in the
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air which causes it to rust (to produce oxide of iron)

;

and to prevent iron from rusting we cover it with oil,

which, acting as a varnish, shuts out tne oxygen. Gold

does not rust, because it has no affinity for oxygen ; so

no coating of oil is in this case necessary. Some sub-

stances have a greater affinity for a particular material

than the body with which it may be already united

;

when such is the case, and the addition of the former

substance be made, the two bodies having the greatest

affinity for each other unite, and that which has the

least affinity is displaced. This is illustrated when

tartaric acid is added to carbonate of soda ; the tartaric

acid unites with the soda and turns out the carbonic

acid, as is seen in mixing a seidlitz powder. Carbonic

acid being a gas, causes the effervescence. If you

have any affinity for philosophy, you will read this with

attention; if not, there is no affinity between our

ideas.

THE LABORATORY AT HOME.—THE BLOWPIPE.
•

The most stupendous works in this country are the

Iron Foundries' immense furnaces, in which steel is not

only melted but boiled. From these huge caldrons are

cast all the girders and beams which make up such

architecture as Southwark Bridge or the Great Eastern

ship. All these works are but leviathan laboratories.

At the chemical schools the professors, by the use of

clay pots, called crucibles, show how these great works

are conducted. To liquify the contents of a crucible

requires a good chemical furnace and other appliances,
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which can only be expected to be found where the

united fees of many pupils supply the necessary outlay.

Any votary of chemical science may, however, with

limited means, imitate not only the experiment of the

college professor, but, in a Lilliputian degree, the metal-

founders of Staffordshire, and that too with the aid of

little else than a good blowpipe, a lamp, and a few logs

of charcoal. That familiar household instrument, a

pair of bellows, assists a fire in a wonderful Qegree.

Now a blowpipe is but another adaptation of conveying

a small stream of air into a flame ; and when this is

done, the heat generated is intense. When by means

of a blowpipe a jet of flame is brought to bear over a

small piece of metal resting upon charcoal, the metal

is as quickly liquified as if it were in an immense fiery

furnace. Our young laboratorians at home, on becoming

acquainted with this fact, will not be slow to show their

dexterity and chemical -lore to their companions; many

happy hours will thus be spent in the family circle. A
great variety of curious experiments suggest themselves

for illustration, but our space will only admit of a few.

Place a piece of antimony, the size of a pea, on to a

little hollow in a piece of charcoal. With the blowpipe

bring a jet of flame upon it; when liquified, throw the

fluid metal upon the floor, and it will divide into num-

berless stars, each one burning with brilliant scintilla-

tions. Place a globule of quicksilver in a little hollow

of a tile, or any other infusible substance; bring the

flame upon it, and the metal will soon boil, and dis-

appear in vapour. Put a few grains of litharge before

the blowpipe flame ; back up the heat with a wall of

charcoal, and in a few minutes metallic lead will be seen
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to flow like silver beads from the reduced or (as chemists

say) deoxidised litharge. Many substances give colour

to the flame of this miniature furnace. Knowing this,

when we see a green flame, we say there is copper;

when it is brick red, there is lime ; when it is crimson,

there is strontian : in fact, " the behaviour " of various

substances under the flame is always peculiar and cha-

racteristic ; so that the blowpipe, in an experienced hand,

is a sure analysing tool.

THE LABORATORY AT HOME.—THE GALVANIC CIRCLE.

If a piece of zinc be put into a weak solution of

hydrochloric acid in water, it decomposes the acid.

This acid is a compound of hydrogen gas and chlorine

gas. When the zinc touches the acid, the chlorine gas,

by its greater affinity for the zinc, leaves the hydrogen

and unites with the metal; the hydrogen being then

free, rises in bubbles through the liquid. This experi-

ment is an illustration of simple chemical affinity. If •

now we put into the same acid a piece of copper which

has a wire fastened to it, and if with this wire we touch

the zinc, then the experiment assumes quite another

aspect. The solution of the zinc takes place as before

;

but instead of the hydrogen gas appearing on the sur-

face of the zinc, it now comes off on the copper. If the

plates of metal thus employed are very large, and the

wire used to connect them is very small, the wire

becomes hot. This of course is a new and unexpected

feature. An examination into the cause of this effect

shows that a current of electricity passes through the
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wire as long as there is any acid or zinc to act upon

each other. This arrangement is known as a simple

battery. If a wire be fixed to the zinc, and another

wire to the copper be brought so as to dip into a second

vessel of acid, it will be found that one wire will be

dissolved, while the other will emit hydrogen as in

the original cell. In fact, these two ends of wire possess

different virtues and chemical qualities ; they are how-

ever of rather a complex character, therefore we shall

not in this instance go further into this mystery, but

leave our young laborateurs time to learn the proper-

ties of a simple battery before we take them to the poles

of a compound one.

THE LABORATORY AT HOME. AFFINITY ILLUSTRATED.

The affinity or power of uniting of one substance with

another is so great, that were it not for living plants

and animals each element of the world would soon seek

out its fondest ally, and these being united, there would

quickly be an end to any further chemical chang^pf

matter on the face of the earth. The vital power, how-

ever, of living plants and animals is constantly undoing

what the inorganic or non-vital materials are ever con-

summating; the very few native or natural elements

that are found by man show how this power has already

done its work. Man never finds iron, phosphorus,

potassium, carbon, and a host of other materials, in their

primitive state, but always combined with some other

of the elements ; and it is his ingenuity and chemical

knowledge which break them up and separate them,
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giving us iron for the ploughshare, phosphorus for the

match, and many other necessaries of civilised life. The

laws of affinity are best illustrated by"many of the events

of every-day life, such as the burning of a candle, the

decay of wood, the change of lime into chalk, and the

rusting of iron. Tallow at the ordinary temperature

has but little affinity for the oxygen in the air ; it has

however sufficient affinity for it, and gradually changes,

or becomes, as we say, rancid. The higher the tem-

perature the greater is this affinity. If tallow be thrown

on to hot iron, as in a frying-pan, then a further change

is noticed in the powerful odorous bodies produced. At

a burning heat, however, the affinity of the oxygen of the

air and the components of the tallow is so great that

the whole disappears in invisible gases. Wood shows a

similar action, according to the temperature it is exposed

to. If air, wood, and water be exposed together, their

mutual affinities are sufficient to sap " the- heart of

oak " in a few years ; and if heated to the combustion

point, this change takes place in a few minutes. If we

make a paste of lime and water, and spread it on a tile,

and then expose it to the air, in less than a month the

caHonic acid which is in the air will unite with the

lime and produce chalk. Now if vinegar be poured on

to this chalk, an effervescence is produced by the escape

of the carbonic acid ; the vinegar (acetic acid) having a

greater affinity for the lime than the carbonic acid,

throws out the latter. Iron stone as it is dug from the

mine is little else than rust (or oxide) of iron—that is,

oxygen from the air united with the metal. The

smelter's business is to make the oxygen in the metallic

rust unite with the coal, which it readily does at a furnace
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heat ; and thus he shows us how he can break up that

affinity which has hidden the bright metal from mortal

gaze since the world began. The want of the knowledge

of the laws of affinity betokens savage life ; on the con-

trary, a thorough comprehension of affinity indicates a

high state of civilisation.

COBALT.

If I were,a poet I might describe cobalt as it deserves

to be described ; but being only a cheniist, I must state

in plain prose that the history of cobalt is of so strange

a character that one can scarcely believe it to be a

reality. The very name " cobalt^" is derived from

Kobold, which means an " evil spirit ;
" yet although it

retains its name, it is now placed on a pinnacle of fame

in the chemical laboratory, and very justly so, for its

intrinsic worth is great. For many years cobalt was

found in such abundance in the mines in Saxony, that

it was neglected and thrown aside as useless. In some

of the copper mines (according to Parkes) it was^go

abundant that a " prayer was offered to Grod in the

German churches that He\ would preserve the miners

from cobalt

—

kobolcls, and other spirits." At that time

the true use gf cobalt and its value in the arts was un-

known ; thus reminding us of the lines

—

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene

- The dark, unfathom'd eaves of ocean bear;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

In latter years, however, there has been a wonderful ad-
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vancement in chemical science ; so that cobalt, among
other materials, has been rescued from the wasteful

hands of ignorance, and it is now considered to be one

of the most useful of natural productions. Cobalt is a

very brittle metal, and of a reddish grey colour, like a

mixture of copper and iron. In the metallic state

cobalt is exceedingly difficult to prepare ; but the

oxide or rust of the metal is easily produced, and it is

the beautiful colour of this rust, and the exquisite tint,

varying from deep azure to sky-blue, which it has the

power of imparting to porcelain and pottery, that

renders it so valuable. All blue glass is so coloured by

cobalt-oxide. There are also several colours used by

painters and artists, such as zaffre and smalt, and

artificial ultramarine, which owe their charming effect

to cobalt. As if to invest this curious metal with some

spiritual qualities, cobalt can be made into ink, which,

although quite invisible when used, instantly appears to

the reader when the paper is warmed before a fire

;

but it again becomes invisible as the paper cools. The

principal mines of cobalt are in Saxony, Hesse, and in

the Mendip Hills in Somersetshire. It is asserted that

the profit derived from the Hesse mines alone is equal

to 20,000£. a year. So much for kobolds and other evil

spirits !
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CAKBON.

Carbon is surely a kind of sylph, or sprite, and that,

too, of no ordinary sort. The caterpillar changes its

coat, and becomes the gorgeous butterfly; and this

astonishing transformation is the theme of the fabulists !

Far more wonderful, however, is the change which

takes place in a piece of charcoal. From a black,

opaque, and almost worthless material, it changes to a

brilliant gem— the diamond, which even the stars are

likened to. It certainly appears incredible that the

diamond, so transcendently beautiful, sparkling with

more brilliancy than the dewdrop at sunrise, should be

nothing else than a bit of charcoal ; but so it is. Not

here, however, does the chameleon power of carbon

rest, for by another change it becomes invisible ! In

such a state it exists in the brightest and purest atmo-

sphere in the world. By another change it becomes the

thick, heavy flakes of smoke which we see roll out of ill-

constructed flues— the " blacks " of London and Bir-

mingham. Coal is but impure carbon ; hence it is often

spoken of as the " black diamond," signifying, howewr,

as much the intrinsic value of coal to man as its

chemical relationship to the sparkling gem. How the

world would fare without carbon it would be difficult to

say, for it forms the major part of the vegetable and

animal creation. Tallow is white, but it is composed of

nearly all charcoal (that is, carbon), and the elements

of water. So also with starch, sugar, spirit, gas, chalk,

shells, bones— all contain carbon ! they would, in fact,

cease to exist without it. If we make a mixture of

sulphuric acid and sugar a volcanic commotion ensues.

M
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When all is over, and the black residue is washed, it is

found to consist of nearly pure charcoal, or c/tarbon,

as the chemists in France call it, or carbon, as the

English write it (having a dislike to the K). The

purest carbon or charcoal which the chemists are

acquainted with is the diamond ; but even this valuable

stone, when burned, shows by its ashes that it is of

vegetable origin. Looking therefore at carbon, either

in its black or white condition, and knowing that it

exists in the atmosphere around us in an invisible state,

we need not any knowledge of chemistry or physics to

come to the conclusion that few substances exhibit the

infinite power of the Creator more than carbon.

ETCHING.

The process called etching is a chemical way of

engraving upon metals and glass. A design or orna-

ment is first made on the surface of the metal or glass,

after which an acid is applied for the purpose of eating

into the plates, and when it has reached a sufficient

depth the plates are afterwards used for printing. The

principle of working for either glass or metal is the

same. The plates are covered with a peculiar varnish
;

the design is then cut through the varnish by means of

a graver and scooper down to the metal or glass surface.

The grooves or cuts thus made are filled up with strong

acids, which dissolve the metal or glass, as the case may
be. The etching varnish is made of virgin wax and

asphaltum, of each one ounce, black pitch and Burgundy

pitch, of each half an ounce, the whole boiled together

till when a drop is let fall upon a cold surface it exhibits
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toughness when it sets hard. The acids for copper are

made of acetic acid four parts, spirits of wine one part,

nitric acid one part—all by measure. The acid for steel

is composed of sulphuric acid one part, water four parts,

varying the strength according to the quality of the

steel. After the acids have sufficiently acted upon the

metal, the plates are to be well rinsed in water contain-

ing a little soda ; the varnish is then to be removed with

turpentine. For etching upon glass, hydrofluoric acid

is used, changing the acid till the glass is eaten away of

sufficient depth ; the varnish is then removed with

turpentine ; and to give greater effect to the etching^

the ordinary face of the glass is ground over with emery.

This gives the frosted or " ground " glass appearance

often seen in ornamental windows. The bright parts of

the design are below the surface—this at once indicates

the parts which have been etched.

COPPER US' THE SEA.

Some five years ago two French chemists demon-

strated that the ocean contained a notable portion of

silver. Eecently these and other philosophers have

again been at work upon the same subject; following it

up, however, much closer, they now tell us that, calcu-

lating the whole ocean, it cannot contain less than two

millions of tons of silver in solution. The truth of this

statement is verified by experiments tried at various

parts of the world— one more famous than the rest by

Mr. Field, an English chemist, who lives at Coquimbo

M 2
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in Chili. The water he analysed was taken from the

Pacific Ocean, and afforded the same result as that

which the French chemists obtained from water taken

off St. Malo, France, in the English Channel. " That

the ocean should contain minute portions of every sub-

stance of the globe that is soluble in saline water is not

surprising ; therefore we are, in a measure, prepared for

the further discovery that the ' old grey beard,' ocean,

contains also an enormous quantity of copper— a fact

recently proved in the laboratory of Mr. Septimus

Piesse. The beautiful blue colour of portions of the

Mediterranean Sea is due, he says, to an ammoniacal

salt of copper, while the greenness of other seas is owing

to the chloride of copper. The method of extracting

silver from the sea is one of simple affinity. Granu-

lated copper being suspended in the ' briny waves,'

any silver salt that is contained therein is decomposed,

a portion of the copper is dissolved, and the silver is

precipitated thereon, from which it is afterwards parted

by the usual means adopted in every laboratory. By a

happy analogy, Mr. Piesse separated copper from the sea

by the same process. His experiments were performed

between the ports of Marseilles and Mce, on the

French Mediterranean coast. A bag of nails and

scrap iron was suspended at the side of the steamer

which plies between these places, and after the first

voyage (about twelve hours) copper was indicated to be

present on the iron. Four separate voyages, however,

were made before the bag of iron was removed to the

laboratory ; then the quantity of copper was found to

be so great that much surprise was shown that the

presence of this metal had not been previously dis-
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eovered, especially as the action of sea-water on ships'

bottoms has long been known. Mr. Piesse is con-

tinuing his experiments concerning this singular dis-

covery. "

—

The Engineer.

There is a small stream that flows at the foot of

Mount Snowdon, near Bethgellert, called, if I remember

rightly, " Abberg Lassin," which rendered into English

means " bright blue." Since my experiments at Nice I

have had some of this Welsh stream for analysis, and

find it charged with an ammoniacal copper salt.

Further investigations have led me to discover that

copper is almost universally diffused. It exists in

oysters and most fish, in strawberries and many fruits,

in the human blood, in English beer, and in the slates

that cover our houses.

NITROGEN.

Nearly every person is aware that a watch without a

regulator would be of very little use : sometimes it

would be " too fast," and at others " too slow ;
" and,

although it would " go," it would not keep time. Those

who have seen a steam-engine may have noticed a part

of it shaped thus /\ with two balls twirling round on

the end of it ; this is the regulator. The power of steam

was known long before Watt's great invention, but there

was no method of regulating it ; for sometimes it would

whirl like .a mill, and at others it would go as slowly as

the pendulum of a large clock. Hence we clearly

see the value of a mechanical regulator, and from it

we can judge by analogy of the utility of a chemical

M 3
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regulator : such is Nitrogen. The ethereal fluid sur-

rounding the earth, which we call air^.is the source of a

terrific power— oxygen; and were it not for the regu-

lator— nitrogen— that is mixed with it, all the opera-

tions of Nature which are dependent upon the air would

go at a velocity so frightful as to defy description. If a

candle were lighted, it would instantly be burnt out ; if

a fire were lighted in a grate, not only the fuel, but the

whole iron range, bars, trivet, and all, would be con-

sumed. Life, instead of extending to threescore years

and ten, would probably terminate in a week. We can

thus perceive how much we are indebted to the Divine

controller of the Universe, who, in giving the air the

power— oxygen— gave with it also its regulator—
nitrogen. The air contains four parts of nitrogen to one

of oxygen ; so that when we breathe, we inspire nitrogen

in much greater proportion than we do oxygen; yet,

singularly enough, this gas, nitrogen, has no direct

action upon our lives ; it is perfectly inert ; and it is

this singular quality of nitrogen which renders it so

very remarkable. Chemists cannot by any straight-

forward process make it unite with any other substance.

It is a perfect bachelor or old maid among the elements.

Nevertheless, it does succumb to some of Nature's laws
;

for when the lightning flashes through the sky we find

nitrogen united with hydrogen. A salt of ammonia is

then produced ; this the rain brings to the earth

;

plants absorb it, and animals eat thereof. Finally, we
find nitrogen as one of the constituents of animal tissue.

True however to its character, nitrogen, the moment it

has ceased to be under the influence of the vital prin-

ciple, endeavours, as it were, to again become free.
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The most unstable, the most explosive and dangerous

compounds, are those containing nitrogen. Chemists

produce certain materials containing nitrogen, which by

the slightest blow resolve themselves into gaseous

elements. Nitrogen is always one of these ; and thus

the great regulating valve of the atmosphere once more

plays its part.

SILVER.

This metal possesses great interest : its frequent men-

tion in the Scriptures—the shekels of silver, the talents

of silver

—

:indicates its ancient use and application as

money. - It is one of those metals which the alchemists

of old termed " noble " metals, because they found that

it could not be rusted ; moreover, they could not dissolve

it in any menstruum they possessed. Fire only made it

brighter. Allusion is made to this fact in the Book of

Job, to illustrate the triumph of a good heart over mis-

fortune. Silver is found in all parts of the world, and

England yields its share. Bishop Watson, one of our

early chemical writers, says that the silver which was

procured from the mines in Cardiganshire by Sir Hugh
Middleton, amounting to 2,000£. value per month,

enabled him to construct that valuable work which we

call the New Kiver, for the purpose of supplying a

portion of London with water. The bishop also men-

tions that a mint was established at Aberystwith for

coining silver. In the English mines this metal is

found mixed with lead, from which it is separated by

a very simple process invented by Mr. Pattison of New-

M 4
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castle. The mixed metal is melted in an iron pot ; it is

then allowed to cool. The silver " sets." before the lead,

and is then separated by simply straining it through a

colander. Silver can be beaten out into leaves so thin

that one grain of it can be made to cover a surface of

more than fifty square inches. Wire also can be drawn

from it finer than a human hair. In these respects it

has a nearer resemblance to gold than any other metal.

With the mechanical qualities of silver most readers

are pretty well acquainted ; but as they know very little

of its chemical qualities it may be well to mention them.

Silver has, as it were, a determination to exist in no other

form than in the metallic state in which we generally

see it ; and although the chemist may dissolve it, and

overcome its
(( nobility," yet it is so prone to assume its

natural state, that even daylight will restore it to its

pristine beauty. It is here that chemistry shows its

great power in adapting a peculiar property of a material

to some use in the arts and manufactures. So we see

that silver is the main instrument in the photographic

art. Silver is dissolved, some salt is added, you look at

it, and the result is that your shadow is there indelibly

printed. The poets may well liken soft-flowing rivers

to "silver threads covering the green velvet of the

earth
;
" but such types are prosy when we compare them

with the painting after life produced by a sunbeam on

a fabric imbued with silver. Again, how carefully the

good housewife " marks her linen." She well knows

how it is thus preserved for her own use ; -but perhaps

is not aware of the fact that the "indelible ink" is

nothing more than the solution of a threepenny-piece,

for which she willingly pays a shilling. Sometimes a

little fungus takes up its abode on the human skin ; it
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grovvrs very fast, but does not cause much pain ; never-

theless it is so insidious that if not carefully watched it

would destroy life. The doctor comes, he rubs it over

with a little caustic, and health is restored. If you ask

what is this caustic called, the answer is,
e( Nitrate of

Silver."

UTILITY OF PERFUMES IN THE SICK CHAMBER.

A recent writer has pointed out that the odours which

we dislike are overpowered by others more agreeable,

but that the former are neither removed nor destroyed

;

and that the invalid continues to inhale them in spite

of the warning given him by his sense of their injurious

effects. This leads to the inference that the best means

of removing a bad odour from a room is by pfoper

ventilation. A fire in the grate, and the door left ajar,

or the window open top and bottom about an inch, will

quickly change the atmosphere in the apartment ; the

vitiated air will flow up the flue, while fresh air will

come in at the various portals. There are, however,

instances when " the doctor " and " the nurse " positively

prohibit this fresh air ; for they consider " a draught

"

as certain death to the patient. It is on such occasions

as these that the proper use of fragrant substances is

beneficial, not only because they hide the mal odeur,

but because—what is far more important—they act as

a prophylactic in the atmosphere. The odorous sub-

stances of flowers are all antiseptic in a high degree, and

being diffused into an atmosphere charged with malarious

gases, they destroy their poisonous effects. Fresh air,

however, is the best physic for an invalid, and the means

of obtaining it are those which we have suggested.
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LAVENDER. .

" In each bright drop there is a spell

;

'Tis from the soil we love so well—
From English gardens won."

There is one sight in old England that I love beyond

measure, and that is a lavender field ; it pleases from its

intrinsic beauty. The lovely colour of its flowers all

the silk-dyers are trying to " match," but can't exactly

hit on the shade. Then its fragrance!—ha! how in-

imitable, as the sprays wave with the breeze! It

pleases a patriotic Englishman, simply because it cannot

be matched "in all the world," and he is proud of it

accordingly. In this little island no less than about

270 acres of its precious land is devoted to lavender

farming. Each acre yields say 6200 pounds of flowers.

Every hundred pounds of flowers gives up by distillation

about one pound of the otto of lavender ; and thus we

learn that there is an average production of 7000 pounds

of lavender otto annually. It requires six ounces of

this to make a gallon of lavender water, so that Britannia

and her children—you know their names, Jamaica,

Canada, Australia—togetherwith a fewvisitors, America,

Germany, and Eussia, use, and take home with them the

enormous quantity of 17,000 gallons of this favourite

spirit. The lavender farms of England are situated at

Mitcham in Surrey, and at Hitchin in Hertfordshire.

At Mr. Perks's farm, of the latter place, the lavender

when in blossom is resorted to by all the bees for miles

round. The sound of their hum in such vast numbers

is quite enchanting; nor do the butterflies neglect to
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visit so luxurious a feast, the taste of which appears to

be particularly grateful to them The bees' love for the

lavender is so excessive, that at the harvest time, as the

sprays fall before the sickle and are tied up into sheaves,

they will follow it even at a sacrifice of life into the

boiling still ! Dear reader, should you feel inclined to

leave the din and smoke of your native city for a peep

at the lavender farm,—go, when July is old or August

is young, and see Mr. Perks's farm ; he will greet you

merrily, and his gudewife will give you a hearty

welcome.

BITTEKS.

Thoughtless people would have the world made up of

• sweets ; they would expunge bitter substances as useless.

' When, however, we look into nature's laboratory we see

(that bitters have not been made in vain. The con-

sumption of bitter substances by the human family is

• so great, that it can only be compared to the demand
i for sweets. Bitter substances, like sweets, can be ex-

tracted from a great variety of plants growing in different

|

parts of the earth. The purest bitter principle is yielded

by the quassia tree, so called after a negro named
Quassi, who used it with remarkable success in curing

ia malignant fever which prevailed at Surinam. Nearly

tall the bitter plants are called febrifuge, from their

power to cure fever. It is not, however, in ill health

that bitters are solely used, but in ordinary beverages

which are not absolutely essential to support life. The

"principal bitter used in England is well known to be

derived from the hop plant; in Germany it is from
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worm-wood ; in Italy it is from absinth. In the latter

country we see men smoking their cigars, and if leisure!

conversing they drink " bottled absinth," which to an

English palate is so bitter as to be perfectly nauseous.

In the Levant they eat a sort of gourd, or bitter cucum-

ber. Some of the Biblical interpreters think that this

is the plant spoken of in the Second Book of Kings,

iv., 39—41; on tasting which for the first time the

people exclaimed to Elisha "there is death in the

pot," but on being mixed with meal " there was no

harm in it." In Scotland they dry and chew the roots

of the bitter vetch ; these roots are also put into their

whisky. The bitter vetch is reputed to have the power

of allaying hunger and thirst for a lengthened period

;

but in London the " evening topers " drink bitters in

the morning to stimulate the appetite. There are a

great many other bitter plants used in various parts of

the world. In Sweden the marsh sedum, or wild rose-

mary, takes the place of the hop ; and in North America

they have a plant called Labrador tea, which affords

a more bitter infusion than the China tea used in Eng-

land. Among the other numerous bitters we must not

forget the chamomile, the bitter of which is said to be

the only remedy for nightmare. Marmalade, turnip-

tops, and many other things are included among the

bitter food which we eat and relish. It is not a little

remarkable that " young people " have a dislike to any-

thing that is bitter, while those " in years " generally

prefer bitter things. This is just as it should be ; for as

life advances our spiritual self would seem to require a

sort of grease to the wheel—a resin to the b«w; and

this is well supplied by bitters.
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PLATINUM.

The heaviest and the lightest substances with which

we are acquainted possess the properties which chemists

recognise as " metallic." Platinum is remarkable as

being the heaviest of all the elements which constitute

the world. If we take a certain bulk of lead weighing

one pound, and the same bulk of platinum, we shall

find that the latter will weigh more than one pound and

three quarters. It is now about a hundred years since

Europeans became acquainted with platinum through

Mr. Wood, Assay-master of Jamaica. The sandy beds

of the rivers which have their rise in that portion of the

Andes which separates the Atlantic (near the Caribbean

Sea) from the Pacific Ocean, yield gold, silver, platinum,

and other metals. Near Carthagena, a city of South

America, in the republic of New Grranada, is a famous

mine called Santa Fe. From this place most of the

platinum of commerce is procured, but it is also found

in the Brazils, Mexico, St. Domingo, and on the eastern

i declivity of the Ural Mountains in Russia. It is also

found in Borneo, and will probably be discovered in

Australia, if proper search be made for it. By some ex-

i
traordinary process, the laboratorian chemists can liquify

] this metal ; but it cannot be melted by the strongest

I
blast-furnace, nor by any of the appliances in ordinary

i use by metal-workers ; hence it is said to be infusible

;

; and did it not possess that property called welding, that

i is, of uniting or adhering together when squeezed or

! hammered at a white heat, it would be almost useless.

, As however it can be welded, various useful vessels are

i made of it ; and thus we find that it has qualities peculiar
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to itself. No single acid will dissolve it ! hence its very-

refractory nature renders it invaluable to philosophers.

In a platinum crucible they can submit other substances

to experiment either with fire or chemicals without any

fear of modification from the containing vessel. Magic,

according to the lexicographers, is " the secret workings

of natural powers." Such being the case, platinum is

truly magical, for it possesses a property, or power, the

secret of which we are unable at present to define,

which singular quality has been brought into practical

use by the manufacturing perfumers. At several of the

perfumery factors' warehouses may be seen what they

call the " Philosophical Incense Lamp," which is a

marvellous realisation of Aladdin's Wonderful Lamp,

so graphically described in the Arabian Nights' Enter-

tainments. This lamp once ignited will never go out,

unless purposely extinguished, provided of course that

there be material to consume. This property is due to

a little platinum ball placed in the wick, which once

being made red hot with the flame, will remain incan-

descent to the end of time. It is this property which

is a still unexplained secret of nature. The incense

lamps are " trimmed " with a sweet-smelling spirit,

and the red-hot platinum causes this to evaporate, thus

perpetually flinging fragrance around. Some few years

ago platinum was used in Eussia as money, and stamped

as coin of the realm. Why it was abandoned we are

unable to learn. Should there be any future scarcity of

gold or silver, it is probable that platinum will again be

used as a medium of exchange. If a stream of water,

passing steadily through a pipe of a certain size, were

suddenly caused to flow through another pipe joined to
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it of half the size, nothing more would be noticed than

that the water in the smaller pipe would flow with

increased velocity ; but if a current of electricity, while

passing along a copper wire, be made to pass over a

smaller one, or link of platinum wire, then a marvellous

effect takes place ; the platinum becomes red-hot ! In

this way— for igniting gunpowder at a distance, and

blasting rocks—engineers find platinum of the greatest

ervice."

MAGNETISM.

At no great distance from Constantinople is the

ancient town of Magnesia, once a city, and the residence

of the great Ottoman rulers of the East, and the centre

of Oriental splendour. A pleasant ride from this old

Magnesia brings us to the vicinity of the most re-

markable iron-mines in the world; remarkable not for

the quantity of metal produced, but for the peculiar

j

properties of the ore. The mineral here obtained has

I the specific name of Lead-stone, or (as now corrupted)

Loadstone. If a strip of this stone be balanced on a

I

point, it will turn on that point till it takes a direction

l which is opposite to the motion of the earth ; and as the

|

globe revolves from west to east, so therefore does the

I loadstone stand in a direction north and south.

According both to history and tradition, round and

I about Magnesia dwelt, at a very remote period, a civi-

i lised race. Men of thought and science naturally had

their attention directed to the astonishing and almost

life-like property of this stone. Nearly all of us have
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read, or intend to read, the story of Sinbad the Sailor,

in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments. 'How long ago

it is since that tale was written it is difficult to say ; but

it is certain that it was as popular before the Christian

era as now. The Loadstone of the tale is the Mountain

of Adamant, which drew the nails out of the wonderful

navigator's ship. We read in the legend, that " About

noon we had come so near that we found what the pilot

had foretold to be true, for we saw all the nails and iron

in the ship fly towards the mountain by the violence of

their attraction, with a horrible noise ; so the ship split,

and sank into the sea."

Since the Crimean war navigation has been very

much extended in the Black Sea, and here is a confir-

mation of the Arabian fable by a recent traveller:

" Ships have lately run ashore on the coasts of the

Black Sea near Sinope; and the captain of one that

narrowly escaped wreck, suspected that the compass had

been deflected by magnetic influence. This suspicion

led to an investigation, which has issued in the discovery

of a valuable mine of iron ore or leadstone on those

coasts, the danger of which is calamitous." Now, if

this, or the mines near Magnesia (and both are not far

apart) be not the identical Mountain of Adamant re-

ferred to by Sinbad, it is certainly a very remarkable

coincidence.

The power which we call Magnetism derives its name

from Magnesia, because of this loadstone ; and as the

subject is an old one, we ought perhaps to know all

about it ; but, nevertheless, it still mystifies the most

profound philosophers, and what we do know has been

discovered by men of our own age.

As we have before said, if a piece of this adamant, or|
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loadstone, be balanced, it will turn till its direction is

north and south, and then remain stationary ; but this

is not all, for the loadstone has the power to impart the

same quality to a piece of steel, which it does by mere

friction, losing by the operation not the slightest power

itself, yet giving to the steel no less an amount of

power than itself possesses; and steel thus treated is

said to be magnetised. But this power of placing itself

at right angles to the motion of the earth is not the

only quality that a magnet possesses. The attractive

influence it exercises over iron and steel is no less

wonderful, and indeed so much so, that considerable

force is necessary to remove the object attracted when
once brought in contact with it. A number of mecha-

nicians are now engaged in solving the problem how
to make this power useful for locomotion, and there is

great probability that they may eventually succeed.

Although we are not able to explain the cause of mag-
netism, yet we have ascertained that it is intimately

connected with electricity, for we can produce the one

from the other. The mariner's compass consists of a

piece of steel, shaped like an arrow, that has been

rubbed with either a loadstone or magnet. When thus

treated, it is called a magnetic needle ; it is then fixed

to a card, on which are marked all the points of the

horizon ; in this way it becomes useful to the traveller

by land and by sea, as he can direct his course to any

point he pleases, knowing well that

—

" The obedient steel with living instinct moves,

And veers for ever to the pole it lovesJ'

Hence the old name of lead*-stone is correct.

* Gruidance-stone.

N
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Another remarkable property inherent in the magnet

is that of having a power which we call the repulsive

or repelling power, which is no less active than its

attracting power. If two magnets, with the same

lettered points, be placed near together, they in-

stantly move away from each other with considerable

force, In this way the chemists have given to the

mechanics two horses,— one that pulls, and one that

pushes ; and it is for them to solve the means of harness-

ing them to the vehicle— a feat probably beyond the

horse-taming powers of Mr. Earey himself. A great

number of beautiful magnetic experiments can be

made ; and, for the purpose of illustration, Mr. Myers,

toy merchant, of Leadenhall Street, has constructed a

box of magnetic toys. This is accompanied by a little

book of explanation, in which the author says, and very

wisely, (i There is no reason why a young lady should

not study all that is known about this or any other

branch of science." The laws of nature exert their in-

fluence on women as well as men, and all alike may
suffer from neglecting them; for there is nothing

peculiar in a woman's mind which prevents it from ac-

quiring a deeper insight into natural laws, and there

is nothing peculiar in a man's mind that he should

appropriate this knowledge to himself.
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CENTRAL HEAT OF THE EARTH.

The fact that the temperature of the earth gradually

increases towards the centre has attracted the attention

of philosophers for more than a century. Evidences

of a central heat are to be found all over the world ; the

boiling springs of Iceland, the volcanic mountains of

Naples, and the hot-water wells of Clifton and Bath

illustrate them. The greatest depths at which ex-

periments have been conducted are 1713 feet in

Mexico, 1584 in England, and 1300 in Germany. At

a depth under the surface of the earth not in general

exceeding fifteen yards, the thermometer is perfectly

stationary, not being affected by the seasons; but at

greater depths the temperature gradually increases;

fifteen yards has been assumed as the average depth,

which corresponds to an increase of one degree, which is

about 116 degrees per mile. Admitting this rate of

increase, we should have, at a depth of 31 miles below

the surface, a temperature of 3600 degrees, which would

melt cast-iron, and is amply sufficient *to liquefy the

lavas, basalts, and other rocks which have actually

been erupted from below in a fluid state.

The rate of increase of heat is equal to 1° of Fahren-

heit for every 45 feet of descent. Looking to the result

of such a rate of increase, it is easy to see that at 7290

feet from the surface the heat will reach 212°, the boiling

point of water. At 25,500 feet it will melt lead ; at 7

miles it will maintain a glowing red heat ; at 2 1 miles

melt gold ; at 74 miles cast-iron ; at 97 miles soften pure

iron ; and at 100 miles from the surface all will be fluid

N 2
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as water, a mass of seething and boiling rock in a per-

petually molten state, doomed possibly never to be

cooled or crystallised. The heat here will exceed any

with which man is acquainted ; it will exceed the heat

of the electric spark, or the effect of a continued voltaic

current. The heat which melts platina as if it were

wax, is as ice to it. Could we visually observe its effects,

our intellect would afford no means of measuring its

intensity. Here is the region of perpetual fire, the

source of earthquake and volcanic power.

DIVISIBILITY OF MATTEE.

This is a property possessed by all bodies, and means

their capability to be separated into parts. It was

formerly a question among philosophers whether matter

was capable of being divided ad infinitum, or whether

there was a limit beyond which matter could not be

divided. The question is incapable of direct solution,

and fortunately science does not require that it should

be known; but the extent to which subdivision has

been carried in the arts is prodigious. In the gilding

of buttons, five grains of gold, which is applied as an

amalgam with mercury, is allowed to a gross ; so that

the coating left must not be more than the 110,000th

part of an inch in thickness. If a piece of ivory or

white satin be immersed in a solution of nitro-muriate

of gold, and exposed to a current of hydrogen gas, it

will be covered with a surface of gold not exceeding the

ten-millionth of an inch in thickness. A single grain of

blue vitriol will give an azure tint to five gallons of

water. In this case the copper must be attenuated ten
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million times, and yet there is sufficient in each drop of

water to give it colour. Odours are capable of still

further diffusion : a single grain of musk has been

known to scent a room for twenty years. Animal

matter likewise exhibits many instances of wonderful

subdivision. The milt of a codfish, when it begins to

putrify, has been estimated to contain a billion of perfect

insects, so that thousands of these little lives could be

lifted on the point of a needle. One of the infusorial

animalcules found in duck-weed is ten million times

smaller than a hemp seed ; and another, discovered in

ditch water, appears in the field of a microscope a mere

atom endowed with sentient life, and millions of them

play, like sunbeams, in a single drop of liquid.

THE LANGUAGE OF COLOUE.

White indicates wisdom, purity, candour, innocence.

White is formed by the union of the primitive colours

;

it is the symbol of power and divine wisdom. Applied

to humanity, this colour is the emblem of purity, chas-

tity, innocence, &c. In the earliest ages white was the

colour of the priests' robes, and neophites in our primi-

tive church were clothed in white, when on the day of

Pentecost they were admitted for the first time to the

Holy Communion ; and hence that day is still called

by us White or Whit Sunday. In rural feasts and in

Christian solemnities the young girls singing hymns

have always been distinguished by white roses, lilies,

and jasmine, as symbolic of their purity. Hence the

axioms, " A conscience white as the robe of a virgin
;

"

N 3
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" A reputation clear as the sparkling stream, pure as the

light." How soon is white sullied ! ^A trifling thing

tarnishes it ; the smallest spot, the least soil is percep-

tible on it. For this reason it is beautiful, and like all

its emblems and symbols, so difficult to preserve intact.

In Heraldry, white signifies chastity.

Ked is symbolical of power, desire, riches, passion.

It represents the eternal fire, and the passions which

devour the human heart. It also indicates power;

hence it was adopted as the royal livery by the House of

Stuart, and continued as such by the House of Hanover.

It likewise implies firmness and cruelty ; spilt blood is

not noticed on the soldier's red garment. It is emble-

matic of glory; what is more glorious to behold than

the setting sun ? The scarlet robe clothes the Doctor

of Medicine or Law.

Blue is the type of fidelity, gentleness, affection.

The soft colour of azure covers like a veil the pure sky.

The mighty waters are blue. The cloudy tunics of the

Hours and the Sylphide are lightly tinted with celestial

blue. The clothing of all the aerial divinities presents

the same lovely tint. Fine blue eyes announce the

pleasantness of the character. Love, fidelity, goodness

of heart, and sweet peace of mind are, we believe, read

in them. Blue reveals natural calmness and pure joys

;

reputation without a stain. " True blue " is an English

proverb— courage, pluck, and presence of mind, in the

time of danger. In Heraldry, blue signifies fidelity and

loyalty.

Yellow implies infidelity and shame amongst us

moderns; but with the ancients it was indicative of

glory and fortune. The gold of the earth and the sun
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of the heavens were at one time the emblems of intelli-

gence, glory, and riches. In the early ages of Christi-

anity a yellow robe signified to the sacred cause sacrifice

and self-denial. The symbolisms of the middle ages,

which have preserved in all their purity the traditions

of the past, show us St. Peter clothed in a mantle of a

yellow colour, as a defender of the faith and propagator

of the evangelical doctrine ; but by a singular alteration,

the colour yellow is at the present time regarded as the

emblem of infidelity, perfidy, and irreparable evil. In

an endeavour to discover a cause for this change of the

symbolical meaning of yellow, we learn that it was an

ancient custom which compelled the Jews to wear yellow

clothes because they had betrayed the Saviour. At that

time the common people daubed the entrance gate to

a traitor's house with the yolk of an eggl Various

orders of religion adopted yellow garments; indeed,

from one of them the yellow stockings of Christ's Hos-

pital boys are brought down to our own day. The older

dynasties of the world still cling to yellow as the royal

colour : for instance, China, Japan, and Persia. In

Heraldry, yellow signifies " perjury," " felony." Some

mixture of yellow enters into the dress of most prison

dresses in England. When Cupid departs never to

return, he hoists the ensign yellow; when jealousy

troubles him, then his flag is green.

Gtkeen typifies hope, joy, honour, bravery. Green is

that charming colour with which the earth clothes her-

self in the spring, the very sight of which enlivens the

mind. We all delight to let our vision range on the

beautiful verdure which unfolds itself on the plains,

winding gracefully into the valleys, and stretching itself

N 4
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as far as the summit of the mountain. The citizen, the

man of " Change," finds a sweet pleasure to see again

the green lawn and meadow of his country house, the

weary clerk, how refreshed after a week's sojourn on

his native " village green !
" Green is to the richness

of the landscape what hope is to the heart. The warrior

comes, and we crown him with the green laurel ; on

the day of festival we decorate the hall with green

boughs to his honour. At our Christian rejoicings we

ornament the church in a similar way. To the en-

feebled sight green is the most soothing, hence green

spectacles, green shades, green window-blinds. In

Heraldry, green implies abundance and courtesy.

Black, with almost all nations, indicates sadness and

mourning. The ideas that associate themselves with

this colour have always a dark and dreary aspect; it

is the night among the day of colours ; it is death to

prismatic life. The infernal deities are represented as

black. It is in the deep obscurity of night that the

wicked man consummates his crimes, that the assassin

thrusts his sword-stick into the heart of the hapless

wight. The dungeon, the tomb, the void, are shrouded

with a black that yields no shadow.

Eose denotes health, youth, love. This is the most

charming of all colours. Is it not the colour of the

morning sun ? Does it not deck the maiden's cheek ?

Beautiful, suffused blush ! What words can express the

language which you speak?—none. The language of

colour is silent ; but how deeply does the heart throb at

the colour of rose !

Violet, proceeding from a mixture of red and blue,

was. consecrated to the martyrs of our faith, and points
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to the love and reverence of Revealed Truth. The

bishops' purple is of this violet hue. It is the colour,

too, of regal domination.

Orange is the symbol of poetic inspiration. The

Muses were represented with tunics coloured with

saffron; and Theognis, the early Greek poet, was

clothed with an orange mantle. Orange also symbolises

the power and durability of the ties of Hymen. The

young betrothed formerly presented themselves at the

altar covered with an orange-coloured veil, called the

" flammeum," being the colour of flame. The oath of

fidelity could not be taken unless the head was covered

with the flammeum, or orange veil. How beautifully

too, by its orange blossoms, does the bridal wreath

symbolically prefigure the kindling flame !

Such are a few of the symbols of the Language of

Colour.

SUGAR.

Until a comparatively modern epoch sugar was

neither considered a luxury nor a necessary of life. It

is a question whether it was known to the ancients

;

but we are assured that the Arabs have used the art

of making sugar as we now have it for nearly a thou-

sand years. In the Bible, both in Jeremiah and Isaiah,

allusions are made to " the sweet cane which came from

a far country ;

" but the cane was not cultivated, and

the saccharine matter was allowed to ooze out of the

cane itself, and to harden like gum ; though, according

to Lucan, some of Pompey's eastern ' followers " drank

the sweet juice of the tender cane." It was known as
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" Indian salt," and only used as a medicine, for which

purpose about eight hundred years ago. it began to take

the place of honey.

Our word Sugar is derived from the Arabic Saccar,

but its Latin name is saccharum, now applied to all

sweet-tasting fluids. The sugar-cane grows in any hot

climate, and is supposed to have been brought into

Europe first from the interior of Asia to Cyprus, thence to

Sicily, Madeira, and the Canaries. The Portuguese

and Spanish navigators introduced it into the West

Indies and tropical America, from whence we now obtain

large supplies of sugar.

There are other varieties of sugar produced by different

plants. Thus in Northern America a large proportion

is extracted from the maple tree, and in France from

the beet-root. Sugar in plants is analogous to fat in

animals ; it is as if it were the end a plant has in view

by its vitality to produce and lay up in store within

itself— sugar; hence the subservience of plants to man
in this case is self-evident. Nearly every flower-cup

contains a minute portion of sugar, which, being

gathered by bees, we are familiar with as honey, the

peculiar flavour of which depends upon the blossoms it

is taken from. Grapes are so full of sugar, that, when

dried, white crystals of it are found within the fruit,

and which may be seen when raisins are cut open.

Manna is a kind of sugar which exudes from certain

plants (Algul) as we see gum does from a plum tree in

our gardens ; but the analogy is not correct unless we

understand that manna covers the whole plant, leaves,

and branches. The Arabians have a tradition that the

manna mentioned by Moses fell from the clouds upon
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the plant algul. It is now pretty well understood that

the natural constituents of plants do change from one

substance to another; as the worm which becomes a

chrysalis, and then the moth, so will starch become

sugar, and sugar turn acid at the plant's behest.

Sugar is a most excellent and useful food, and the

" sweet tooth of youth " instinctively induces us to eat

it at a time of life most befitting the animal economy.

One quality, however, of sugar renders it the most re-

markable—the most important of all vegetable pro-

ducts to man— and that is, its convertibility into

alcohol or spirit. When sugar is dissolved in water

in contact with certain fermenting substances, or when
the sweet expressed juice of fruit is allowed to remain

exposed for a few days, an intestine revolution takes

place spontaneously—the saccharine or sugar disappears,

and in its place is found that all-potent liquid, alcohol.

Chemically speaking, the phenomenon of this change

was the most difficult, the most inscrutable of explana-

tion—hence the enormous research of the philosophers

for a solution of the problem.

When the labourers are many the harvest should be

fruitful ; and so it has been in this instance : the re-

j
searches into this elixir of life, or aqua vitce, as it is

t termed, has been the foundation of the most sublime

i of sciences— chemical philosophy. As we have stated,

^starch is convertible into sugar, and this often takes

I

place within our cognisance. Potatoes consist of nearly

all starch ; when " frosted " they become sweet, the starch

turns to sugar. Nearly all seeds contain starch, and

when they begin to germinate the starch becomes sugar,

fit food for the young plant till it has acquired leaves

;
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thus barley is made to grow. In the hands of the

maltster the starch in the barley becomes sugar; the

conversion of this into malt liquor, whisky, &c, is then

the new garb of sugar.

The following valuable Table of the quantities of

sugar annually produced in different parts of the world,

is extracted from a series of similar useful statistical

returns recently published by Dr. E. Stolle, of Berlin

:

1. Cane Sugar

I. In the English Colonies

:

Cwts. Cwts.

The Antilles .... 3,060,000

Mauritius .... 1,000,000

East Indies and Ceylon . 2,970,000

7,030,000

II. In the Spanish Colonies

:

Cuba 5,000,000

Porto Eico .... 1,000,000

The Philippines 500,000

Andalusia .... 150,000
6,650,000

4,000,000III. Brazil ..... t %

IV. The United States

:

Louisiana .... 2,624,860

Texas 70,170

Florida 17,410

Georgia .... 12,730

Mississippi .... 2,780

South Carolina 1,500

Alabama ..... 280

2,729,730

V. Dutch Colonies

:

Java . . . . 1,000,000

Surinam .... 300,000

1,300,000

VI. Prench Colonies:

Martinique .... 468,134

Guadaloupe .... 400,928

Bourbon .... 417,868

Guyana .... 6,410

1,293,340
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VII. Danish Colonies :

St. Croix and St. Thomas
Cwts.

150,000

Total cane sugar exported 23,003,070

N.B.— To this must be added the quantity consumed in the various

countries, which must be nearly equal in amount to that given above.

2. Beet-root Sugar.

I. Trance

II. Zollverein

III. Russia .

IV. Austria

V. Belgium

VI. Poland

VII. Great Britain

Factories. Cwts.

333 . . 1,327,221

237 . 1,219,320

360 . 300,000

171 . 240,000

40 . 142,876

42 . 60,000

2 . 7,000

1,185 3,296,417

3. Paxm Sugar.
Cwts.

Hindostan ; Siam, Sumatra, Java, &c. 2,000,000

4. Maple Sugar.

I. United States

:

Cwts.

New York . 100,481

Ohio . . 63,634

Vermont . 46,479

Indiana . 37,278

Pennsylvania . 22,658

New Hampshire . . 11,624

Virginia . 15,418

Kentucky . 13,778

Michigan . 13,298

The other States . 20,309

2. Canada . . 60,000

Say, total, 1,450,000 tons every year.

Total maple sugar 404,957
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FERRUM, OR IROtf.

Ferrum, the chemical, is also the Latin name for iron.

In its chemical sense it means pure iron, in distinction

to the common word iron ; because all the iron of com-

merce is not pure iron, but a compound of iron and

charcoal. Iron and steel vary only according to the

quantity of charcoal combined with the iron. Pure

iron, i.e. ferrum, is never seen but in a laboratory or

chemical museum; there is, however, no substance

perhaps so widely and so universally diffused as ferrum

in combination with this and that, throughout the

world's surface. Iron exists in almost every soil ; it can

be traced in almost every plant and fruit. It not only

exists in animals, but its quantity is so regular in the

human blood, that ferrum is considered one of its natu-

ral constituents ; in fact physicians distinguish healthy

blood by the quantity of iron it contains. The manifold

uses of this truly precious metal render it more valuable

to man than any other metal, and from the numerous

and important applications to which it is put it appears

almost indispensable to the condition of civilisation.

Its frequent mention in Scripture indicates the early

period at which man became acquainted with its quali-

ties. All kinds of tools and implements, such as the

axe and the harrow, are mentioned in the Bible ; and

also even some things which are almost considered to

be modern inventions. Thus, in Deuteronomy iii. 11,

King Og, of Bashan, is described as having a " bedstead

of iron." The " iron pen " is also twice spoken of, but

that refers to an instrument used for " graving," not
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writing, in the one case, and is used figuratively in the

other. Iron gates, iron chariots, and iron pillars are

also mentioned, sufficient to show that nearly all the

applications of iron of our day date from ages ago. The

mechanical uses of iron are innumerable, from the

ponderous engine to the lady's needle; from the pit

saw to the surgeon's lancet, a watch spring or a ship's

anchor. The chemical properties of iron are equally

numerous. Its presence gives colour to many precious

stones ; the garnet, the ruby, the lapis lazuli, the topaz,

all owe their tint to ferrum. Many artificial colours

and pigments owe their brilliancy to iron, such as

Prussian blue, which is a compound of iron Even the

ink with which we now write is a compound of iron,

and so we may now go on enumerating its value to the

currier, dyer, druggist— a long chain of many curious

links. Independently of the precious mechanical quali-

ties and chemical properties of iron, there appears

something so mystical in its nature, that man's study of

it reveals only the more to his astonishment. Of these

mystical qualities, none are more mysterious than that

of its magnetical properties, and its power, when poised,

to set itself at right angles to the motion of the earth's

rotation, which we call " polarity." What a mass of

mystery is there in that little balanced needle by which

1 the mariner directs his course over the foaming wave to

a port unseen and unknown !

" Sail, adamantine steel, magnetic lord,

King of the prow, the ploughshare, and the sword."

Iron yields up its might and its strength to water

I made sour with sulphuric acid; in this, in fact, iron
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dissolves and disappears as a lump of sugar does in water.

When the solution is saturated with iron, and left to

dry, beautiful crystals of sulphate of iron are formed

like bits of broken frozen sea.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONNECTION OF THE ELEMENTS

BY THEIR ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

Chemists are acquainted with fifty-five substances

which are considered to be elements— that is, to consist

only of one kind of matter. Their names are subjoined

in the following Table, to which is attached certain

numbers, said to express the quantities by weight ac-

cording to which the different elements combine with

each other. Oxygen as 100*00.

TABLE OF GROUPS.

Names of
Elements.

Atomic
Weights.

Names of Atomic
Elements. Weights.

FIRST GROUP. FOURTH GROUP.

Fluorine . 233-80 Strontium . . 547'29

Chlorine . . . 442-65 Barium . . . 856-88

Bromine . . . 978-31 Lead . . . 1294-50

Iodine • • 1579-50 FIFTH GROUP.

SECOND GROUP. Titanium. . .. 303-66

Oxygen . . 100-00 Tin . . . . 735-29

Sulphur . . . 201-17 SIXTH GROUP.
Selenium .

Tellurium .

• 494-58

801-76
Molybdenum . . 598-52

Tungsten . . . 1183-00

THIRD GROUP. SEVENTH GROUP.

Carbon . m . 75-00 Sodium . . . 290-90

Boron . . 136-25 Potassium . . 489-92

Silicon .. . 277-31 Silver . . . 1351-61
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Names of Atomic Names of Atomic
Elements. Weights. Elements. Weights

EIGHTH GEOUP FOURTEENTH GEOUP.

Nitrogen . 177-04 Glucinum. . . 331*26

Phosphorus , 392-28 Palladium . . 665-90
Arsenium , .

' 940-08

Antimony • 1612-90 FIFTEENTH GEOUP.

Calcium . . . 256-02
NINTH GROUP. Cerium . . . 574 -70

Platinum

.

. 1233-50

Gold . . 2486-03
' SIXTEENTH GROUP.

Iridium . , . 1233-50 Chromium . . 351-82

Osmium . 124450 Cadmium . . 696*77

TENTH GEOUP. ^SEVENTEENTH GEOUP.

Lithium . . . 80-33 Zinc . . . 414*00

Magnesium . 158-35 Vanadium . . 856*89

EIGHTEENTH GEOUP.

Zirconium . . 420*20

Bismuth . . . 886*92

NOT GEOUPED.

Copper 395*70

Yttrium . 402*51

Uranium . . 1700*50

Mercury . 1265*82

Tantalum

.

2307*43

Hydrogen 12*48

Lantanium, &e.

ELEVENTH GEOUP.

Aluminium . . 171'17

Manganese . . 345*89

TVvELFTH GEOUP.

Cobalt . . . 368*99

Nickel . . . 369*68

Thorinum . . 744*90

THIRTEENTH GEOUP.

Iron . . . 321*00

Khodium. . . 651*39

M. Mitscherlich, some time ago, laid down a law

which has become generally adopted by chemists, and

now forms a fundamental doctrine of physical science.

This law is the " Doctrine of Isomorphism," and teaches

as follows :— The same number of atoms combined in

the same way produce the same crystalline form; and the

form of the crystal is independent of the nature of the

atoms which compose it, but is determined only by their

number and relative position.

o
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This doctrine has been observed with greater gene-

rality among substances of a complex constitution, such

as salts, in consequence of their appearing more fre-

quently in the crystalline form than otherwise.

When two salts crystallise alike, containing the same

base, but with different acids, they are said to be

" Isomorphous " salts. In these cases the acids them-

selves are supposed to be Isomorphous ; but this cannot

be always proved, because they do not usually crystallise,

but their analysis has generally proved them to be of

the same composition,-when their Isomorphism has been

suspected. The elements themselves, in these cases, are

supposed to be Isomorphous ; and the Isomorphism

of the acids and salts are supposed to arise from the

Isomorphism of the elements. Again, if a certain

number of different bases unite with a certain acid, and

form salts which crystallise alike, then these bases are

said to be Isomorphous upon the same principle.

Isomorphism has been traced throughout nearly the

whole of the elements, and will appear more striking on

viewing the groups into which I have divided them in

the table. Many of these groups or classes, are, by the

Isomorphism of their compounds, so linked or blended

together that they form one large family, as it were,

they shade into each other like the colours of the prism,

and but few distinct classes can be acknowledged.

The elements have been arranged in the table, not

only with regard to their Isomorphism, but more par-

ticularly to their atomic weights ; thus, in a class of two

substances, that which has the lowest atomic weight

precedes the higher. If three, four, or more substances

are classed together (i.e. Isomorphous), the same arrange-
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inent is followed. In the first class, as with the rest,

the elements are not placed promiscuously, as

—

Chlorine 442-65

Iodine 1579*50

Fluorine 233-80

Bromine 978-31

But thus-^-

Fluorine 233-80

Chlorine* 442-65

Bromine ....... 978-31

Iodine. . 1579-50

By this arrangement a singular observation has been

made—that is, that the atomic weight of the succeeding

element is nearly twice that of the preceding, or vice

versa. If the highest atomic weight be placed first,

then of course the succeeding element has only one

half the atomic weight of the preceding. This observa-

tion has been found to hold good in so many cases that

the author is inclined to establish it as a general law.

It must be borne in mind that, as the majority of the

equivalents now stand, this law only assumes to an ap-

proximation. But to proceed to show this approximation,

I shall examine two of the principal groups. The frac-

tional portions will be omitted in the following com-

putations :
—
The equivalent of Fluorine is = 233

This multiplied by 2

-will give for Chlorine

multiplied by

"will gire for Bromin

multiplied by

"will give for Iodine

= 466

2

= 932

2

= 1864

o 2
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There is not the slightest doubt but that the equiva-

lents gained by this calculation are incorrect ; it is only

made to show how they approximate to the real.

This error, I am induced to believe, arises from taking

an incorrect data.

The equivalent of Fluorine has never been established

experimentally.

If the equivalents of the four Isomorphous substances

in question be added together, and the product be

divided by two, four times successively, it is remarkable

to observe the round numbers or equivalents thus

obtained.

Thus—Fluorine 233

Chlorine 442

Bromine 978

Iodine 1579

2 ) 3232

2 ) 1616 = Iodine.

2 ) 808 = Bromine.

2 ) 404 = Chlorine.

202 = Fluorine.

It will be observed that the equivalents obtained by

the first computation bear a direct proportion to those

gained in the second. Thus—
466 : 404 :: 1864 : 1616

Again, 233 : 202 : : 932 : 808 &c

Therefore these latter numbers (i. e. 1616, 808, 404, 202)

would be the atomic weights of the elements respectively

belonging to this group, if this theory is admitted.

I now come to the second group, viz., Oxygen,

Sulphur, Selenium, Tellurium.
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The equivalent of Oxygen is = 100

multiplied by 2

gives for Sulphur = 200

multiplied by 2

gives for Selenium = 400

multiplied by 2

gives for Tellurium = 800

These numbers, with the exception of Selenium, are

very near the originals ; and the error of Selenium is so

near the atomic weight of Oxygen, that for this and

other reasons, I am induced to believe the Selenium

of the present day contains an atom of that element.

If the same calculation be made with this group as

with the former one, namely, adding their atomic

weights together, and dividing them by two, we gain

numbers which verify the supposition that the atomic

weight of Selenium is 400, and not 494*58 as given by

Berzelius. Thus :
—

Oxygen 100

Sulphur 201

Selenium 494

Tellurium 801

2 ) 1596

2 ) 798 = Tellurium.

2 ) 399 = Selenium.

2 ) 199-5 = Sulphur.

9975 = Oxygen.

These numbers bear a direct proportion to the first

computation, which may be considered accurate from

O 3
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the circumstance of its bringing to Oxygen the atomic

weight assigned to it ; foi; as

400 : 399 :: 9975 : 100

From Oxygen being right, I believe the rest to be right

;

consequently, the atomic weight of Selenium to be

400, and not 494*58. If this be the case, then one of

two things must necessarily exist— first, if Selenium

is a true element, then its atomic weight is stated too

high ; or secondly, if it is an oxide, it is a trifle too low,

= 6-42.

Many will condemn this supposition in consequence of

Seleniate being Isomorphous with the Sulphate, Chro-

mate, and Manganate of the same base. It has, how-

ever, been proved, that though the salts are Isomorphous,

it does not follow that the acids should be so. No two

salts agree in their Isomorphism so much as the

Arseniates and Phosphates of Soda ; for every Phosphate

there is an Arseniate corresponding in composition and

identical in form. But the Arsenic and Phosphoric Acids

are not Isomorphous ; Arsenic Acid contains five atoms

of Oxygen, while Phosphoric contains only two. The

fact has been proved by M. Longchamp (Comptes

Rendus, July, 1842). So that Selenic Acid may contain

an atom more Oxygen than Sulphuric, Chromic, and

Mangaic, and yet produce salts which are Isomorphous

with the Sulphates, Chromates, and Manganates.

Others will perhaps condemn this equivalent because

the original one was given out by its discoverer, Berzelius,

a chemist noted for his accuracy, but it must be re-

membered, that many binary compounds act the part

of an element—of a simple body ! Uranium was stated
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by Berzelius to have an atomic weight of 2711*36. This

substance was proved by M. Eugene Peligot (Comptes

Rendus de VAcademie cles Sciences, No. 8, August 23,

1841), to be an oxide of the true base Uranium, which

has an atomic weight of 1700. A discovery has been

made almost equal in importance to the decomposing

power of the galvanic battery ; in fact, that substances

supposed to be elements have been decomposed by the

joint influence of two substances, such as Chlorine and

Carbon, &c, at a high temperature. Iron, Zinc, Carbon,

Uranium, Phosphoric Acid, &c, have all had their

atomic weights altered since the tables of Berzelius were

made out.

While upon this group, I cannot help mentioning the

connection it has with the first, in regard to the atomic

weights upon this theory ; for instance—
FIRST GROUP. SECOND GROUP.

Oxygen . . 100 Fluorine . . 202

Sulphur . 200 Chlorine . . 404

Selenium . , . 400 Bromine . , 808

Tellurium . # # 800 Iodine , . . 1616

It will be observed that the second group have twice

the atomic weight of the first, with two, four, eight,

sixteen, above respectively.

These two important groups are not only connected

by the remarkable analogy of their atomic weights, but

also by their combinations with the metallic class of

elements.

And again, in combinations of Hydrogen,we have these

two classes forming analogous compounds.

It will not, perhaps, be out of place here to mention,

that if the eleventh and twelfth group be numerically

o 4
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treated as the first and second, numbers are obtained

which bear a direct proportion to those acquired there.

(Nickel is left out because it has the same atomic

weight as Cobalt.)

Aluminium 171

Manganese 345

Cobalt 368

Thorium 744

2 ) 1628 = Iodine -12

2 ) 814 = Bromine -6

2 ) 407 = Chlorine -3

203-5 = Fluorine —1-5

The reader may draw his own conclusions on this

observation.

It is not my intention to extend, at present, these

observations further by showing the numerical analysis

of every group, because sufficient has been said for the

purport of my argument, which amounts simply to this :

— First, that between Isomorphous substances a relation

exists in their equivalents, which, when accurately de-

termined, are always a multiple of each other, or have

the same atomic weight. Isomorphism can always be

traced in some of their compounds, where the equiva-

lents have a direct proportion Secondly, Selenium

being Isomorphous with the substances with which it

is grouped, but having an atomic weight incompatible,

is the reason its equivalent is stated to be wrong.

Thirdly, it is nry opinion that the whole of the elements

want their atomic weights revising ; but it would be

useless if some more efficient mode of taking them is

not proposed ; when it is considered that altering the
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proportion of Water from 61*72 to 64*15 in Phosphate

of Soda, so modifies the composition of Phosphoric Acid,

that from containing five atoms of Oxygen in the first,

it is reduced to two in the second case, this must, I

think, be sufficiently obvious.

Here, then, is a subject of discussion full of intense

interest ; all the rhetoricity of the chemical orators can-

not make them dissemble the truth first spoken by

Dalton— that the atomic weights of the elements are

multiples of each other.

The observations herein tend not only to substan-

tiate the Daltonian theory, but actually to point out an

erroneously stated atomic number. Bring me an ele-

ment and your calculated atomic number of it, and I

will tell you by Isomorphism if your figures be correct.

I see a remarkable connection also between the

specific gravities and the specific heats of my little

groups of bodies. I see also (I may as well say it as

think it) that the various bodies of each group have a

basis common to all ! in fact that these bodies are one

body in various physical conditions !— that the dream

of the alchymists will yet be realised, but if he would

make gold, it must be with platinum.
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CLAY ASTD ALUMINIUM.

Of the various substances on the face of the earth

few, if any, are so generally useful to man as clay. It

is more than probable that the first substance which man
began to fashion, to shape, or mould, was clay. The

inspired writers repeatedly use the word clay in a figu-

rative sense in reference to the shaping of the body.
({ Thou hast made me as the clay

;
your bodies are as

the bodies of clay " (Job x. 9 ; xii. 12). Whether the

clay was burned as bricks or not, cannot be positively

decided ; but reference is directly made to " them that

dwell in houses of clay" at that time. More than 1500

years B.C. " the potter's power over the clay " was per-

fectly familiar ; so that by analogy we may fairly reason

that the clay for houses may have been hardened by

fire. As far as we can ascertain, pottery is one of the

most ancient of arts. Man having obtained " power over

the clay," he then began to get power over the metals.

This early adaptation of clay to domestic wants and uses,

arose from the intrinsic merits of the clay itself. Its

property to harden, by the mere exposure to the air and

sun, was quite enough to render it serviceable; but

when it was ascertained that fire turned it into a more

durable material than stone, it gave of course a great

impetus to its workers. The potter's wheel or tool for

fashioning clay is the same now that was used three

thousand years ago. Clay is not only useful in pottery, but

is applied indirectly in many of the arts, such as in

dyeing, where alum (a compound of clay) is extensively
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used for fixing colours, in preparing leather, and in

many of the arts and manufactures. "But what is

clay ? " many will ask ; and the laboratorian chemist

replies, " It is the rust of a beautiful metal." Not many

years ago all the fashionable world of London flocked to

Albermarle Street to see young Humphry Davy produce

metals out of earth. Prior to this time all the earths,

clays in particular, were considered to be primitive and

unchangeable bodies; his genius, however, penetrated

these mysteries, and the result was that we now know

that all the earthy bodies are but metallic rusts of one

kind and another. Sir Humphry Davy merely showed

the world that the earthy bodies were of a metallic origin.

M. Deville, of Paris, under the patronage of the present

Emperor, has separated the metallic base of clay to

such an extent that it is now an article of commerce.

Aluminium is now used for jewellery, especially bracelets,

pins, and combs ; in cabinet-making it is excellent for

inlaid work ; its lightness renders it extremely conve-

nient for pencil-holders, thimbles, seals, small statues,

medallions, vases, and the like ; for spectacles also, as

it does not blacken the skin like silver. But one of its

most useful applicatioDS consists in using it for reflectors

of gas lamps, since it resists the effects of sulphurous

emanations, which silver and brass do not. The chemi-

cal name of clay is aluminia, and the metal obtained

from it aluminium. Most metals are characterised as

being very heavy ; but aluminium is remarkably light

;

and though it has a silvery white metallic lustre, yet

such is its lightness, that one can scarcely believe it to

be a metal; but it assuredly is so. Beautiful spoons

and forks are made with it, and at no distant period it
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will become as common as zinc, though of more value.

If chemistry deserves well of us, it is_ in this case. It

has now taught us that the very walls of our houses and

the tiles of their roofs teem with a brilliant metal, which

we can turn to useful purposes. Some metals, such as

iron, rust or become earthy very rapidly ; but aluminium

does not do so, yet it can be rusted, and the result is,

that the earth clay is produced. All these facts prove

that what was thought to testify figuratively the value

of clay by the writers of the Scriptures is now known to

be truth in its real and intrinsic sense. Thus every

experiment in the laboratory tends to illustrate the

sublime truth of every assertion in the Holy Volume.

Within the outward earthy body of clay there is an

effulgent metallic spirit.

OIL, FAT, WAX.

Oils, fats, and wax, all belong to the animal and

vegetable kingdoms. Fats proper form about the

twentieth of the weight of a healthy animal. Oil, fat,

and wax, are of analogous composition, though they

differ in texture. Oils and fats are easily separated into

two greasy bodies, one very liquid, the other quite

solid; the liquid is termed Oleine, the solid is called

Stearine. In winter olive oil partially congeals; the

solid is the stearine, and the fluid is the oleine. The

art of making hard candles consists in separating the

solid stearine from the liquid oleine of fats. Castor

oil contains little or no stearine, but Palm-oil is

nearly all stearine ; hence the former is useless to the
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candle-maker, but the latter very valuable. Butter

contains sixty parts of oleine, and forty of stearine,

in every hundred parts by weight ; hence it is a good

representative of what is denominated fat ; that is, a body

of a texture between oleine— oil, and stearine— wax.

Nearly every kind of oil and every sort of animal fat

differs in the relative proportion of stearine and oleine

which they contain. The most beautiful specimen of

stearine is spermaceti—the solid fat of the whale ; and

the most perfect example of oleine is that expressed from

the pistachio nut.

The chemistry of oils, fats, and waxes is of extra-

ordinary interest; hence they have been subjects of

special study by several philosophers. Chevreul, a

French chemist, has distinguished himself in this par-

ticular, and it is in consequence of his discoveries that

we now have such excellent hard candles at a moderate

price ; and the day is not far distant when tallow will

be as little known and remembered as its old companion

the tinder-box is at present.

The making of fats and oils into soap is purely a

chemical operation, but of immense domestic value. It

is difficult to mention the chemistry of fats and oils

without becoming involved in a discussion that would

fill volumes ; we cannot, however, pass unnoticed one

of the proximate elements of fat and oil, called glycerine,

a peculiar sweet principle, a sort of white syrup, which

I can be separated from oil and fat. No cosmetic has

!

perhaps been so justly and generally employed as gly-

i cerine, Avhich is obtained by steam distillation from fat

or oil.

Oil has been used as food from the most remote
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period, as is evident by its frequent mention in the

Scriptures :
" Cakes and oil,— unleavened bread and oil,

— meat and oil,—wine and oil,— nothing in the house

save a pot of oil." In Italy, the land of the olive tree,

oil is there consumed as food even more extensively

than butter is in this country. The Africans use the

palm oil and various other kinds, now first made known

to us through Dr. Krapf's travels, in the same manner.

Plato, Fernelius, Dioscorides, and nearly all the ancient

writers speak favourably of oil in a medicinal sense,

observing that it renders the body " prompt and agile."

Every kind of fat of animals bears with it a peculiar

odour of the creature from whence it is derived : so also

every kind of oil, and oils are as numerous as the plants

of the earth, bears with it some peculiar characteristic

smell or quality. Oil is justly considered as one of the

most universally useful things of the whole world. How
beautifully was this typified, when the dove, after the

deluge, returned to the ark bearing in its beak an olive

leaf!

CHALK AND LIME.

Fancy an oyster struggling for existence in the

surging sea without its shell ! There is a spot in the

human brain, the mere touch of which with the point

of a feather would cause instant death ! Think now of

this brain without its skull. Look at the power of the

lion, and at the graceful form of the antelope and giraffe

!

Where would be their grace or the lion's strength with-

out bones? Now, if you wish to know what shells,

skulls, and bones are composed of, we answer, lime!—
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lime in various shapes. Whether it be so or not, it has

been confidently stated that the vast mountains of cal-

careous earth, the chalk beds, owe their origin to the

shells of minute testaceous fish, which during an incom-

prehensible lapse of time formed these extensive and

accumulated heaps.

" In vast shoals beneath the briny tide,

On Earth's firm crust testaceous tribes reside.

Age after age expands the peopled plain

—

The tenants perish, but their cells remain.

Whence coral rocks and chalky hills ascend

From pole to pole, and round the world extend."

If we examine chalk under the microscope we see at

once that it is composed of minute infusorial shells.

Taking this chalk into the laboratory we find upon

analysis that it is composed of lime and carbonic acid.

The earliest record we have of lime-making is in the

Scriptures. The process was anything but pleasant to

think upon. " Moab burned the bones of the king of

Edom into lime !
" (Amos ii. 1.) Although lime, as

chalk, is freely diffused over the globe, yet it is more

scarce in some countries than others. Happily kings

are not now burnt for the lime that is in them; yet

shells and fish are burnt for that purpose. We said

that chalk consists of lime and carbonic acid. JSTow

when chalk is made intensely hot, the carbonic acid is

driven off, and the lime remains, and such is the prac-

tice of making lime at the lime kilns. In the world of

arts lime is prized " beyond price." If sulphur be the

key which opens the door to the chemical laboratory, the

greatest treasure found therein is certainly lime ! without

lime numberless arts would cease, and civilised life
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would soon descend to its aboriginal state. Without

lime the pride of the architect could jnake no progress

;

the farmer's field would become barren. It is by the

aid of lime that the tanner removes the hair from the

pelt. Soda, potash, glass, colours, pigments, iron, and

many other things, could not be commercially produced

without lime. These facts show its importance to man.

Looking upon lime or chalk as a dry, dusty powder,

whose very nature is the most earthy of earths, few

would believe that it is in reality the rust of a metal

;

but.such is the fact. The name of the metal is calcium

;

and although it is not found in nature in any other state

than that of rust or lime, yet it can be prepared in the

laboratory, shining like metallic chocolate.

HYDKOGEN, OK METALLIC GAS.

Man has never yet seen this substance in a solid form,

but is quite familiar with it as a gas. Although it is

only known to exist in its gaseous state, we have many
reasons for believing it to be a metal. It is true that

the generality of metals are the most solid of all bodies

;

but yet some are very soft, such as sodium and lead.

Where Sir John Franklin died mercury is as hard as

gold, and can be beaten into leaves ; but in England it

is always liquid; and in warmer regions we know for

certain that it exists as a vapour or gas at the ordinary

temperature. By analogy, therefore, we have no reason

to suppose that in this particular hydrogen, because it

is a gas, is not metallic. The peculiar odour of copper*
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iron, and other metals, when held in a warm hand, is

indicative of their volatile nature. Hydrogen then,

although a gas, may nevertheless be also a metal.

Perhaps in the regions of space between the heavenly

bodies—where cold is intensified beyond description

—

it may congeal, and become either liquid or solid. .The

matter forming the comets appears to be more of the

nature ofhydrogen than any other body we are acquainted

with. On the earth it plays an important part, entering

into the composition of nearly all plants and animals.

Water contains eight parts of it out of nine, the other

being oxygen.—(See " Oxygen," p. 70.)

The most notable quality of hydrogen is its ready com-

bustibility ;

' nearly every substance that burns easily

contains it. Hence, oils and spirits, wood, coal, coal-

gas, and paper teem with it. Water, containing so large

a proportion of hydrogen, is the source whence chemists

procure it, and its name is also taken from its property

of producing water, when burned. Hydrogen is pro-

cured thus :—Fit a good cork into a wine bottle ; burn

a hole through the cork with a round iron skewer, and

into it fix a piece of tobacco-pipe, about eight inches

long. Put into the bottle about two or three ounces of

zinc in slips, such as the waste cuttings from a zinc-

smith ; then pour water on to the zinc until the bottle is

rather more than half full, then add about three parts

of a wine-glassful of sulphuric acid. This causes a

rapid effervescence at first, but which subsides to a

moderate and continuous boiling for a lengthened period.

As soon as the boiling is regular, the cork with the

pipe through it may be inserted into the bottle. If a

light be applied to the end of the pipe a flame will be

p
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produced, which will continue to burn as long as there

8 any visible action in the bottle. ^This flame is the

- 1 lited hydrogen, resulting from the" decomposition of

the water by the zinc and acid.

Hydrogen is the lightest of all earthly bodies, being

more than nine times lighter than air. Hence it is em-

ployed to fill balloons to carry the aeronaut on his bird-

like voyage. When a flame of pure hydrogen is burning,

it is scarcely visible ; that is, it gives out little or no

light, but the heat is most intense. If hydrogen when

burning be fanned with air or with oxygen, the heat

given out by it during combustion is so intense that we

know no substance that will not either burn or melt in

its flame; two pieces of tobacco-pipe can be thus

melted and joined like sealing-wax under its influence.

In making experiments with hydrogen great caution

is necessary, as if mixed with air and ignited it explodes

with great violence.

We have before observed that hydrogen enters into

the composition of organic bodies, such as plants, and of

water. This fact is poetically described by Darwin :
—

Thus, while the vegetable tribes inhale

The limpid water from the parent rale,

Their vegetating organs decompose

The salutary compound as it flows
;

And by affinities unknown, dispart

The subtle hydrogen with chemic art,

To blend it with the carbon of the air,

And form the rose, the pink, and lily fair.
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THE MYSTERIOUS LAMP.

At a distance from the earth which it is utterly im-

possible to convey any idea of, there is another globe

;

and if the optical and astronomical calculations be cor-

rect, the sun which lights and warms that globe (for it

has a particular sun of its own) gives days of different

colours. There are green days, red days, blue days,

yellow days, corresponding to Sir Isaac Newton's seven

prismatic colours. Now, all objects visible on these

several days will of course vary according to the par-

ticular colour. The yellow day, from our experience of

this colour, must be the most dreary and miserable

;

for though yellow is all very well in its way, mixed up
with other colours, helping, like a thunder-cloud, to

enhance the beauty of the distant sky, yet, when every-

thing is yellow, then we discover its peculiar effect on

our visual organs. A simple and inexpensive experi-

ment, and one that is often shown at the Coliseum and

Polytechnic Institutions, illustrates the effect of a yellow

day. Spirits of wine poured on a teaspoonful of common
salt in a vial, well shaken, and then put either on to

lamp-cotton or tow/ and ignited, will burn with a

peculiar coloured flame, giving out purely yellow rays.

This mysterious effect changes the appearance of all

earthly objects. Coral lips become of a livid hue ;

rosy cheeks turn ghastly pale ; red cap ribbons become
black ; in fact everything appears different to what it

does by the white light that we are familiar with ; and of

fr
11 things the human face undergoes the greatest change.

P 2
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Very young children should not be shown this experi-

ment; for though there will be laughing lips and

dazzling eyes, yet they are of such an unearthly colour,

that old friends appear with new faces, and a child

would scarcely know its own mamma.%

PYKOPHORUS.

We are able to accomplish many things now-a-days

which have a parallel only in the enchantments of the

Grenii of the " Arabian Nights ;

" and indeed to the un-

learned eye some laboratory experiments appear some-

thing more than marvellous. A very remarkable class

of bodies made by the laboratorians are the pyrophori,

or fire-bearers. There is a liquid called Alcarsin, which

when poured from a phial into the air spontaneously

takes fire, burns with a white flame, and evolves a most

intense odour. Those who witness this singular experi-

ment are as amazed as Aladdin, when the African

magician said, " You see what I have done by virtue of

my incense !
" Alcarsin, Cacodyl, and similar liquids,

can however only be made by experienced chemists ; but

what is known as the alum Pyrophorus and the lead

Pyrophorus are easy of preparation, and fit experiments

for philo-chemists, who are climbing the ladder of

learning, as we shall now illustrate. Dissolve one and

a quarter ounce of acetate of lead in a glass of water

;

also dissolve half an ounce of tartaric acid in water,

as you would do in mixing a Seidlitz powder ; then mix

the solution— a white, cloudy precipitate falls, called

Tartrate of lead ; collect this on a filter, and dry it for

i
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.use. Fill any small phial one third full with dry Tar-

trate of lead, stand it upright in a small crucible, then

fill up the crucible with sand, and the phial will remain

in position. When this is done, stand the crucible in

a little nook of a small and clear fire. In due time it

will become red hot; empyreumatic vapour will rise

from the bottle, which will burn with a pretty blue

flame. When there is no more vapour remove the

crucible, and put a piece of chalk over the mouth of the

bottle till it is cold enough to handle, then insert a

good cork to keep out air. The contents of your vial is

now Pyrophorus, and if poured out into the air it will

take fire. Another Pyrophorus may be made in a

similar way, with three ounces of alum and one ounce

of sugar dissolved and evaporated to dryness. Both

these Pyrophori are in the form of a dry black powder,

and maintain their quality for a lengthened period, if

kept from the air. Thus the followers of St. Januarius

may perform a miracle to mystify his votaries.

A SWEET PHILOSOPHICAL EXPERIMENT.

If we stand in front of a mirror when it is dark and

crush sugar-candy between the teeth, the mouth will be

seen full of electric light.

Qams^ X&- rrn . e»
x
t n >
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THE GUNPOWDER MILL.

On the front of an old-fashioned house * in Lombard
Street are inscribed the ominous words, " Gunpowder
Office." Busy as the people are in that busy street, it

is remarkable to observe with what apparent care the

passers-by choose the opposite side of the way in pre-

ference to steering their barks close to so seemingly

dangerous a fort. But they need have no fear, for

scarcely more than a few ounces of powder, by way of

samples for merchants, are ever there.

While you are now comfortably seated by the fire-

side of your pleasant hearth—where the ashes are swept

up so neat and so clean that it is offensive for a cinder

to fall upon ; now, that the tea things are cleared away,

and Mamma is at peace for a little while ; now that

" Baby " is asleep, and the young children are " put to

bed " and the boys are quiet, working out their " exer-

cises" for to-morrow'— which is not a half-holiday;

while, I say, you are thus happily and securely placed

in body, I will conduct your other, or spiritual, self to

those regions where truly every step is fraught with

danger, and thus we will take a trip from the Gun-
powder "Office" to the Gunpowder "Mills," at

Twickenham.

People go down to the sea in ships, and return
;
people

go up in a balloon, and are seen walking about at

Cremorne; people go into deep mines, penetrate the

caverns of the earth by being " let down " in a basket

* Just now being; rebuilt.
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suspended by a most spider-like woven cord, and are

again seen on the face of the earth, entering the

Mining Journal office in health and in vigour. But

that people should go into a gunpowder mill for " mere

curiosity," and should ever be heard of again—beyond

the seasonable record, during the parliamentary recess,

when newspapers are hard up for a paragraph, of

"Terrible Explosion at a Gunpowder Mill"—does

appear to me more astonishing than the most ideal

fiction I have ever heard my brother tell, and he was a

sailor that could spin a most hairbreadth yarn. Yet

here I am safe and sound, having passed something in

comparison with which the leader of the " forlorn hope "

is perfect security. But this (i spiritual self " of yours is

a great hero : he can go anywhere, and do anything ; and

if you will only leave your body at home it will save

Mrs. Adam the trouble of looking for the last life

insurance receipt : we can thus travel without any " un-

pleasant reflections." Nay more, let us expect a

"pleasant journey." So now come; at 12 o'clock,

slowly passing the Mansion House you will see a white

painted omnibus, on which is lettered "Eichmond,

Twickenham, Bank," words that will recall to memory

so many happy associations.

When comfortably seated beside the coachman, Davis,

time will be pleasant enough. Just prick him by saying

—" That off-horse of your's jibs, don't he, Davis ? " That

will be enough, Davis will reply, to your, and to his

infinite satisfaction. Having started him (Davis) you

will hear the quadrography, life, history, and career of

every (( os he's druv " since he has been on the " bus "

these fourteen years. There will certainly be a little

P 4
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diversion from the legitimate thread of the story, by a

little autobiography of how he himselfwas nearly killed

three times while riding horses that no one else could,

at the time he was " in service " of the Hon. Pelham

Lennox ; also by the change of cattle, when you arrive

at the " Windsor Castle," Hammersmith, and the neces-

sary invitation of "what will you have to drink,

Davis ? " " Well, if I must have anything, a little

drop o' rum soots me as well as anything, thank'ee, Sir

;

— and here's your health." "Why, Davis, how is it

you're not smoking?" says a gentleman, brimful of famili-

arity. "Why, Sir, I've a bit of a cold, so I left off

smoking since I left Knightsbridge, and found my
cigar case empty." At this invisible joke probably you

will be «iraid Davis has committed suicide, so desper-

ately does he wheeze, laugh, and become black in the

face. Here you will observe, if you have not done so

before, the most gentlemanly of omnibus conductors,

and although Short be his name, yet he is tall and slim

by nature. " Quite ready, Sir, but don't hurry yourself,

Sir ; only to-day we are about five seconds behind time,

and our company, Sir, prides itself on punctuality."

Eapidly we pass Turnham-green, and across Kew-
bridge. The Botanic gardens, presided over by the

enthusiastic Sir William Hooker, are now in view, and

the fragrance of the early spring flowers blends with

the fitful air. The scene now rapidly changes ; Kich-

mond Hill and the " Maids of Honour " cake-shop are

now in full view; over Eichmond-bridge, and you

have seen one of the "beauties of the Thames." A
gradual wind of the road and we enter Twickenham,

passing the " Ait " and the old church (that Alexander

Pope loved so well) on your left.
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Mr. Short lives at the further end of the green, and

so we will ride as far as he goes. " Very good, Sir : we
stop at the ' Fourth Cross,' and there you will alight."

But one direction to the Grunpowder Mill is requisite,

and that Mr. Short will give you. " Just up here, Sir,

turn to the right, through the Paper-Mill yard, into

the Whitton-road, then to the left a quarter of a mile,

and you will see the post—To Hounslow igT— on your

right; bear again to your left for one hundred yards,

and you will cross the high road to Staines ; then the

lodge at the gate which leads into the mills is right

before you." Bearing this direction in mind, you start

from Mr. Short's house; and now fairly by yourself,

probably, although determined to go there, you may,

like myself, begin to have some forebodings^ of evil

attending the expedition.

However, the glorious spring air imparts fresh life

and vigour from the walking exercise. You are now
in the Paper-Mill lane, stalwart and majestic elm trees

on your right, and Sir William Clay's mansion and

park on the left. There is still the ladder in the walnut

tree, reminding one of its uses when the nuts are ripe

;

there are the fowls scratching and pecking at the rick

;

the daisies and harebell deck the meadow— it is "the

country." Here is the Paper Mill, splash, splash, splash

goes the wheel, and the stream flows as calmly to it as

though it knew the dignity of labour. Here the waste

and refuse of the clothing of people in yonder city is

being converted into paper, the like upon which this is

printed : but we have not time to pry there, though it

would be a day well spent. Through the turnstile and

along the footpath leads us into the Whitton-road.
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The tall chimney stacks now in sight are at the Gun-
powder Mill ; so -keep them in view,»<and we shall be

sure to travel right. A little walk and you are within

hearing of the engine's groans. Now you are fairly

within " blowing-up " distance, so have a care ; if

smoking, put out your cigar. Within a tract of land

two miles square is another, about half-a-mile broad

;

and it is within the latter that the mills are at work,

ceaselessly, from morning to night, from night to morn-

ing, Sunday and week-day, without end, until the next

terrible explosion gives a little rest, when fresh muscles

and new headpieces are quickly again directing this

grim work. The first thing that will attract a stranger's

attention will be the enormous cords of wood—alder

wood and dogwood—for a quarter of a mile : the

ominous words " fire engine " lettered on several, warns

one to beware. Now you enter the nitre house, and

here all appears harmless enough, boiling and steaming,

filtering, cooling, and crystallising. You will here be

pleased enough to see how the dirty earthy saltpetre

(nitre) of India is washed and purified till it looks as fit

to eat as a lemon ice. These large retorts are where

the wood is distilled to convert it into charcoal. By
this process not only is charcoal produced, but hundreds

of gallons of tar, and also acid water. This acid water,

in plain truth, is weak vinegar, and has only to be

freed by a few strokes of chemical magic from the tarry

particles now floating in it to become the white wine

vinegar so tastefully labelled at the great pickle shops of

Soho Square and Piccadilly.

Pass we on. Here the sulphur sold to us by King

Bomba, and vomited out from the earth's stomach by
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the fire-belching mountain Vesuvius, is ground, sifted,

and rendered fit to enter the warrior's mixture. The

nitre, the charcoal, and the sulphur are all pretty harm-

less in their primitive states, " but when rogues meet,

then let honest men beware." So now to the first mill

house. The rumbling, the rattling, the clanking, the

screeching, the heaving, the wincing of powerful

machinery, overcoming obstacles, are now about as

pleasant to hear as an Atlantic steam-ship fighting

against the storm-waves, and you on board of it. An
engine-house, boiler, furnace, and chimney,—in the

very centre of a gunpowder mill ! But so it is ; one

mighty axle passes from the engine-house to six grinding-

houses—three on the left, and three on the right. We
will enter one of them ; it is about the size of a small

cottage ; on the floor is a monster chemist's mortar, and

inside it, in lieu of pestle, there roll two mighty stone

wheels, cased with iron tyres, weighing more than two

tons each. Forty pounds of mixture,— sulphur, nitre,

and charcoal— are put into the mortar. Over and over

this the wheels roll for eight hours before it is con-

sidered smooth and fine enough. Every two hours it

is " liquored "—that is, a little water is sprinkled over it

from the rose of an arrosior or watering-pot. At the

end of eight hours, black-looking demons will appear

and carry off this forty pounds of meal (it is now called

" meal ") to the corning house. Here the meal from all

the said grinding-houses is brought together, and sub-

jected to immense hydraulic pressure, so as to form

" cakes." Each cake is then cut into slices, and each

slice forced through little sieve-like apparatus, which

divides it into " grains." The newly-made grain powder
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is, however, still too damp for use, and must be dried.

To do this the powder is spread out on trays that hold

about 10 lbs. each, and is then placed in the drying-

house, which is, in fact, another cottage of wood con-

struction. By the side of this building there is a small

furnace and boiler for generating steam. This steam

passes through convoluted pipes within the drying-

house, zig-zag between the racks that support the trays

of gunpowder. Proper valves are arranged so as to

prevent the pipes becoming too hot. Finally the powder

has to be made genteel and respectable, with a bright

polish on its face, fit to appear in society. This is

effected by passing first through the dusting-house.

Here all the fair formed " grains " are sifted away from

the " dust
;
" and so very dangerous is this operation,

that a large wooden screen is erected all round the

house, in order to keep cloud-like dust from being wafted

by the wind towards any of the boiler furnaces, for the

slightest spark falling from the chimney stacks into the

dusty cloud would explode the whole. It being thus

necessary to keep the dust within a limited space, the

men employed in the work are exposed to its noxious

influence. Lastly, the powder is carried to the glazing-

house. Here it is put into barrels of about 100 lbs.

each, together with a few ounces of black lead. Each

barrel is fixed on a kind of spit, and made to revolve

on its axis until, by mutual abrasion, every grain has

the black metallic lustre familiar to all who use the

" shooting iron." We have said the powder is carried

from this house to the other house: now all these

" houses " are but cottages, or rather enclosed wooden

sheds, of the lightest possible construction ; so built, for
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obvious reasons, that should any accident occur, the

whole thing would blow away. The " houses " are sepa-

rated from each other by many yards, even distant an

eighth of a mile. By thus separating the buildings there

is, of course, less danger in case of fire.

Through the land on which the Gunpowder Mill is

situated there flows a small river— the Colne—and

from it are cut several canals, which by serpentine wind-

ings form wharves to several of the houses, so that when
the powder is sent from one to another it is carried by

boats, a means of transit attended with the least danger

to those transporting so dangerous a material.

Advantage is taken of the abundance of water-power

to do a great deal of the work at the mills; indeed,

before the demand for powder became so great the

whole work was put into operation by the motor thus

at hand.

Powders of various textures are here produced, which

require grinding from six to eight hours for each charge

of 40 lbs. Every charge then, as an average, occupies

seven hours. The different qualities are known as

sporting powder, military or Grovernment powder, mining

or blasting powder, &c. : 40 lbs. of powder every seven

hours is equal to 960 lbs. a week ; this multiplied by
ten, the number of grinding houses at work, is equal to

9600 lbs. a week, 85J cwts., over (or say) 4£ tons

weekly, that is 220 tons annually—220 tons of gun-

powder made yearly at one manufactory. What be-

comes of it ? Leaving the matter of the manufacture

of gunpowder out of view, this little plot of land be-

comes interesting to the ornithologist. We need scarcely

say "shooting is not allowed upon these lands," and
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well the hirds seem to know it, for they covey and

nestle here enough to compensate for all the destruction

of their species by the make of sporting powder within

its precincts. " No strangers are admitted
;

" so that if

you want a rural day, a few hours' quiet in the country,

to botanise, to fish, to catch butterflies, or trap birds,

get leave to enter the grounds of a powder mill.

Gunpowder is the guard-chain and strong bolt which

keeps the barbarian thief from entering the precincts of

the peaceful and industrious, and is, indirectly, the

great peace constable of the world.

Prior to this clever chemical invention,thewars of sects,

classes, or nations were vexatiously prolonged. Charle-

magne spent a long reign in perpetual war. During

the Roman empire war scarcely ceased, and so it had

been with all the preceding nations. The history of

the world is a history of shifting wars. Prior to the

invention of gunpowder, or more correctly speaking,

prior to its application as a means of warfare, a pro-

longed peace, such a peace as the forty years between

the Napoleonic wars and the Crimean war, has scarcely

been recorded. The fact is, that when men discovered

the terrible effects of this new engine for their destruc-

tion they began to think more seriously of war.

The old battles, fought without gunpowder, were not

half so much to be dreaded as a modern war. The battles

of Ptolemy and Barneses, Kings of Egypt, of Nebuchad-

nezzar, Babylon, and Xerxes, of Susa, were of a class

that may be compared to a mighty host of robbers

sacking a country with little or no danger to themselves.

What a contrast do such battles present to the terrific

encounters at Inkerman and Sebastopol, at which
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thousands of men were killed after but a few days of

contest. All men fear and respect gunpowder. Na-

tions spend millions of money in building fortifications,

and in endeavouring to make strongholds impregnable

to the effects of this simple mixture, but all their efforts

are without avail. No fortress that has ever been erected

can hold together against bomb-shells, rockets, and

balls flying through space with lightning speed, urged

on by gunpowder. The source of power in gunpowder

lies in the saltpetre ; this substance, termed nitrate of

potash, consists of nitric acid and potash. Now, the

nitric acid is, as it were, an immense volume of atmo-

spheric ah\ condensed into a solid, ready on demand to

assume the air form by the touch of a spark. When
sulphur and charcoal are mixed with nitre (saltpetre),

and a spark is applied, the sulphur ignites, setting fire

to the charcoal, and concentrated air is supplied to the

substance by the decomposition of the nitre. The air

condensed therein instantly unites with the combustible,

and the result is an intensely hot gaseous compound,

two thousand times the bulk of the original solid.

But hark, hark, hush ! my flesh creeps, my blood

thrills, my pen quivers in my hand : the echo's boom
of ee another explosion " shakes the table upon which I

write. Alas! poor May; and jovial merry Atley: but

twelve hours since I left you;—where are you now?
But a little time— I shall be with you.
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GAS AND CANDLES "BURN UP AIR.

An ordinary candle consumes as much air while

burning as a man in health does while breathing ; the

same may be said with regard to gas, oil lamps, &c.

bearing a proportion to the amount of light evolved.

One hour after the gas of London is lighted, the air is

deoxidised as much as if 500,000 people had been added

to its population. During the combustion of oil, tallow,

gas, &c. water is produced. In cold weather we see it

condensed on the windows of ill-ventilated shops. By
the burning of gas in London during twenty-four hours,

more water is produced than would supply a ship laden

with emigrants on a voyage from London to Adelaide.

THE CHEMIST IN THE LAUNDRY.

Washing has for its object not only the removal from

our clothing of that accidental dirt which we pick up as

we go from the dust and smoke in the atmosphere, &c.

but also to carry away certain ammoniacal salts, the pro-

ducts of the perspiration, which are absorbed from the

body by all the clothes that we wear, especially those

nearest to the skin. A change of under garment is

essential to health on this very account, and the art of

washing is more useful in removing the hardened per-

spiration from the cloth (to which it clings most pertina-

ciously, like the matter of contagion) than in removing
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the superfluous dirt and soot which merely offend the

eye.

Until recently, the laundress's first operation was to

prepare " a ley " of potash, which she did by putting

wood ashes into a keel or tub having a perforated bot-

tom. The tub was then filled with water, which,

trickling through, dissolved in its course the potash

contained in all wood ashes. This process is still extant

in some parts of the country, especially where wood is

used for fuel.

In towns, however, we use soda in place of potash,

there being scarcely any difference in the nature of

these materials. The former is a good substitute, and,

being manufactured on a very large scale, is cheap.

The starting process of washing now is, therefore, to

prepare a ley of soda, familiar to all. Hard water re-

quires more soda than soft ; and, when rain-water can

be procured, alkali may be dispensed with entirely,

except in the " boil."

The utility of soda or potash in washing arises from

the power these alkalies possess of uniting with grease

of all kinds, forming a soap ; and also, which is one of

their principal uses, to disunite the ammonia of the

perspiration from the clothes, thus purifying the fabric

and rendering it again capable of the like absorption

when again worn. This important- action has hitherto

been unnoticed. Now, although we admit their great

utility, we particularly caution all parties whom it may
concern not to use too much of these powerful alkalies

;

because cotton fabrics are partially dissolved by a strong

boiling soda, potash, or lime ley.

It is to this cause that the " bad colour " may be

Q
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attributed, which the housewife now and then justly

complains of in the linen. When the^ outer coatings of

the filament of the fabric are thus acted upon, they are

quickly influenced by the air, and become of a yellow

tint.

There is certainly another cause of "bad colour,"

and that is, an insufficient supply of water, or washing

too many things in the same liquor. This gives rather

a black tint than a yellow.

The latter colour is, however, the great thing to

guard against, as this partakes of a permanent evil;

and we mention it now in particular, because there

is a recipe before the public, advising the use of a

certain portion of lime with the soda, in order to pre-

pare the "ley," or washing liquor. Now, the only

virtue the lime has, in this case, is to increase the

strength, or alkaline properties, of the ordinary soda,

which, for domestic purposes, is amply strong enough.

Indeed, in nine laundries out of ten, too much soda is

already used ; we need not, therefore, desire to increase

the evil.

Many laundresses, when they hear complaints of the

colour of the articles they send home, will make their

"stuff" a little stronger next washing-day, and thus

unwittingly increase the evil.

We conclude, therefore, that a judicious use of soda

or pearlash is highly beneficial, and a saving of labour

;

but, if in excess, it is very injurious.

The strong lixivium, recently recommended for wash-

ing linen, has long been known to those who require to

cleanse metals from impurities on the surface only.

Printers, for instance, may use it with safety to cleanse
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the face of their type from the unctuous ink used in

printing, because the ley, however strong, will in no way

affect the metal.

The very low priced soaps are by no means the

cheapest in use ; and they also impart, an unpleasant

odour to the linen, which cannot be got rid of. The,

best " yellow " or " marine" is really the most econo-

mical, if not used too new.

The use of "blue" in the rinse water is too well

known to need comment further than to our purpose.

The ordinary blue is a compound of Prussian blue and

starch. The colour that it gives merely covers the

yellow tint of the goods, without doing more. We
would suggest the use of pure indigo instead of the

common blue. This advice is founded upon practice

as well as theory. Indigo, in this operation, acts like

a bleaching preparation ; but is without any bad action

on the fabric. It is a well-known fact, that persons

employed in the i( indigo department" of the docks

have the whitest linen of all persons in London.

As far as we have advanced, the chemical part of

66 washing " is complete, but much remains to be done

in the mechanical operation of rubbing, wringing,

rinsing, drying, &c.

Q2
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CHINA AND GLASS.

The manufacture of pottery in all its branches of

earthenware, china, delftware, porcelain, &c, is now

denominated the Ceramic art.- This name, which is

derived from the Greek, signifying burnt clay, was

originally given to the art of pottery by the French.

Like many other arts it had its rise prior to the

known date of its history; but from the period when

Jeremiah was commanded to " go down to the potter's

house," the ceramic art has, till the present day, been

steadily improving, calling to its aid every resource of

mechanical and chemical science to co-operate with

painting and sculpture, till at length it has become one

of the most valuable departments of the industry of all

nations.

When common clay is moulded into a form* and

baked, it is called earthenware ; and it is pretty certain

that this was the first step in the art of pottery. When
clay is mixed with flinty earth, and afterwards baked, it

forms a semi-transparent mass ; and as this compound

was first known in China, and imported from that

country into England, the ware thus made received its

present familiar name of (i china." A similar compound

was first made in Europe in the island of Majorca, about

450 years ago. The articles there made were called

porcelana, from the Portuguese word, which interpreted

means " a cup ;
" and hence we have the word " porce-

lain" to denote the finer kinds of pottery.

Of the various preparations used in the ceramic art,
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and the methods adopted for producing the different

(e wares," it is not within the province of these remarks to

make mention ; the preservation of the fragile material

after it is manufactured being the object now in view.

For a young housekeeper to receive from uncle or

grandma', as a wedding present, " a set of tea things "

or a "dinner service "is— as the dream-books say

—

ss a good token." On the presumption that some of our

readers have received such a present, we venture a few

hints that may be useful for preserving glass as well

as porcelain.

The most important thing to do is to " season " either

glass or china to sudden change of temperature, so that

it will remain sound after exposure to sudden heat and

cold. Now this is best done by placing the articles in

cold water, which must gradually be brought to the

boiling point, and then allowed to cool very slowly,

taking a whole day or more to do it. The commoner

the materials, the more care in this respect is required.

The very best glass and china is always well seasoned,

or " annealed," as the manufacturers say, before it is

sold., If the wares are properly seasoned in this way,

they may be " washed up " in boiling water without fear

of fracture, except in frosty weather, when, even with

the best annealed wares, care must be taken not to

place them suddenly in too hot water. All china that

has any gilding upon it must on no account be rubbed

with a cloth of any kind, but merely rinsed first in hot,

and afterwards in cold water, and then left to drain till

dry. If the gilding is very dull, and requires polishing,

it may now and then be rubbed with a soft wash-leather

and a little dry whiting ; but remember this operation

q 3
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must not be repeated more than once a year, otherwise

the gold will most certainly be rufrbed off, and the

china spoilt. When the plates, &c. are put away in the

china closet, a piece of paper should be placed between

each, to prevent scratches. Whenever they " clatter,"

the glaze or painting is sustaining some injury, as the

bottom of all ware has little particles of sand adhering

to it, picked up from the oven wherein it was glazed.

The china closet should be in a dry situation, as a damp
closet will soon tarnish the gilding of the best crockery.

In a common dinner service it is a great evil to make
the plates " too hot," as it invariably cracks the glaze

on the surface, if not the plate itself. We all know
the result— it comes apart ;

(i nobody broke it," " it was

cracked before," or " cracked a long time ago." The

fact is, that when the glaze is injured, every time the

" things " are washed the water gets to the interior,

swells the porous clay, and makes the whole fabric

rotten. In this condition they will also absorb grease

;

and being made too hot again, the grease makes the

dishes brown and discoloured. If an old, ill-used dish

be made very hot indeed, a teaspoonful of fat will be

seen to exude from the minute fissures upon its surface.

These latter remarks apply more particularly to common
wares.

In a general way, warm water and a soft cloth is all

that is required to keep glass in good condition ; but

water bottles and wine decanters, in order to keep them

bright, must be rinsed out with a little muriatic acid,

which is the only substance that will remove the fur

which collects in them ; and this acid is far better than

ashes, sand, or shot ; for the ashes and sand scratch the
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glass, and if any shots are left in by accident, the lead is

poisonous.

Eichly cut glass must be cleaned and polished with

a brush like a plate-brush occasionally rubbed with

chalk; by this means the lustre and brilliancy are

preserved.

LOJNT)ON SMOKE; ITS USE TO PURIFY THE AIR.

Justice demands that the good qualities of smoke

should be shown. In an artistic view of it, smoke is

undoubtedly a great evil, because it blackens our

buildings, and casts shadows upon them where there

should be light ; nevertheless, smoke is not an unmiti-

gated evil ; in a sanitary or chemical point of view, it is

very beneficial, for it purifies the air when contaminated

with the poisons of malaria. Smoke, in truth, is nothing

more than minute flakes of carbon, or charcoal. Carbon

in this state is like so many atoms of sponge, ready to

absorb any of the life-destroying gases with which it

may come in contact. In all the busy haunts of men,

or wherever men congregate together, the surrounding

air is to a certain extent rendered pernicious by their

excretions, from which invisible gaseous matter arises,

such as phosphuretted and sulphuretted hydrogen,

cyanogen, and ammoniacal compounds, well known by

their intolerable odour. Now, the blacks of smoke

(that is the carbon) absorb and retain these matters to

a wonderful extent. Every hundred weight of smoke

probably absorbs twenty hundred weight of the poison-

ous gases emanating from the sewers, and from the

Q4
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various works where animal substances are under

manipulation ; by fellmongers, for instance, and on the

premises of fat melters, bone crushers, glue makers,

Prussian blue makers, &c. This accounts for the unde-

niable fact that London, although the most smoky, is

yet the healthiest metropolis in the world. In waging

war, therefore, against smoke, as an artistic evil, it is

not wholly wise to dispense with it, on account of its

sanitary value. Before we try to throw off the cloud-

cap of London, we should shut off the sewers from all

upward communication with the streets, and by a

parliamentary act send the bone crushers to Salisbury

Plain. As London is at present constituted, smoke is

the very safeguard of the health of the population ; it

is unquestionably the mechanical purifier of a che-

mically deteriorated atmosphere ; when, however, all our

underground sanitary reforms are carried out, gas

leakage prevented, water laid on from the mains, and

sewers emptied into the sea, then—but not till then

!

we may attempt to solve the problem-—how to have a

coal-fire without smoke.—The Author, in The Times.
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A PEEP INTO A WELSH COAL MINE.

Mining districts generally are situated in the most

romantic and picturesque parts of the world. This is

more particularly the case in " Merrie England " and

in the "Land of the Leek;" thus Wales and the

bordering counties have ever been prominent as afford-

ing a harvest to mining speculators, who, mole-like,

grope below the earth, and as a resort for the lovers of

scenery who admire the surface only; mountain and

valley are to one what the monotonous iron-stone and

coal-beds are to the other; the one will praise the

sparkling of the lead or copper ore, the other admires

the glistening of the dew-drop upon the hardy fern, and

the bubbled torrent as it hurries on its course down the

salmon leap. A few days ago we found ourselves

wending our way up a long, though apparently not

steep hill, yet from the length, about two miles, a great

elevation is attained. Eventually we gained the summit

of Carn-y-bwch, one of the lesser mountains of Wales,

" on the border " of England, so near indeed, that the

celebrated dyke, which in the reign of Offa separated

the kingdoms, now known as Offa's dyke, runs at the

foot of it. Carn-y-bwch is situated about three miles

from the pleasant Anglo-Welsh town of Oswestry, on

the Holyhead-road, and about twenty miles from

Shrewsbury. The table-land, or top of Carn-y-bwch,

is not extensive, yet, by having the course in the figure

of an oo, it is used as a race-ground by the patrons of

the turf of Oswestry and Llangollen. The situation of

this mountain is highly effective for scenic beauty.
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From its summit, on any moderately clear day, nine

counties may be seen, the plains o£. Shropshire, only

intercepted by the famed Wrekin, extend beyond the

sight on one side, while various mountains in eight

different counties of Wales occupy the front and rear.

The only comparison to which the imagination would

liken it, was the " exceeding high mountain " on which

our blessed Saviour withstood the temptation of Satan

(Matt. iv. 8), for truly, such a vast extent of country

can rarely be seen within such a view; towns, vil-

lages, castles, cottages, and farms, sprinkled over the

surface as daisies in a field, with here and there purling

streams and the bright sun gleaming from them as

though they were silver links to connect the whole.

As we proceeded on our route, we observed volumes of

smoke issuing as it were from the side of the hill in

the foreground. We had not gone far when we met a

young girl, whom we accosted, asking the distance to

the mines. Dim Saesnag ! * was the reply. Oh ! oh !

thought we, a daughter of the ancient Britons, a real

descendant of the original inhabitants of our envied

isle, and giving utterance to Dim Cymragl\ aloud,

passed on. A quarter of a mile walk brought us at

once into the neighbourhood of an extensive coal-field.

What a contrast ! We have just passed the green and

golden coloured fields, bordered with the trim hedge row

of black and white thorn, with here and there a wild

rose or blossom of woodbine peeping at heaven through

the green leaves, then the soft sward yielding a dainty

meal to the lowing cattle and the bleating lamb, then the

road side decked with azure harebell and blooming furze

* No English. f No Welsh.
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—there was the logged mule feeding at will upon nettles

and stray tufts of grass, all was bright, was gay, was rural.

Here the scene is changed to engine-houses, lofty

chimneys, sheds, stables, cabins ; hills of coal, of coke,

of rubble; piles of rough timber, broken machinery,

loose chains, and a thousand other things apparently

scattered about, rusty, dingy, black; and well they

might be, for the coke hills and chimneys were foaming

with smoke, and appeared as though they had been doing

so for ages. The clanking of chains, the screeching

unlubricated wheels, the waste steam blowing from the

boiler valve, and the echoes from the pit's mouth, form

together a sight and sound that few can conceive or

form even an idea of, if accustomed to a (i quiet house."

As we examined the. works, we could not but be

forcibly struck with the apparent negligence and ex-

posure of all sorts of machinery in full work, wheels

revolving, beams oscillating, ropes and chains being

wound and unwound, pumps flowing with muddy
water, all, as it were, unheeded. Everything about a

mine seems to be done for work and nothing for show,

so everything is wrought of the strongest material, but

in the roughest way man can put matter together. As

the engines are never stopped but for twenty-four hours

in the week, that is from six o'clock on Saturday to the

same hour on the Sabbath following, they are put to

severe tests for labour, and which if deranged throws

many men out of employ; they are, of course, constructed

in the simplest and strongest way, so little " tackle
'"

indeed is there about them, that they are often driven

by a boy engineer.

Having viewed the miscellaneous works, we had some
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conversation with one of the " Top Men," which ulti-

mately led to our descent to the " lower regions," the

"terms" were very moderate, having only to "stand

something to drink
;

" the miners are willing to do any-

thing for strangers for a trifle. It was suggested that

we should put on a " smock," which ultimately we had

no reason to regret. With our " new garment " came a

little of the excitement of our situation. We could

not keep away the thought " should the rope break,"

or a wheel go wrong, what would become of us?

Fearing lest our nerves should fail, we hastened under

the direction of our new friend to jump into the Corve,

just then about to descend; two or three miners did

the same, and in a second the engine, like a mighty

giant, lifted us all up about four or five feet, and held us

dangling over the pit's mouth ; at the cry of " hold on"

the engine was reversed, and we began our descent in

earnest. We certainly own there was a thrill, the

" goose flesh" crept up our back when we thought of

the eighty-five fathoms of space between us and— a sure

footing. The descent being very slow, we had plenty

of time to examine the shaft, it was strong enough no

doubt, but we thought it rather shaky, the bricks had

fallen away here and there, and water was pouring

through to no small extent. Having descended about

thirty or forty fathoms, the mouth of the pit or shaft

began optically to decrease in size, and the rope by which

we were held did the same, till, having gone down
about sixty fathoms, we could no longer discern either

;

we could, however, trace the rope or band by the light

of the candle with which we had provided ourselves,

till it appeared as fine as a spider's thread. The fur-
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ther we descend the less steady we go, the oscillations

become greater, we swing from side to side, and, occa-

sionally the corve catching against some projection,

gives the whole a lift—far, very far—from pleasant to

those unused to such treatment, and having made
rather more than half the descent, we felt, as we think

a person might feel were they in Mahomet's coffin, a

kind of suspension between heaven and earth— only not

supported by ether, by magnetism, or gas, but, by—

a

cobweb. Still we continue to descend, Now the echo

of voices are heard from below, reverberating gruffly.

We have passed the superficial crust of the earth, and

bricks are no longer required for support—the shaft

being cut through rock of " slaty shale," as the geolo-

gists have it, which is mostly the strata that covers coal.

Now the glimmer of light is visible, it becomes more
distinct, faces, not so black as you would imagine, come
in view. Now, thank our stars, there was an end of our

suspense, both ideal and real, we are landed, as an

aeronaut might say, when his car had touched the earth,

safe and sound. We are at the bottom at last! an

archway leads to a considerable excavation, large enouo-h

for waggon and horses to turn round, from this the

galleries, as the lesser excavations are called, emanate

like small streets from a circus ; down one of these we
were taken to the Stable, a part of the mine that had

been exhausted. The horses were in excellent con-

dition, they are of the low cob breed, as best adapted

for their situation. When once they are taken down,

they rarely, if ever, are brought up again, and are even

buried below in some instances ; of five we saw one had

been down seven years and another eleven. Having
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satisfied our curiosity here, we turned back to the Road

or Main Colliery. In order to save-labour no more

material is cut away than is absolutely necessary; in

this mine the coal seam is not more than four feet thick

(they vary from eighteen inches to twenty feet), so that

measurement may be said to be the height of the work-

ings, which prevents one walking in an upright position.

We traversed along this, about half a mile, when the

sound of the pick and sledge warned us we were

near the workers. A turn from this brought us at once

to what is called the " Wall Face," from which coal is

actually brought down, here were seen about twenty

men in line on their knees and haunches, in full labour,

each having a lamp, but giving no more light than, as

the saying is, " to render darkness visible." While here,

we could, of course, do no less than mine some coal

ourselves, in order to give a charm as it were to the

visit, and, from the little experience we had, we can

assure you, dear readers, that the miner's work is not

to be envied, especially when we take into considera-

tion the danger of this occupation, dangers which in

their consequences may be compared to the mariner's

—to-day he is full of hope, of life, of vigour—to-morrow,

a widow and fatherless children weep his loss ! Yet

the miners, like the sailors, as a body, are a hardy,

contented, and courageous class of (rod's people. Having

"done our work," we withdrew, happy ourselves, but

leaving those happier behind us.

The mode of working a coal mine is not sufficiently

interesting to the general reader to be detailed here.

We may observe, however, en passant, that the men
work " by the piece," that they are divided into classes
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under the name of holers, getters, butty-men, trammers,

rolley-drivers, banksmen, &c, that when the coal is

" got " it is shovelled into the corve ; the corves, gener-

ally two at a time, are raised on the Rolleys, a kind of

truck, and are drawn to the pit's bottom : a corve is then

attached to the apparatus by which it is brought up the

shaft, and is then consigned to the banksmen ; and that

" long night " to which the coal has been inured is

terminated with a bright day, and the sun, from which

it has been hidden for ages, again shines on it.

In some cases the coal is drawn from the wall face by

manual labour to the mouth of the shaft, but in most

instances by horse, under the guidance of a boy or girl

carrying a lantern "dimly burning." It is usual to

have a tram-road or railway for the rolleys or trucks to

travel upon, and it should not be forgotten that this

mode of transit was in use in the mining districts many
years before applied in the general way we have it now.

Besides the falling of the superincumbent earth, which

in some cases buries them alive, the miners have to tax

their ingenuity to combat with one of their greatest

enemies—namely, the fire-damp ; though some mines

are comparatively free from this evil, others there are

that have it in excess. This fire-damp is nothing more

than what we of the " upper world " call coal-gas. It

issues from the coal as it is mined, pours out in jets

like that which we daily witness in a miniature degree

at home at our own fire-side ; mixing with the air of

the mine it becomes very explosive if not carried off by

good ventilation. Mines that are dangerous on this

account are obliged to be lighted with a peculiar kind

of lamp called the Davy (invented by Sir H. Davy, the
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Chemist), which prevents the gas being ignited on the

outside, but warns the miner of his danger by the ap-

pearance of the flame within the lamp should the gas

be in excess ; in the ordinary way common candles are

used, which the miners are apt to burn when they

should not,
r

because they give more light than a " Davy."

Grood ventilation will, however, subvert the evil of fire-

damp, and in order to carry this object out, they gener-

ally sink two shafts to each mine, they make a large

fire in one, which, acting as a flue or chimney, causes a

draught of fresh air to descend the opposite shaft and to

pervade the mine.

The miners, besides fire, have also to contend against

water, but this is kept away by powerful pumps : that,

however, overcomes them for a time occasionally, still

further testing their patience. The strata of coal is not

in a majority of mines on the level, but "dip" to a

considerable degree; in these cases different modes

of working are obliged to be had resource to.

When we found there was " nothing more to be seen,"

we made preparations to ascend, which, having effected

in safety, we must own there was a degree of pleasure

felt in again treading the surface of terra firma.

Of the. origin of coal we cannot here enter into, but

it is generally admitted to be the result of some wood

or forest that has been " laid low " during some great

change which the surface of the earth has been subject

to in a previous age. There is not the least doubt that

the presentposition ofthe globe has been entirely changed

with regard to the relative position it had to the sun in

former times, and as a consequence the surface of the

world has been modified with this alteration, either sud-
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denly or over the lapse of ages, most probably the latter.

In all His works there is evidently an object in view by

the Creator. We cannot for a moment contemplate these

mighty cellars of nature without perceiving at once

that they are a superb provision for man's wants ; nor

could we, both on account of its value and its compo-

sition, have given coal a better name than that which

it has, The Black Diamond. This wise economy of the

Great Author of nature is a great proof of His infinite

beneficence.
" Who, not content

By one exertion of creative power

His goodness to reveal; through every age,

Through every moment up the tract of time.

Adjusts, accommodates, and blesses all."

As we left Carn-y-bwch for Llangollen our guides'

"farewell" echoed in its Vale— Llawer ddiolch im

cyfeillion, Da-bo-chwi. *

TEMPERING AND COLOURING STEEL.

<( Drawing the temper " of cutlery and steel implies

exposing the metal after it is manufactured to a certain

temperature by placing it in oil heated to the degree

required. If the steel has to be coloured of various

shades, it must first be polished and then heated in the

air by being held over a tray of burning charcoal. The

heat at which these various effects take place are indi-

cated on the Thermometric Scale inserted at the end of

this book.

* Many thanks, my friend ; farewell
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CHLORINE.

The commerce of England is so much indebted to

chlorine, that a short notice of it may be acceptable to

our readers. The value of chlorine to arts and manu-
factures rests principally upon its power to bleach or

destroy colour, and by its means our manufactures

have been so much improved that British manufac-

turers of linen and cotton find a ready market all over

the world.

Chlorine was discovered by the celebrated Charles

William Scheele, a Swedish chemist, during the latter

part of the last century, to whose experiments we are

also indebted for many other discoveries in chemistry.

Chlorine is so energetic, that5 if let loose upon the

world, it is sure very quickly to unite with some one

body or another ; hence we never find it on the face of

the earth in its primitive condition. Again, nearly all

the compounds of chlorine are soluble in water ; hence

rain dissolves them out of the soil, and thus they pass

by running streams, brooks, and rivers, into the sea,

where they are found in great abundance.

The most notable compound of chlorine is the table

salt of domestic use, which consists of twenty-three

parts of a beautiful soft metal called sodium, and

thirty-five parts of chlorine, both of which can be sepa-

rated from one another, and exhibited in their natural

beauty. When chlorine is isolated, it takes the form of

a vaporous gas, having a greenish yellow colour ; hence

Sir Humphry Davy gave it the name of chlorine, from

the word chloros, light green.
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A compound of chlorine and potash is most extensively

used in the formation of friction-matches. How much
these household trifles add to our daily comfort, all

can tell.

In crowded hospitals, in dark and dank places, where

the matter of infectious miasma lurks, there a little

chlorine set free destroys the arch enemy on his own
ground ; hence chlorine is a most powerful disinfectant,

and for this important discovery Dr. Carmichael Smith

received from the English parliament a large grant of

money.

Chlorine gas is extracted from common salt thus

:

Place into a retort two ounces of salt, one-and-a-half

ounces of black oxide of manganese, two-and-a-half

ounces of water; shake these together; then add

gradually one-and-a-quarter ounces of concentrated

sulphuric acid, and boil the mixture with a gentle heat,

and collect the chlorine gas that is generated in a jar

over a pneumatic trough filled with warm water.* In

this state it has a suffocating odour, and is very irritating

to the trachea, or throat-valve; thus wherever it is

made good ventilation is necessary.

There are many other compounds of chlorine used in

the chemical arts than those named, such as hydro-

chloric acid, which consists of hydrogen and chlorine,

and being mixed with nitric acid dissolves gold. It

also enters into the manufacture of medicines, particu-

larly of calomel. Thus have we shown briefly some of

the uses of chlorine. It is but one, however, of a family

of four similar bodies, all of which are to be found in

the ocean.

* See Frontispiece.

R 2
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, THE CHURCHES,

VENTILATE THE SHOP, THE CHURCHES, AND THE

SCHOOLS.

Few things are more insidiously undermining the

constitution and vital stamina of many " young people
"

than the want of shop-ventilation, particularly in the

evening, when the gas is lighted. This subject cannot

be discussed at a time better than when the weather is

really cold, because it is at such a time that the greatest

evil exists.

There are many trades, the occupation in which is

very light, and requires little or no exertion. Stationers,

fancy wool, toy shops, and the like, nearly all keep their

doors closed " because it is so cold ;
" the result is that

the burning gas vitiates the air in the shop ; and the

assistants inhaling this, the circulation of the blood is

lowered, and the outward cold is felt all the more.

Again, there are some shops the contents of which

naturally yield emanations of an unhealthy kind when

a free current of air is excluded. Who, for instance,

can go into a shoe shop, the doors of which are kept

closed, without at once being conscious of the unpleasant

odour of old and new leather ? The same may be said

of a ready-made clothes depot ; the peculiar odour of

the cloth and fustian, the burnt gas, and the confined

breath of the people serving therein, make it exceedingly

disagreeable to a stranger on entering out of the fresh

air. If a remark be made by a purchaser that the shop

" smells close," the assistant is almost sure to Teply that

*' they don't notice it/' "^hat? however, they do notice,
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is head-ache, languor, loss of appetite, ennui, debility,

pallor of the face, blotchy skin, redness of the nose,

white face. All unheeded warnings to ventilate the

dwelling-place, which, if not attended to, produce worse

results.

Many drapers' shops are badly ventilated; some

where they drive a good trade, have been enlarged by

the addition of neighbouring houses, all the fire-places

have been removed, and but one or two entrances are

left to the whole building. As a pattern of what a shop

should be, the best perhaps in the kingdom is at

Belfast—roomy, lofty, airy—and though a good show is

made, the doorway is not cramped up with goods, like

one sees in St. Paul's Churchyard and other places, in a

manner that positively keeps customers away. There

are on the other hand many trades where the door is

always open; the result is that all engaged in it are

healthy, and never complain of being cold. Look at

the butcher-boy, blooming and healthy; furniture-

dealers, taverners, and many other occupations are, as a

general rule, healthy, because of the free ventilation of

their shops or places of trade.

The nose is the gate to the lungs, and whatever is

indicative of unpleasantness is unhealthful, and should

be shut out. Instead of closing the doors to keep the

shop warm, it is better, if the cold is severe, to wear

warmer under-clothing— half-gloves, thick stockings,

warm jackets, and woolly neckerchiefs. In winter,

dress accordingly in warm clothes, and plenty of them.

Sufficient attention to this matter is not paid in England.

We put on dark-coloured clothes and think they are

warm ; in summer we wear light colours because they

B 3
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look cool; hut what is required is thick or thin clothing

as the season varies. It is thus only tlwt we may defy

the effects of excess in heat and cold. Arising from

well-known causes, cold air, particularly fresh air,

warms the person that breathes it. more than warm air.

It is proverbial that persons sitting quietly in a room
M feel a draught " from every cranny. " The keyhole

blows enough to turn a mill;" though they "creep

into the tire," and roast themselves, they have always

one side cold ; yet a little exertion in fresh open air

would put them into a glow.

As gas burns, and people breathe, water is produced

and exhaled ; if this steam be seen condensed on the

inside of windows, you may be sure the shop wants

ventilating. Dust of every kind should also be. avoided

with scrupulous care. Every morning when the shop

is dusted, doors and skylights should always be wide

open so as to clear away the dust as it flies about. It

avails but little to dust without getting rid of it out of

the premises : to make a dust with a brush in one

place for it to settle in another is labour in vain.

Persons who take a morning or evening draught of dust

are sure to be troubled with air-tube complaints. This,

then, is another reason for ventilating the shop.

We have pointed out the necessity of ventilating the

shop. Those observations apply not only to the trades-

man's shop, but also to the workshop or factory. The

fearful decadence of the health of the inhabitants of

such towns as Manchester, Oldham, and Sheffield,

which are in truth but congregations of workshops, is

notorious : the pale wan faces of the dwellers there too

truly tell the want of pure, clean, fresh air.
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Passing now from the private shop to public institu-

tions we are compelled to admit the same radical fault

— the want of that element which is " the breath of

life."

In our churches, schools, and assemblies, people who

go there suffer more or less from this evil. It is pro-

verbial how persons, young and old, suffer from colds,

bronchitis, and influenza : all of which are said to be

" caught " when they return from some public place of

rnbly. The question naturally arises, how is this?

The answer is, that it is caused by the sudden change

which the body undergoes in passing from a heated

impure air to that of the natural temperature, contain-

ing also its proper proportion of elements. Man requires

for his health one gallon of air every minute of his life
;

the individuals of a church congregation are rarely, if

ever, supplied with a quarter of that quantity. Only at

the cathedrals is the air space in proportion to the

worshippers. A man of large lungs inhales about

:Yty-five cubic inches of air at each respiration; he

breathes eleven times a minute, and thus requ;

nine and a half cubic feet of air every hour. Xow when

there are a thousand persons under one roof (some of

the metropolitan churches and chapels contain 2500

persons; for a couple of hours, it is evident that twenty

thousand cubic feet of air are required to supply that

which is necessary for existence to these thousand

persons in a pure atmosphere, so that of course a much
larger quantity than that is required in order that a

current should be established to remove the effete matter

of exhalation.

The evils of vitiated air are also more to be guarded

S 4
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against, because persons can live in it without being

aware of its danger, as far as their sensations are con-

cerned. When we enter a crowded assembly on a cold

day the air is always at first repulsive and oppressive

;

but these sensations gradually disappear, and we then

breathe freely, and are unconscious of the quality of the

air. Science, however, reveals the fact that the system

sinks in action to meet the conditions of the impure air,

but it does so at the expense of having the vital func-

tions gradually depressed, and when this is continued

disease follows. No disease can be thoroughly cured

when there is a want of ventilation. It is related that

illness continued in a family until a pane of glass was

accidentally broken, and then it ceased ; the window not

being repaired, a plentiful supply of fresh air was

admitted.

The practice of building sepulchral vaults under the

churches was fraught with the greatest evil to the

health of those who went into the edifice for sacred

purposes. But with few exceptions it is now interdicted

by the legislature ; still a great deal in the way of im-

provement has to be done. Nearly all the churches in

the empire require some artificial means of ventilation

to render them physically fit receptacles for the body

during a prolonged service. The Sunday schools also,

as a general rule, are very ill ventilated ; and lessons in

the second hour are far worse rendered than in the first,

solely arising from a semi-lethargic coma, that comes

over the pupils breathing a carbonic air which has

already done duty and been inhaled by others several

times. However it is to be regretted, it is yet true that

people will sometimes sleep during the sermon. Now.,
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the minister must not be twitted with this, for with the

oratory of a Jeremy Taylor or a Tillotson people could

not be kept awake in an atmosphere charged with

carbonic gas, the emanations of a thousand listeners.

The churchwardens should ventilate the churches, and

see that the congregations have sufficient air for

breathing; if people go to sleep they are more to

blame than the preacher.

PNEUMATICS.

This is a branch of philosophy which relates to air-

formed bodies, such as the winds and all kinds of gases

;

their condensation, weight, rarefaction, and physical

qualities. It also considers the combination of gases

with solid substances ; thus, the familiar bellows,

employed for blowing the fire, is strictly a pneumatic

instrument for producing chemical effects, and numerous

very important manufactures would cease but for the

all-important bellows. Much of the ore of the precious

metals contains besides gold and silver, also lead, iron,

and copper. To remove these is the process of the re-

finer, and he does it in this way :—the whole mass of

metal is melted in a shallow vessel, then a stream of air

is blown upon the surface of the molten mixture, the

result of which is that the iron, the lead, and the copper

become rusted, that is, they combine with the oxygen of

the air which is blown upon them, producing a scum of

oxide which floats off in rippled waves from the surface

of the more precious metals, leaving the pure silver and

gold unsullied, The pneumatic apparatus employed for
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making iron is on the most prodigious scale. Recently

a novel application of pneumatics has been made by

Mr. H. Bessemer for converting iron into steel, which

will in due course entirely supersede the tedious process

at present in use. It is known that by the action of air

on its surface, the crude iron of the mines is by a very

slow process, called " puddling," converted into the iron

and steel of commerce. Eeasoning from this, Mr.

Bessemer thought if he could force the air through the

body of the crude metal, instead of only on its surface,

as the arduous puddler's process does, he should accom-

plish the same end in a less period, and at a great

saving of the most terrible labour man has set upon

himself. How gloriously science has gone hand-in-

hand with him, the wonderful works now in full opera-

tion at Sheffield show. Many years will of course elapse

before existing interests will succumb to this change

;

however, that time will come, though probably not till

years after the inventor shall have passed away. The

windmill is a pneumatic engine ; the birds that fly in

the air ; the ship that sails the ocean, and the great

waves that roll there ; the common house-fly, and the

pretty moth that flits in the garden, are all governed in

their motion by pneumatic laws. Then, too, the great

domes of gas at the works are but monster pneumatic

troughs, the principle of which is seen in every labora-

tory where youth studies pneumatic chemistry.
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COAL MINES LIGHTED BY GAS.

The continued fearful accidents in our coal mines,

owing in a great measure to a practical defect in the

means of their illumination, have given rise to many
contrivances for their prevention. Among other means,

that of lighting by gas has suggested itself to me.

In the spring of 1854, at which period the Barnsley

catastrophe took place, I published in the Mining
Journal some details of my plan ; recent experiments

have convinced me that coal-gas is the most economical

and safest illuminator that can be used in mines.

It is somewhat strange that these dark regions should

be the last to receive the benefit of that artificial light

of which they are the source. Dark ! Few know how
dark. Set up a very small wick in some very bad oil,

surround it when " dimly burning " with a gauze, such

as our window blinds, which curious eyes can scarcely

see through in broad daylight; you will then have a

tolerable idea of the very faint light that the miner is

obliged to use.

Most of his labour is " piece work," and the better

he can see the more he can earn. The gallery in which

he works does not reflect any of the little light that

falls upon its walls. The lamp, after hours' burning,

is nearly doused with its own soot, but being poked at

with a bit of wire lightens up, but to quickly sink into

a " glim." Can it be wondered, therefore, that the

miner prefers a naked light ? Oil and tallow are a

heavy item of expense in the working of a mine, and

short-sighted overlookers think there is economy in
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decreasing the means of light to the men ; the miners,

on the contrary, are ever desirous of^more light, and

hence there is an opposition between employer and

employed, which will ever lead to evil.

If, now, mines were lighted by gas all these evils

would be prevented, because there need then be no

want of light ; each jet once ignited would never

want trimming, and could be permanently protected by

gauze, in the same way as an ordinary Davy, with the

advantage of being made a fixture such as the miner

could not remove without discovery.— The author, in

The Times.

SALT AND SNOW.

Whenever snow is on the pavement, lock up the salt,

or at least do all you can to dissuade folk from " sowing

salt " upon the pathway, for this reason :— The liquid

mixture produced is from thirty to forty degrees colder

than melting ice.

In charity to one's neighbours, therefore, we ought

not to cause them to walk upon such a dreadfully cold,

sloppy, leather-penetrating mixture as we thus make.

Cold feet engender half the diseases which "flesh is

heir to." Can we expect them to be warm after pad-

dling through freezing brine ? If you are really well

intentioned towards your neighbour, and wish to preserve

him an upright man, strew his path with sawdust, sand,

or ashes, and keep your salt in its cellar.
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CONTENTMENT; AN ALLEGORY.

" Seek not to be rich, but to be happy ; the one lies in bags, the other

in content, which wealth can never give."

—

Penn.

It has been my custom to devote half an hour every

evening to what I term my " contemplative occupation,"

that is, to smoking; and whilst so doing, I have a

thousand times watched the varied forms the curling

vapour assumes as it issues at intervals from the bowl.

Thus enjoying myself, the other night, the following

circumstance " occurred :— One of the miniature clouds

floating over my pipe arrested my especial attention.

It did not appear to ascend in the manner of its pre-

decessors, but to hang and cling as it were about the

bowl. As I watched, there appeared in the midst of

the cloud a figure—a spirit—just such another as Ariel,

whom Prospero released from a tree in which Sycorax

had imprisoned him. I had not observed the little

sprite more than a second or two, when he beckoned

me with his tiny hand, and cried, with a voice sounding

like an echo, " Follow me !

"

I instantly obeyed the summons ; and, without any
apparent lapse of time, found myself standing in the

low, dark cellar of a house situated in one of the

narrowest lanes of a large city. On looking round, I

saw Disease lying on a heap of rags. Hunger, Poverty,

and Misery were at her side, moaning and weeping,

ever and anon mutually exclaiming, " Hope is lost !

—

our last, our only friend. Oh ! where is Hope ? " while

Discord sat scowling in the midst, preventing Sleep
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from touching with his magic wand the unhappy in-

mates of that miserable habitation.

The little sprite, which had kept close to me, frowned

;

and, in a voice of deeper tone, again exclaimed,

" Follow me !

" In a twinkling I found myself in a

splendid marble hall, the walls of which were covered

with hangings of tapestry; and its countless brilliant

ornaments were multiplied to prodigality by numerous

mirrors. Eeclining on a magnificent oriental couch, at

its further extremity, near a window opening on a con-

servatory, I saw Luxury, wrapped in embroidered silks,

and decked in precious jewels. Whilst I still gazed

with admiration on this gorgeous seraph form, the tiny

spirit chuckled a contemptuous laugh ; and placing in

my hand a glass more clear than the dew-drop seen at

morn on the leaf of the honeysuckle, " Use this," said

he. <e All who view objects through this medium per-

ceive them in their true light. Look upon Luxury's form

once more." I obeyed, and now beheld Death sitting

in Luxury's lap. At her side stood Avarice, with

extended hand, as though striving to grasp some visible

object. Ever and anon his lips moved, seeming, to

utter, te More gold ! more gold !
" Scorn, Envy, and

Contempt were at hand, near their patroness. The

last were busily engaged in conversation ; and I over-

heard them say, distinctly, they were glad at heart that

Charity was dead. I returned the enchanted glass to

the spirit of the narcotic vapour ; and was about to look

once more upon what I had previously thought so

lovely, when he hurried me away with the rapidity of

the lightning's flash.

I found myself now in a plain and humble, but neat
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and clean apartment. There sat, near the fire, a

vigorous young man, clad as an operative. His eyes

were fixed, and he appeared buried in thought. Health

was painting his cheeks ; and Love sat on his knee, her

head reclining on his shoulder, softly breathing in calm

sleep. At this moment the young man smiled so

joyously, that I was induced to ask him the reason of

his mirth. "Look there at my brothers," said he.

" Do you not see them there— Content and Industry,

wrangling with those two creatures at the door ? The
one contending with Content is Wealth. The bloated

wretch is offering him a bribe to change homes ; but

Content knows the world too well ever to live under

the same roof with one whose god is gold. That forlorn-

looking creature speaking with Industry is known as

Dishonesty. He is ever importuning him to taste of a

cup which is called Spiritofwine, professing that all

who partake of it will enjoy bliss through life. But
Industry is well aware of Dishonesty's real object, and

is too vigilant ever to allow him to attain it. The
miserable wretch would rob me of a precious gem, long

in my possession, named by the admirers of gems, from

its superlative beauty, Happiness. I smile," continued

he, " because I delight in having such trusty brothers,

and feel assured that neither Wealth nor Dishonesty

will ever get a footing here."

The little sprite now whispered me, " I have shown

you three pictures—which do you most admire ?
"

" The last," was my prompt reply.

" Take it then," said he ; " and so long as you retain

Industry and Content in your dwelling, remembering

also the donor (my name is Eeligion), you will have,
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not only in this, but in the life hereafter, that precious

gem, Happiness, in your possession." *

A loud and merry laugh awoke me from my reverie

;

in short, my darling little boy had been painting my
face with his " crimson lake," and had at that instant

completed the operation, to his own and his mother's

infinite satisfaction. Though his mirth had disturbed

me, his sister still slept upon my knee. That night my
repose was only broken by a sweet dream—methought

I dwelt in heaven.

the i>KD.
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